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as a guide for the policies of the present-· .,,(and we mus.-t· 
- - ----~----- -- --- -
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···-------· --------·· --------- -·· -- - - -- - - - ---- - --
--,; ------
it must contain an accurate record of how the. past achieved 
· · the results which now overshadow the present. Only by this 
i 
--~-. . .· -~--- means .can -We---r~ize-wb.at.-mu-&"t be ·encourag-ed ·and---what·mu-s·t-




As a rule, methods and techniques are overlooked 
"' 
·.:· .. · 
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by documents which seek to prese7e for the records what 
... - - ---- -- ---~---- ..... ~........... .---.-.. . .--. -·~~ - --- -~ 
-;---
has been developed to expiate a situation. The historian 
clegucts -from the ___ f?icts they contain; how the ideas and policies 
::-.-,<. ·::-~. -- - ------~ - .. -- - -·-- . 
caine about. Hi~_ .. ___ geductions may leave a wide range of error • 
.{, 
-~ .. Qn·ce the participants in an event pass on, there is no 
other way to .re--check assumptions than: to re-evaluate . th~ 
data in tertri.s.· of any new materi.al ··which m~y turn up~ ·' The 
historian. who is trained to ra·i.s'e· -·pertinent questions about · 
the va·lidity of his ins.1:.ght has lost the single source which 1: 
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-
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concerned. in light Qf.-what. he kilOWS ., ... Q.f ;,;,the-'ot~11e·:r· commentators/ 
.and adding some new twist of his own, calls· the reconstruction 
accurate under the circumstances. Majority or minority votes 
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. . .. ~by ·histori~s do riot determine how events ·came about-,- -al.though::_ _________ ·. __ 
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-·. · ·. i:Lmay_ .... appear_~_o ____ hy __ the_ many ____ s-cbools:·_no~ __ .. _i_n- -ex-1-s 1:·ence-.-- -The 
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.: ______________ , 
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~--·~-.~:_:.picture .. of .. the·historical actuaility is not-changed-one iota· f 
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The valu.e of Zeitgeschichte is that it can help to 
oV"ercome the factionalism _arising from the questions, 
11
~0W? 11 ·· 
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•. C---- - - -- • - -
·al).d UWffY?,; th~ou9'h~its .. u~e of t.h8 oralID.terVieW·~-The··.moral .,., . · -·---
character of the h.istorian must be ex~mpliary; his que·stion·s, 
-
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l·· 
becomes· authorit·ative for its reconstructive qualities. 
It i.s the hope of trie' author that this work may-·--
, .... 
.•. ·-'···-«>· ""· 
. 
. ' ' ~ . . 
f·u:l.f.ill·· the severe :eri-teria set by. the method. Her intention 
... 
;is· to fill some of the gaps in the understanding of the 
. organization,- operation:, and techniques of resi.sta.nce in :a 
.,,.,.}./ . ,., 
. - : - . - ., . . 
totalitarian state. Perp~ps it can----be-of some value -to the 
present and the futu·re. 'l'otalitaria~n states have not ceased _ 
_ ·to exist. We cannot fores.ee that they will mot exis-t in the 
./0,' 
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1. 
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-. . ---- ---- -·-· - --· . --- -I . 
___ ----;--------·---------~----- _____ T'h.~ Count was tall and handsome, with -a prominent 
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cleft chin to empha.size an austere face, and if tribulation· 
. . ' ' . - . -· .. ---:·-·-··--
-had lent the slightest glint of worry to his eyes he appeared 
pensive enough for it- to diffuse evenly throughout_· his 
- . -- -·~- - - ' ' -- - - - - ·-
_____________________ .. _________ --:- ac1a ---s-Eruct:ure~-~---He 'ffaa··--tn:e--.ea~-y- -g-:race of"- an --aristocra:t:---~__c---~------------_---__;__ ___ _ 
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detachment about him, unusual for a man of 33 years, for 
/ 
------------ - - ·--tre -had"- never allowed· hims-e-lf -t-ime to mull -over - the- -futii-ity;· - -- --~~- -
=~~~~-~--~--~------ ,------- -- ' -- ---------
- =···-·. --
··h-~··· 
of his personal opposition .to the Hitl.tir; regime~ He liked.· 
to think that ·he could~remain aloof from the imprecations 
·of Nazidom. The problem he struggled with at this moment--
was how to keep safe from the tentacles of the National 
-
--Socialists, but at the same. time realize his ideals of 
humanitarianism. 
·-···------~---·--As --he--gazed down .... on .. Be.rlin' s .. _linter den Linden _from ________  
hi-s window in the· Oberkommando der Wehrmacht building, a 
--- - --- ---- ------------::--- ,--- --------. --- - -- ,./ -- ·------------------»--------------------......... _____ , ___________ ,,, · ... -----·----------·-·-"""' - ---------, -~·-~'--'-·-----~'·--------"'·'~-"~--· f' ___________ ,, _____ _ 
... ' .... 
solution to the dilenuna occurred to ·the· count~ In·mo·re- - --- ------- ---·-~:-::, -- ___ - -
"":"'""~.n'lr~IL~llliW~-~f-. -·------U..0 ~--====== 
normal times--~ h.:e · ~a.cl 'l:>e~n ac.c:u~-~?l!le·d _ to- think out hi~ . plans _ ~ .. _______ ...... . 
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systematically, develop them in some detail, and apply them 
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--. -bµt ~ickly he had di~cipiined himself to become a profic.ient 
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' .. )systematic planner __ ~(.)~--- ~11~t ~1:i~_!e_ was ··no ~ther .pr.actical wa~y _ 
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to --;~aid the danger~us inte.rcourse with Nazis •1 
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·- -- -- - . . I 
. -·.,..... - -~. -- _,__ ___ --·· - ·------~-·~ --
-- ----~- ·----- ··-·····-
The Count·, Helmuth· James -von Moltke surveyed .)+"he , -_ I. ·. 




. personal code of ethics, or he overcame the stultifications 
of _gcj.j:-cumstanc.e 12Y 'f~ding a level _.of ide~ that ke_pt his _ ___._,.;.--_ ... -~'"""'==·· 
intellectual life estranged from ·daily frustratiens· ~ 4 
' -
~--------- -
But it was not easy for the Count to resolve the 
·------·····-··- -
-··-··--- . -.---·h~~~IJ.it~-~i~n ___ c\tt-i_tud._es ____ fost_e~~ed__ __ throu.ghput."}Ji-~- lif-etime when-
- !- ::· l_"i :,-
\ 
the social ·and poli tieal .· environment was efoing haywi-re. 
----------.-----............''-----
Von Moltke, a freedom loving_ individual, saw in the Nazi 
State those forces which he feared and hated. German citizenry 
i,• 
-- ·-- --t, jH ,·,1u•1 ~ 'ft' 
,H's'eemed -t-ired of the ·reasoning proce-ss.- - .Instead of trying to 
- . . - ' - ··--- ·-·· . 
. - ,. ____ _._, - '. ·--~·-> - . . -·.-·· ____ . .,_ ---------------- -. 
. comb.at the inhuman .doctrine of Natioria··1 Socialism, they had 
·found it· easier to join its supporters w.ith silent ass·ent . 
. Ir-rational acceptance concentrated -even more than ever the 
l---------·-------·--- ·. -- ~ ------c1.gnt-e'fiThg web -of- to-Eal-i tar ian coiitr_o_l. Wha.E--nad-- ·unne:rvea-- - - -- ----- -······ 
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he.found himself losing the ability to,master tne·situation. 
·····-·······--··-· 
. - ----····---------~--- --- ~- .:· - .·.·."··:·c· .. ··----- ---
__ Th_e ___ f_oes on.th.e. -O-ther .... s-ide---had--.s-ec.urit-Y- in n~mbers. In 
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I . . . . ------•·-· ____________ ...... ····,-
- - --·c - mistaken .for .. assent i-_--disserit---.could. be fatal.. ~All of the 
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things that ·w~re slipp;i.ng beyond the __ ~each of man -~ p~rson_a_·-1_· _------,---
·--~-----
''J . . ... . 
et)lics, "~uality of opportunity, the ~hance to perceive 
. ' .. . 
- ~.·· - ,, __ .. - ·----·' 
. !~ ' . 
- .. ------· ·.·--- ---- .. , beauty.~ · · rat-ional ·.thought·, humane· ·tr-eatfue-ri t, soc ia.1- ·awaren."es_s-, -·-- ----- --·--- -.-
-· -··------ ---·-··--·-·---- -- . ·- -- ·- -----·-·----·---------·- ....... _ ---------.-------·-
.· _ --_-principl·ea··aat·iotf";~ and ·rnora.1 ··-dedicati·on -- ··all of these,, 
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somehow, might be salvaged by those whochose still to 
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In the Count von· Moltke .. 1.s view- the apa.thetic .. . ...~ - ... . 
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---- · ··------ ------·-·· ··-··-·- · ------ Rei-ch---- in-·- actuality · worke·d-- ·to··-- ·a·s sure -that···· a new ·· mo-ral ·· 
,, 
Germany could nev·er be --accomplished. · Inaction would, as 
-· !' _ -~ ----=-~-~tte saw -:it:,-- --·mean -· tl1a~- -th~'-=G-erman nat·i-orr--·-mu st even'tual~y --die -·-- - -~- --~----~--·-==-=-::: .: .. :: ... ____ _ 
I • 
' 
-.·, an alternative could not: be considered calmly; it was· not 
. 
·merely wrong, it was an actual crime against the rational· 




The way to develop. a program of action, the Cou·nt 
- ·-- ... ·--.. ····-·· .. _.,,_ .. __ . ·-···.· -- -
·-·~,..............·--· 
., 
· ·- 'decided, was to gathe~r a circle o.f c·lose friends who shared 
~"'C"",,_____ 
·-·-·-~-·-··-~------- • ·-·· 
-- - - ·-- ·---
~- -------------·-~----··----- -----
. ·- - -- ··-·· --------···--------··-----------------F iequ e nt exchanges of idea~ within the group 
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but would also sati·sfactorily s~bl~mate hi_s__ sens~ O of concern -
, c·· -·-,r--··--··, ..... _, __ .,..,.~- ··-··--· --. · ··-·~"~·~···'·"'"· , ... ' ,.-,-,, ". . . -
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for the welfare of his fellow human beings. ·It would. be 
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:do·ing· anything for in ... ~he immediate -sitti.at~on would be those ___ _ 
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- --=·--- .c-~ ~-:~ --- -in -some -way_~onnected to the discuSsion .. circle_.._ _ _The __ __me±ho-~d~,-· ..._,-_. ____________ , 
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he told htmself, couldbecome·a.collective intellectual war 
.. -- ·- -··-···--- ' --· ··---·---· 
) ' . ' 
. : .. -- . ' ·- . . -
.I -againsf .the- Oppresfsions of a totalitaEJ.an state-. 
-· ' --------------~-- - - - . -- -- --- ----------------------------------'-,-----c-----'-. 
--------_--·-·------Witli tliis · posi.tion in mind, ---the Count turned taward 
. - - ---- -- --- ·-------
• I 
·his desk to write letters.· He, a man of breeding and· 
.--- ~~~·~~ ·-_---' · - ~~-······1:du.catio111 ··· deepl'y · tfi1:eresEecr··1n-1:nec~fEUay ·or eCOriOiiiICS aild- -····-·:·-_ ----~~ _-_~.---=~ '=: 
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-in th·e ri<jhts · of -man, chose two amo-ng his -a.cqua-intance to 
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von · wartenb~..t"g, an official with the C-e_mmissio:ner. fo_r Price 
Control, had earlier voiced sentiments which would help to 
~ , -- - ·---~ ·,' -. 
E-insiedel,·---an-< -unders·ecre·tary in---the-·--Min±,stry of-Economics 
whom von Moltke had known since his participat·ion in the 
Pre-Nazi Arbeitslager, had_the~capacity to produce fresh 
-~--"------~·-·------~----------~------- ~--- -- -- -- -
'· 
He wrote to ,van Ein-s.ie.ciel ·t.i_rst: 11 Certain things 
I, I•\•\•'\~ I• I. 1 , '.·l ,•\. \. \ • \•·I·'· • ' • ' · ' · 
we -can't resolv-e. bec·a.use the circumstances for which we 







as he struggled to find words- appropriate enough to -explain 
f, 
- ··--- - . J---··-··-------~~~~ ~~~~~--~~  ~s~--~~~t~-i~~------- _._: ---
~ l I postal censor. - "How unfortunate it is," be continue--d, "that 
l:~-:~--::=.~-~---~ ~~__:_--'~~-- ·. ~ _~ ..' -----· -·----- .··. __ --_ ---- ~- -- -- - ---, --· ----------··--~---·- ·- . - -·- ····- •, ------------·----· ......... ·- - .. -
l f 
,/ • 
t,.,.,.,., , ,, ,,:,., we cannot revive the tranqu!l atmP:spb,~~e which gave Voltaire 
~ ~ ~ -the peace he needed to formulate his ideas. We must realize 
.. 
~-
.. _.,.,., ' 
-8-
" 
. 1--, J . .,_, . ?-,--i.l.:.; .... 
' ---
...... ·,,. •. ,.·.-, .... -L ... ,., '. · .. · . '. •, _, ' ·..... ·, --,· ',I ,-.-··--· ..... ,.-__ _, ... -•.·-•-·-'-'•~• .. -•.:'-•••• .. •"•••--•-·•·-· -"'· .. '--- -~·-,· -·-··-·-»·~__,,._· ..• '-.--,.· .... ,., ... , .... ,.-, .•. /•·•--' .;.,·.~, .... ,.-,,,:.-1,,. -,·,-,··•··•'I• .. ".,-, .. · .. .-,.,- •. -. .. - •• ,,_.,, ••• ,, . .,.~_. .. ,_,·. ,,-•• ~.,.,_,._.,_,,.,<-•, •• ,:,.c,·., .......... 
• • J 
fa:-----_ ----~~----~- ------"~,---:: ___ ~-~-~t.nat~-~ths~):~--time--·-has--come---t·c:r--r~c-ognize 'the: inte1-1-ec·tua-1, ·.· .. 
1:1 ' . • 
. 
- _, -U----·-·-·-·- - ·----'----'--'<->-.-----·--·-·-· 
;-:; 





l ... ... ' ' ' ' . . . . - . • -- - _:_-~.----·-···---· .... - - --- . _ _,_ · __ :~- . ---
' ·'We must be satisfieWto· think anew. u3 
. -
Ven Moltke felt· reli_ef as t~e _last_ signs o·f the 
., 
- -- -- --· -- --- . .- -· ··· ---- - --1n-- the past weeks were swept away by the· force which helped 
.. . . him-to_ex,e:r~ss his_iaeas on_the pape:r. 4 He ti11ed_the __ .. -~ ... · .. _ ······••·• 
•• ••-••-••• ••----,-,- ·-•••••• •••••-••••--•••••-•- ••••• • - - • •••--•••• • - ·- -• •---•-•• • • •- - -es--·•·•-----•---••-·-•--•-•--•• ·--··- ••• •-···---·,-----,·---------•-•-•••••--------··-·--·•,••••·-•.:;-,••-· • ••" ---••-••• ••-••i•••··--·---~------··---··-~--~ .. -·•-,-•~-·----·•-•---·---•••••--,, 
reverse side of the sheet with an outline for the· pregram, 
. . . 
·stressi!).g that careful planning·was the way to overcome the 
... - - . . . ··- •,·.: ·•. ··-. 
unable to put his ideas into operation. He stopped suddenly 
in~mind. :r;_~ __ 6~~~-~r-~9:_ ____ ~_o ___ ~i.~ tha~ _ -~~-~.i..I].g ______ his lll(?S~--- _re~~~~ -..... · _ ----·-·--···,·-. _______ -----~--- ... , ..
r 
-
·talk with von Einsiedel neither of them had employed any 
other word but "wirtschaft" when th·ey had spoken of Germany's 
economic pol-icies. 
"Wirts-chaft ! n It was an- id-eal word for an · 
. 
internati.o.nal law consultant to the Oberkommando der Wehrmacht 
to use- in a letter addressed t.o a fri_end in the Ministry of 
~--· 
E c c,p omi q__~~· . I t __ .. denoted_ a 11 the f e r_v or~ _o_f~on Mo 1 tk..-e.__'_._s,,_______il..3d ......... e......,a....-s-, -~~~~------
:l ( _,~-: : .;: : ·. :.:._: '.' :: ·: .. -•-~- ---¥e_t._ __ woul_d_-.e.reate ___ lit t-le_ _ s_tir.:__dur ing__.±h.e_-Rosta.l ... insp.-.e.-c..-t.._.i . .-on,..,..., ____ ·-··· 







becau,se the censor would assume that ~'wir:tschafe~ ___ r_e_f_erred · 
"' 
····-·-·-----·· -- ---·--- --iJI'--somet"" W-?1,Y to· tnEf ec-ononric --programs .of -Nazi Germany. Von 
. --··-·-···--------·---~- ..•. ~-~------~-~~-·---~~,.·~--·--- ---·-------- - ----
Mal tke' s intended meaning, ,iupheaval, " would never be 
, 
-9-:-· 
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.... · ..... : ,·. ··- ,·, .. ·, ....... -,~ ... -...... ,. ......... ~ ................ ,~.~, .... ...__ -, ...... ,·.,, ... _ .. ,__. . 
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. 
t,, ............ 4-;t, ·, .• . . •, ~ . • • , ' - . ,-- ' -, .. ~ ~ -~ • • ...• ,. ' ,., 1 .•... ···f .,. ' .,i ·, 
r ...... · ....... -· .... , - ..... ·---·. ;,;.;.;. ' •. ,_, _,,, .. _. . ' .h.".- ; .. ';· ... , ..... ,,.... . ., . 
•. 
--- ---·--· ·:: '·.· '·.· ... ·, _____ .' . '. 
'' 
-- ----- .---~----· ·--··• '------···-·--·---- -··· - . --~-~--- -----·-·-··------------· --··--· -------·-------------·-··-· .. -·- . -..----- ·---- - . . --
, 
--- -·----··----.-----··---------~-----------·-· 
f · ·. _·· ·.. . ·.perceived by th~. shortsighted qensor · whO was capable of f ..................... ··----~---- -~ ----- - . .. ....... -.... · . .. ' . . . -...... _. _______ .. __ , ..................... ----·-............ _,_ ......... -.... -- . .. i" :-, --- . ' ...................... , ......... - .. . 
recog:gizing only the obvious. 
. . ..; . -·~. ' .. 
' fl ' 
' 
- -------:-~---;, 
-- -·The -count smiled as he ·rapidly listed the several 
subject·;$;. he considered worthy of discussion. , I , He explained 
-------·---··-------------~ - -----~--~·~- _. _· - __ :_._____ . ··--·----·· ---·- -· -- -.--. ... - -- ------ - ------~ ~-- --
. . - . . ' - . . - ~· .. 
--· to von E1ns1edel that the purpose· of the talks was for 
impr_ovement of the physieal and intellectual well-being of 
4 
" 
we are outlining remain flexible enough to_ avert the danger 
s, 
'Of unrealistic applicat~on·. Too much detailed planning. can 
· · _--·:~·:· =·-------' ···· ·- *· ·-·render the· policy as ineffective·· as· the ·forsaken· nation- which ···· ---- ---- - ·· ·· - ··: 
'~-
can no longer benefit fr.om the promise of fresh suggestion. 11 
In a final flourish, von Mol tk«e. ·declared that the· ends to which 
. ' 
for the· individual to obtain his just share of all the goods 
earned ·by· and from the wealth of. the State, -the: creation of 
, I . ) .... 
opportunities for the individual to earn the,attainable 
possessions of a l·ifetime, and the dev.elo.pment of th.ose 
•... ( 
.. . . 
. 
































__ __1_ i~ 
[; ;-.. -··--·---------------- ·. 
the 'peauty oft.he universe.5· 
Helmuth von Moltke reread .... his. let.t.e.r. __ car.e_ful.ly . __ 
\ 











- -- - . - ~ ..... 
..... , ..... ~·- ~-"· . 
arouse the c __ uriousi ty of th!e cens,ors. 
.. r-
Horst.van Einsiedel 
~ .• .;.• ·-·· ... ' 
- ··· ··----- .. would re·c·all their recent conversation; h.e Wo'l:lld .·recognize. 
. . . 
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'• 
,j 
...----~--~-'' ~ . ____ . ___ . ________ ... ····-··-·-- ----- -----. --·--· · _____ · -----· . -----·--··· - ·-----------·--· '----- ----···-,· ----, ·-------------------·--...:..---'----'---------:--·..:. ________ __.:._;·:..:.. .. _:.._~----·--- .. ---------'~ ......... ----------------··-------- J 
··' cipprecfate the idealistically shrouded wotds which.became. . . . ~~·-·· '! 
. . .• . . . ·' -
- -------- -~- ' ·_:,.· ,1-·-. --------------'·-----·--------··'--·-------·-----···-·····--·-········ -----------······---· ... -----~ ----- ····-·,·--· ___ :_ ___ ------------···-·--·--···------..:. _________ ... - . ····------- .. ------------- -··· --------·---·----·-·----- . - --------·· --·- -----------·--- -- ------------ . . _· .. ... . . . . -- ......... '.I 
' • ' l 
the favorite banalities of the ,_Na:z·1-·s whe·n they :promoted a 
national prog,ram. 
At the outs·et, Count von Moltke hoped his invitations-· · 
weuld be the expostulation of his inner determination and 






-· - ----,-- =-:c~--Ee-sul:ct~. --- He had n.at aegun- his->- letter to de-fine- -a-course- whi.c-h ----- - __j] ' -- --- t 
i 11 
might _pervert National Socialism. His efforts were dedicated - .- - \ · 1 
_ .. _._. to ral·lying thos.e who had the fortitude to stand aside until :i 
· ---.------'---- ------~-'~----------th-e----scourge --o-f :Nazidom reached --i-ts----natural ·conclusion. H±sr· · ----- --- ---·- -------------
'jtistificatiqn, cl~rification·, arousal, and confirmation of 
~ 
\ 
. _the hatred and abhorrence which alre.ady existed in those 
''j 
··'---------wh-o----h~d--··-aiiy·-rea-1·-~---soc-i-a-l----awa-rene-ss.,------would ···s-erve as_ -a call -to· 
-
men capable o-f fighting an intellectual war. . He recognized 
,-· 
that the cir'cle must be forewarned of the consequen·ces: 
in the Na·zi -·c.amp. th_e·re were those anxious to crush any 
impending political· or social upheaval. These were the· men. 
' -
· ., for·" their suffocation of:· free thought. 
As he sealed the envel.ope, gloom and despair return-e-d 
,it-r. 
' 








; _.. _ _. .. · . . . . ' -·--· . - . - . ------~--~- ~ .. . .. _:_~__: ____________ -- ....::_ ____ ·-~--~------------···--- - --- - -· - -· --·---·---· .... ---- ------ . ___ ,, __ ----- -- --··- ·---·-- -'----·-···· ··--······-·· --·----·-··-··-----·-- -------·-·-·---------·---·-----·-·---·---·----··-·-----···---··-·----·-------·-- ,;., 
---·~- -- -
to -plague vo-n Moltke. The mobilization -·of the fre·e irrtellec.tuals, 
--- - ---· -- -· .. -······· .... -···------·---------- --.------···---···-········- ·--··· - -··-·---·----·- ., --·--·---·---· ... ,-- ----- . . . -·-·---------·--········---.-'-•-·--··· ·- ···--·----·, - ...... ··-······· ---· ··-. -·. - -~ .. .,_. -·-· ··------ ··---·-,, ···--·- .. -- .... _,, ____ ···-··· ----·····--- ·-·· ----·------·-······- ··--·-· ---- ---·-' ··- .. . 
_ . . . --he thought, may be too late. . By this day .. of June 16, 19401 , __ 
1-,--.--:-,--·' --·----;--_ _.,~--,,-. ···-~'·-"-·-"·-·"'-"·--··- .. . ---=----------.. ··-·-----------···"·-.. -- - .. ----- - ---------- .. ----- ------ -----·----------· ' ...... ------------ .. •:' ....... ,· 
. ·, 
-- ---··-··--·- --···-.. -, ........ ·-~---·-·--·---·-··--·-- .. -·- -----·-·--··"·---------·--------------------------·-----·--------···- -.. ·-----·-·-··----·----·--·------·-----'----·····-···-·· --······---·---··· --··---·-------··-·--·--··• ... ------------- - ~----- ----- - - --
the resignation of ·-Premier Reynaud and-his replacemen~ by- -- --- ---------------------···------
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. ·- . . 
___ ....__ __ ·- .. ··-··-·--· . -------·----~- - ·-- ·------·--·-- · .. __ ~ ····-····---·-- ··--·-·--~---...,..-- ··-·- ----. . -------··-- ----· ····--····· ----- ' -· -- - - ·-. - ___ ... ____ . -~--- ·....----- .. ------------- ---- : .. ·----~ -
. ,: ' 
. . 
. ·• . 
--- - ----- --- - - -----------~ - ----- - - ----
----·-··------------- -
~· ··-· -- .. ,-.,, .. -; ......... . .', . 
,,. 
' .. ·- . ----- - -- ---- -----· ---- --
-------and~~Norway---h-ad----su-~irendered---t.o---1:he --supe:r:-ior.~ity __ · of- H-i tl er ,-s ___ ---·--· ________ -----... ----.-
... 
. . \ . 
--- .. -----------·---·-- --- ----· .. ···--·· --
---- ........ -. . - - -- - - . . . . . , 1 
force. National Socialism ha.¢! been J;i"lan-ted in most_ of-·Europe.- - , ____ -~--~~ 
rr. ,., ...... ~.- ·' . --: . 
------ ---------_-----~~~~T.b:ose natTons~, st-111 free, wer_e. struggling --against unsurmountable--'",, .. c--
.• 
_ .. od¢ls by trying to contain it. The horror of Nazism, radiating· 
I ' . 
·- .. --- . . - . - . _,, ---·---------· - -- . .---. ·····-· -- . 
·'·'·-· -from Berlin ·to the Atlantic Ocean. to t:he Mediterranean Sea,. 
still farther; it would extend to a worldwide stage where 
- - ·-------- -····-------·---··· ·-· ------ -------'-----'--·.,.· --···-.-. ___ ,_--_ .. -=-·---- ___ .. -... _. __ 
every freedom loving ind~vidual would become -the obstaci,e 
t\ the stability of the inhuman, ideology • 
. , 
• ---- ••..•. -, .. , .............. """:,. ·-·-:· "c" ,._, __ , .. _,, __ ~ ....... ~---~-- ··-. •···•·•• -:· ... :- .. ··-·- -::,···--·····-=··--·-·····::·-·--·~·-·-:-·--- :·· ····- ............. ·-- -·---'--'-
--· ...... ,, ____ -~-·-·· ------ .: .•. · ..... ~ ........ ____ ,_ ....... : .. ___ '·--··-····· ·- ········-··-·-·· ···-·-·····--·. ·-·-··· -···- -
/' 
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--- ___ .-...... _,...,........--------...__ - . ______ ... ____ ----- - -
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- ___ ,, ________________ --·-: --- .-~--:...~-- ______ :...:._ __ -· ' ' . ' --···2. :-- -' ·. ',_· ·-· ... _·- - '._·-·-·--- .-- '' ·-- ·. ,. ·.· .· .·. '. ---:··-.. -- _---_ ' -· .. ·. - -·. - ··--·---·-·"····-" 
'·--.-----~--·-
-,,,....~--~ ·~-- ... --· - ~-.----.. _ .... :. -----. --- ~--J-·- •. ·_ •. -.·-·--·_·-·-·.: ._ •• _._: __ ·,·::-.. :·. ·-~----· 
. . - ,._,_ ____ -···-~" 
. - .:. -. ·-. -. -,~ .. --; - ___ .._ .. _..:.,--- .. ----~--,-.. --.·-----·--· ···-··-··-- --·-·. ,-,-----:_ ----·-·--. --··· ~~---· --·----,-. - . ···-· 
. ' 
------------·------· . -- --·----- ____ : _______ -- ~-.-- '·-·-··-··--···------·-
. ·---··· -·-----,-
-· - ----- - -- .. -. __ ., ... -•- --.·---· .--,----·········- .... -
__ · Wheh.~llorat_-Von=.Eins~iedel had folded Helmuth von 
·-----·- ___ .....:..___~~~-
-· 
- ·---,-- ---......,---~ 
----------·--. -
---·---' .t-
. • :. ·~--1'-~ ....... 
' ' Mol"t-ke'- s letter- to -retu-rn ·it to· its envelop_e, he sat forward 
\ 
- , in his chair t.o -r-est his elbows against the ·desk top· in order··········-··: ________ _ 
.ii, 
~.:____ _____ .-__ .=.-_ -~i,,,L___!!.........__.~ ............... ~~~~~~~-Which-to--p.-lace.--h-i-s. ch-~ It ··was·······" _ __ -------------------~--------· 
··-- ---- ' ---- - - ---
--·. - ·- --· ----
- - -- ---- ·----- _ .. ____ - ~-. -·· 
----· --- - ---··- .. ---· .... -~-:.:. ---::--=-·· -________ ...... --·-. - ------·-· -···---~~-·-·····- ·····-·--
. --- - --·--· ·--------·-·------ ------·· .---
his favorite ·thinking position. His body relaxed.·· ·He·· closed 
his eyes to review Helmuth' s .. ideas ·'without being di~tracted·-.' 
. _ _,I 




' 1. . ·--------.--·- ________ ,, __ -··-·-·--·------.-:··--- ·----··-·------·-··-··-----\,......,, _____ , ... ~--··· -----=---- •.... ·--.. -- .. -- .. --. ········- ---------·----··--i··----=-=---=--------,--~--------•------·-·---------- ------------- ---------- ·--,~---- ---·--- ------------··----!___:_ ___ ·------·--·--------------·---·----. -.-:~. -:--c-.. -.-·· ~., ·-~-... -----.--~~:· 
'"' ... spend l:\is waking hours :,in a building tha·t'- housed thos··e 
. , 
dedicat·ed , to the improvement of the National Socialist economy. 
He lik.ed discussing ideas with Helmuth. It had 
'• \ 










reverted to the techniques of the pre-Nazi Arbeitslager 
groups. Then, small circles composed of individuals who 
contributed extremely divergent views talked oyer differences, 
riot for compromise·/ but· rathe,r for reconciliation of ideas 
in terms of-· the demands of the immedi~te situation. All"-. 
-
-
· membe-rs had approa9hed these seminars ·with open minds, ye! 
. ... 
--~-, .. -··they ha¢! preconceived· intellectual limits and denominate.rs 
' 
-... ·;,··cc· ~ "-'~,·-···:'ccc=.·cc.;c,c:::cc:· -~.whicl1 they. woul_d never sacrifice··-- ·in the ~eour·se -of a discu.~sion . 
. ....... . 
-·------------ -
----·. .. - -. ---- ·-·-·-----~ ... -.,. .... .---·-·----,. .. ...,.._ . ._., __ ... ,:.. .. ~ . ..:--.. -.. --................ ·. -· ....... _ ·--···--·-· •..•.... -....... . . .. ... '. - ............. -. ··-····-·--···· ... _. -··-··· ·-·· .... _ ---•¥------·.- ---··· ._... --·-· ·--··-···,-- ..... -- , .. - ------~ .. ·: - . . . •. -- _-. . . .. . .. , ---.-- --- ... --, ---;; _·;.:-.. ;.-•;:;_.-......-.-~.-.:.;::-:.>....r..:,·=-! _._.,.,..._ • ..__.. __ ,_ .... ·-....... ~ ••• -, .. ~ ..... - •• , ... .,. ..... ,-¥• .,.,., ••. ,.~ ,, • •••• • • • '"'••••••-OM--'••--••••• ••••• •• • -• -••• --~•"'••-•••--••--•••--•• ••••••• • •••• •-••-·"' .. -,-••• • -•• ••- •,•• • 
- • ••• <-•'•t" • •·-•"••••-•• • •" _. • • 
-·--:-''"":':7~ 
. ..... Iri tn.t·s ·way no one could-_ feel. compromised .~h~n the circle 
. 
- . 
---·-····---------·--···-··---···-·- __ ,___ - ---~---····-·•·· ' ' . ------ ,,.-- --- - -- --------------- ····-
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' . . " . 
. -, :· ·.·· .. 
' 
' ~ ~~ 
--- -------- --- ---- --· -·-------- ---------------------- ---- - ·.The---1-eader- -Of th~se .. t:a.iks- had taken, careful- not-e,s--
• I 
I . 
I' • I 
reee~d---eeri-t--ai-ne<i backg-rGund---ma-t.eJ:i-al- explain-ing--- tb.e---r-easons--_ _ __ __:__. __ , 
. "' 
... 
. - -.. -- ---·______________ . - .... .., '.•. 
-----ahd j-'ll~ti,!ications for vari~~;- pos_it"i-ons' arid., thtse we;~ 
. . . !· 
used to assess the va:-1-idity of the individual points of 
--- _ __ __ ----=--=~=-::=::-~~-~==~:-~~~i_e:w~-- _ 'l'he ____ system _had~_ WO::t:"lS'.ed 'beaut_i:fully wllen-the semi,nar- --- -- ------- ----- --·-:- ------ ~-1 
- . . ----·---··--·•--------··•------------··----~--------------- . ---------------·---.....:---. . .. -·· ••.... --·- ----···-- - . -- ·• • •. • --··» . . • ' ·• •.. ::._I 
I 
participants had been p~asants, ·socialists, ~ristocrats, I 
. ·1 
i! 
=====--- --· -~~~~==,--~---""'· .. C- ----------" .. ---•. .,.,-, •. •• ..•• ,.· . --- .. ,,____ --- • ------ --- • ---- • --· . -- • . _, __ .-·-··. -- . ·--·--·- -· - - -··. -- ---=•-=··---=-..;====-..::.:....-:;;::" _.:-::c ••••• ·o.::,.----::-;-:;-;::;" ' 
-
and students. There was no reason why __ the discuss,ion circle 
. -
could not work equally _·as well now in 1940 when the individuals 
. f 
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" l ,, concerned were · cont_ributing ideas merely for person.al 
·-
....... ----- ---•------ .......... ----·-- ---- ·-. ··----- ...... ------ --- -- ----'--- 1[ 
intellectual salvation. 
Von Einsiedel, however, was able to envision the 
. - . . 
dearth of ideas which would u].,ti~ately re.sult if the circle 
was limited to only Peter Yorck and himself. Often when 
he r,ecalled the experiences of his Arbei ts lager days, he 
r.emembered some other friendships he had made. It occurred 



















discussion groups would be concerned·, as he and H-elmuth--~w""11e--rf--ie~, ------- - -· 
I 
about intellectual freedom, and would welcome membership 
It" .... 
in a circle of friends with s~;mi!9-r appre~ensions. -
.. -----------··- ~---~- ,-___,_~-
--
- . -···--·--·---- ' -- ---~·-
-
·-·cousin of the von Moltke' s~; earl Friedric,h von Trotna, 
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-- --- -~ _--:---------,Berlin, be invited to join the discussion circles. 
1 • ~ 
Their ·_ .~· ~ 
.· 
group would be wel.l -balat'.lced with the inclusion .of the two, 
' ' 
- - --- - ---~--~------·----,--- ---
___ ,.._'._ -- -
----------- ------- ----- - ------- ------··-·-------------------------· ______ : _____________ . ---···---------'. . ··-· ___ - ---'-=-'=~~~-------
--~---
~e added, because both had experience with the di·scussion· 
.... 
~ -.. --- -- ~ .... ··-~·--· --- ~.- ....... ~----.... ' -- ·- ---···. ·-,' 
' ... 
techniques, and both would welcome the ·opportunity_ to exercise 
--- ----- . ---- -·--------- ·-----~-----·------------· 
~···--· ···· ------·-~---- ~ei~=4n~~~~~~-~e~~~~~s=~ieh-~bd~=~tt~st~~---·-~~· ~-~~ 
. ' - . - . 4 
-- -~ 
' -
-·-· ______ =.-=-~---==, =· -=·-~ ===~~n.Jlelmuth!_s ____ letter. ~Of . invitation. Von -Ein-s:ieGel~-~e-lesed-by"~----~-~~----:.------~~-···"-----'· 
agreeing that the t'alks would indeed elevate the soul to 
a level_ beyond the reach of .any ... totalitarian state. 
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. .... 
_ ... __ . ..... ... . ....... L.ater __ .when .. Hors.t .. von .... Eins iedel.. .s.tood .. with---his------hand-----o-n---------·--·--·-------- ... -----·- ___ ;_ 
the ma·i-1 slot of the corridor postbox in the·--1v1i111stry or--
.. J• 0-f A 
Economics.;· he realized that his, words of encouragement were 
irrevocable committments to a program that cqyld be easily 
.. ·· · construed as seditious. He had grappleq. ·with .bis secret 
····apprehen-s±-ons--b-efore when he had-b-een--attending high -1---eve1-------
policy meetings of the Ministry. Afterwards he had never felt 
. --·- - --· ·-· 
-~~ as free from anxiety as he ~el t . just now. Then his conscience 
_ had~ pricked him unkindly because he had forced himself to 
-· 
outwardly support px-ograms in which he had little faith. 
----~~---'--_~azis made him uneasy. He felt like a hypocrite because he 
- . -- ·-··- .- ..... _.,-., .... ,.~=-· .. ··-··-··-----··-·-' --··· ------· --··-·.,-- .. - -
·-Yes, in his way l!e would be a..ble to withstand the demands.-
. ,;. 
·o.f the existence even though it compelled him. to live among 
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Socialism. Perhaps :~he-' might ·be····~···-- ·L.- __ , . .__, __ , __ .- -- ·-· 
---------->~ 
committing sedition; but his sedition wou-ld be against an 
'r-· 
_ i.deology which inimical 
-.,-_- ·-- -
was. 
-but to mankind as a whole. 
----~---.__;_·' ·-·-~··· --,~·--· 
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1 
Peter Yorck vonwartenberg. was visiting count von 
I ..J 
"' 
___ -:::'··~~--·,--Moltke'·s office when Horst·von Einsiedel 1 s··answer arrived.~ 
-· 
, 
.· .. t.. 
·The two men eagerly sca~11.ea~--the .. carefu-l-ly-writt,~:n page, ·both-----·-··----·-,.----.. -- .. --·-. 
- -
---·--··--·-- ---.---·· --------------------------~_.ilently . ;pleased that their ... opportunity for intellectual 
exercise had- b~en · enthusiastically re~.ei_ved by the third 
·------------- =-=--=· ... ,. --· ........ , .. ·-··· ... , .. ----- ... cccc,~,- c·,-.,-•--=-•c-·.~ __ , ...... ____ ,. ......... _ . .... . ........... - __ .......... _ . _
 .... ............ .. . _ .... ,-
..J 
r---,- --- -·······--·--------------··-····-·-----·-------·--·- - ·---- ·-··· .. ~ , __ , __ .;.. _______ - - -- -------------.,,----·--·---------------- -- ---
--
choice for the'circle. "It will be difficult ~to _keep our 
group_ ·as loosely knit as we mi·ght wish if we include -two 
more, 11 the eount said sl.owly. 11My cousin and Professor 
.. . , 
·-------·-· --·-· --- ···--- - ······--·-· .. ,..:,._·---.=---···· :.:. ..... ~ ............. - .... .,. ·-··-·· - ·-·· . - .. ·-- -· ·- -·. -- - .. - - - .. ·-·· --- ----~---- --- ----~-- ·- - -- . --· -
" 
Reichwein are idea:1 · nominees, but I feel:· we would warrant less· 
attention by confining our gatherings to a small number. 11 
"Five is not a large group, 11 · Peter )fo.rck returned. 
"Still, if you are apprehensive,· ·it might be wise to· conduct: 
our discussions among two or three, with a single participant 








~ . . . ... _ 
... -.... _,_ -·----···--~-·--·-~- . 
- . - "ii, .. --- ..... -----· --- ---·--·--------
could bec·ome the basis for talks among the others. 11 
Thus the technique which would guarantee the ·longevity 
and success · of Count_ _von Moltke I s group was born. . Several 
day-s later Peteli Yorck von Wartenberg joined von Moltke 
.. 
and van Einsiedel for- lunch at the Aldon Hotel. At once .Yot;ck 
I r- ------ .- . -----·-----------·--·---- _____________ .. __________ .. _ .. ___ ..... -...... ________ .. _ ---- .,. -r· .... ,- - __ ;_ -'~' .. · :_._ _ . . . . - ..... - .. . . . -. 
! .... .. --- and von Ei:nsied:el, -who had never. m~t; -felt--the--Inteli.Eictual - .. 
1 - -- - - - -- -
--
- - -- ----- - -·.. .. -- - - ... -.. ; .. - - ...... - - ...... ----- -.__. .. .. - ...... __ - . -- ------. --r:-,--=~='-- ---· ------~_. ...... --::.--:·: ... , ... :~ .... -_,.-.. -. .- ._ ... __ -::.-:·-, .. :·::·::.:.::::.:::. ::: : =-·:·:.:.::::···: ,,-.:c ::.-: .. ::.:.-:.--:-:i:.-.:.:~·-:::::~:::::.:::::.:~=·~::·:=::::... '-~=:.·::::::::-::.c:·:::_::~-::::.-.:.-:-..::.;·:: :.:·.::·.::·:·-,. 
1 
__ . __ l:<i11ship ... that was ___ t_o_ continue ___ tQ_c the .. __ e_nd of_ .th_~_tr ___ 1_.~ye~. 
-
.• ".''·- . ------· - ._ -·~---·--····· 
-·---------------·--------·-· ~ --
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·':?I 
sup.ject for their preliminary t-a.lk to be held at Yorck• s· 
~partment on the following evening. ..~-.-' 
e . 
the very soul of man, and so engage in indissoluble ·conflic·t 
---- - -- -· 
- - ---- ---- - --
_·- ._ .. _. ' .. -- __ :-... , __ -- ______ , ___ ,, ___________ ·_. __ - ___ , ·-- .. -.-~.-.::·.------
· with the demands of ~od, 11 Helmuth von Moltke said soberly 
... 
· in this chaos, man is ground. ·to du'st. Our group seminars 
' ·-- --'-',-~ 
must try to.avoid that fate by. keeping us free, secur~ and· 
of our· intellec·tual i.ntegrity because we ·create. the 
opportunities.· for the free expression of our thoughts, we -
will be able to muster the· strength to cope with the deg-r:.ee -· ·--t ··-. - -------· • -_ - --- ----- ...•. - - . ----- .. 
-- ---
of danger. 118 
Peter Yorck• s eyes were scrutinizing ·t.he :white table-
' 
·----til.oth-. Helmuth von Meltke ·lifted his head. to meet -HorS-t- .. ----· .... ---------·-----·--
v.on. Einsiedel 's, .s·teadfast. gaze. A11--·three\, each in his own 
--- ·----~-·~-·~--~·- ·~- ·---·----
' ' 
way, felt the i..mpact of Helmt1t·h, 's potent words,.,,.·t.~1:Helmu-t-h I s 
t ,~- - - . , ..• l - --
eyes narrowed in determination. Von Einsiedel washed 
·--
'away the last of his apprehensions. Peter y·orck sense.d 
, 
_ .• , •+•••r·••·~• • '•+ ·•··• • ·• "" ·•~~.,- •••••··-·•"•-·--••••-••. -~•••-·-•• _,_ 
·--=~"'"'"·· 
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...... ··-·- ---···· .. .. .. ··-· -·- .. ·- - ...... 
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·~f 
,.:·: 
•--: -· . . " - ·-
- - --·--·--------- ---- --- -- ----·- ----· 
• - .a ---.-~------·-·· ·• --r·· · - ·-·- • , ... , ..•. ~ .. , ..... 
.. 
-··-/ ... . .,,. 
, -·-··"'~~·a·f ·1:;he dec·lara.tion. - Each man struggled to quenc-:t~ the ~inn.et_ 
~- --------------- ,. 
-- ~ - ' .. 
_ ·.. ·-mrilrof'l.mpending danger. Indeed, - Helmuth' s announcement· 
struck cit the: very 'basis Of the Stuff men lived bytY~rck'.s ==- ~ = 
- .r 
. ~ ·. 
·--·---- .. -·- - ---.--·· .. --- -- -apartment,--- -alth·ough---by-- far- ~-th-e ··safest meeting pla·c·e:, -was-··-----·----------~----"-----·---------------
. . ··- -
_ not free fr~m Ge_stapo scrut:iny. The Li tchefelcle sector 
--
of Berlin, and Hortensienst;rasse _SO itself was well populated_ 
would interest· the seer-et Police. Few in the area were 
f f . . - ree rem susp~cion. The nobility and the_ higher·_ level 
- -· .. ---- --
--- . --· .. : .. ; ··-----------~--~--- -------·-------- - - - - - -
. .. . - ... -· --------- -· ··- ·- . .. . . . . 
., 
. --- --·---- .. . .. ... ·- -- . . - -·--- ..... _ ...•... ·--• ---- .. ·---. -·· - - .- _,, ____ ····----- -----·-·- ···-··· -.----·- ~ ..... .-,. :._ __ ) _ -- . - . ·- -·--
.. - -· -- -·' ., - :· .... ~- ... ----~ '.' ' 
-··-,··--_-
. ·;, . 
- . -
- . ..· . -· -. . 
-Civil service pers0nnel 1!1-!9:P.t offer -t.he information that 
the. Ceunt Y.orcx: von Wartenber.g freqtrei!tly·- received the same 
. ,. r ~-~~- {.~.:-
visitor-s just to allay. th~: G·estapo in~erest in themselves. 
- ,;_ ·-·····--· , .. , ..... . ,-· ,.: .. ."·.~~:· ~--. .:. ... -.......... (.· - , ........ - .......... . 
Calmly--as--he 
·_lifted his long body from: ·the ·armchair he said quietly, "we 
., 
should r·et:'l.:t:r:n t·o·· ou_r; of-fices. We have been here long enough. 11 
The.: ot11er two. nodded mutely, and rose to fol.low his 
tall figµre through the frciln~ ,¢f potted palms to the fresh -
) .. -
. . ,\ 
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a:i-istocratic _t:i:adition in which theyAad bee:h schooled.· · ! 
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extenuations created l;>y National Socialism becau·se the. code ' ; i 
.) 
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~----c--~-----,----·-40.,,,,fll,.-------leli.i--t""'"'. h.L-J..,L..i~c.....is_·....J-_from · :which i t_ _ ___S_t_ei:pmed allowed no deviations. either 
'· 
/ 
in precept or in practice. · 
- -'"" -· --- -· -
Al though Peter Yorck von ·wartenberg was well"- aware 
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' 
o-f --·the inflexible limitations placed· upon him ,by_ his 
traditional ro;t.·e_ in German society, he also recognized that·, 
it was th.is same tradition which obligated him·· to discover. 
some means to guide the nation through the ·nightmare, and 
so salvage ·tho~e few humaniti'ee on which Germany might 
rebuild_..,her culture. The vilifications in the Nurnberg 
Laws nauseated him. As a Christian and a -German, he had 
• ....... ···------·-----·· .-·_·-. ,-·------··-----·--··-··---
.. 
... ···-~·: 
·experienced· personal degradation -when ·he saw--:the---afte·r---effeet-s 
-- --·-- - -~ -------------- ._ --·-·-· . _- ----··-
- tr. -
-
-· -···--·--·- --·--. ··-----··--·----.. ----. ·--·-·-----· --------- --- ·---· --··-· 
l 
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- - - . ---
- ~ ··--·-·--···-- - ----~--.. ·····- •... 
--------·---------·--of-·an SS- attack during his service- in-Poland. -- .Coming .fr.om ... ____ .. __ ,,:_, ___ 
·-
••••-·.,.•••• ·-·• ••• •••-•••" ··•·•••- ..... , ...... , .•.. , . ._ • •• •· •·•-••··--,····••-··•--•·-···--••-••·•···•••···•••••-•, --,··•·•·•·••·-•-
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~-------. -~---~----···------ -~· - . . ... -·-.- ~ -······ - ·--- -·-· 
•-.:, 
- \ -
· a line- of ancestors sired-----by· -t.'he Prussian. Gen.era! Hans ···------· .. ·· 
' ' 
David L~dwig von Yorck, who had concluded the Convention of 
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''war-" fs:rr---.n,ational / ---~~-~ . --.. ~, ·. 
. . '• . ·-·.: ... ·-·-···· 
independence. .. 
- To Peter Ybrck·· von-wa·rtenberg, Nazis were just as 
.·, :..· - .. - ·-· . -- .. . - -- - ---·-
-- -- ··-p4 ---·--·· . -------------------------·------------··----- ...... --- ·-·-·----------------------------------·--·-···--·· ·- .. ----·----·--·---------.· 
. foJ;"eign to Germany as .· any conquero·rs who. invaded the Reich _· · 
·. . .. .. .. . .............. "" ... -·. -- ·-··---"···--·-" ""'"·----~. ··--· -- .------............ . ......... --·--·· --·-···-·-------------·---· .. . ··-·. ..... ................................. - .. --- ... _ ...... _ ., .. -----·-.. ------------ .. ·---···---··----
-·-·---·-·-·-
. by ·-cros·s--ing its physical frontiers •. · He saw in Na:zism forces 
,.,,O._L ... •,•~•••••••'•'"'"''"'''•'•'••'"•'•~td! ........ _ .•• ~.,. ........... ..,..,J 
. ' 
-which were · basic coritradictiens af t.hase--v~alues and·· ma-ral-s 
_. , ,-· which had been the her.itage of Germ.an society and government, 
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just as his great-grandfather had seen the inconsistencies of 
Napoleonic imperia_lism _ 127 years ear.lier. 2 . Like his great-
-·- ·-·----,-···-··· •, ·-··--····-- ----- - . . 
· grandfather's, his conscience would let him resolve no 
·- --· .. ··-····· . •- - ,·.--- ·~ --- ..... ·-·--. -- -·- ... ~--• . . . ... . - ·-· ·• ~-----·•. ·······-···---·. -··· ... -.i'·:·· .. -·; _____ .... _ ........ ;_.;.. ............... , .._. ···- .. _ ..... --··---· --·····-· 
- .. . 
..... ~ 
means other than personal retaliation against the national 
-~-· 
evil. 
·--~~·------ --·- ··---- ---- - --- -- -- - - - - ---·-- -
:Born at ~·l.e_i_n-Oels, the--es~tate -whi~ch -ha.d- es-tabli-sfie_d __ - --- - -
. ~ . 
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': ··, 
' ...c.~,.J J " __ , .. : .... -, .. . ... •, ,...,_. ·~ .- , ..... 
• '<: 
- - - - . --- - --- ,. . - .. -· ---·-· General Yor.ck' s landed ari·stocracy, on November· 13, 1904, 
Peter Yorck von Wartenberg followed the tradition of his 
family by studying at the Universities of Breslau and Bonn. 
Educated as a legal advisor, he _began his career in the 
Administration Section of the Breslau Provincial Government. 
I 
After 1935 he reii·nquished bi.s post because he was not able 
t·o compr:o.mi-se his distaste for the ideology which directed 
- -- -- -
the· .operation of the government. - The. ini-ti~tion of a for·mal 
r 
. ....... _..... . ... "·-·:-- .. - ........... _______ ., ...................................... ,:,.J' ................. , ............... -~ .... .. 
role in.Opposition work may be dated as early as November 1938, 
- . 
-.,_ 
. ---- -- -·------ -·--···--·--- --·-when ··togetne·r-,w;t-h:~·:·e·ount:~F:ri·t·z--~von ·--der---S,chu-lenberg-·-· ·(·-tlre····:Deputy ....... ·············-·····-····,······-···-····, ........  
Chief of Police in Berlin) and ·count Berthold von Stauffenberg 
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. . 
- . 
' . . . " . . 
•...... -- · - - · _..___ f'.l:>:rother of t.P.e Cel~nel . who ~a~ · the key·. f igu~e i:n · .... the · 1944 
·------------ ----- 0...-------- .~: ------:-----··-~--- - -·--".""" .... ' -·-·-··· . . .... - . - . . • • ·. . .· . . ;_ . ' . - - . 
. ·p .. : .·.·-. . ··--····· . - ---·· ·---- . 
. bomb attempt. on-lfitler' s ·1r·fe) Yorck worked out. a tentative ------·~--~.-
. 
·-- .. __________ -:-_____ ~qpstitution for a German free of National Socialism. The 
-
~--- ----~--· ... -----~----.--. -C..-organization of· their Reich res-ted~--an-=~p.rinc~ipl.es of-commun,1,..,1,:.g,a="=l~'---'---~-----,-:...~ 
--------~-- . -----------··· - "------- ... -. -- . -·--·· . -···· .... 
self-goverrurient, · decentralization of· ~the state, . transfer .. --······-· ...... ·--.---~---.. --··-···-·······------···· 
-··:--·-··----------·-··-.~~--.. ----· of powe-r to the provinces, and a class-ba·sed national economy~ 3 ~--
It is significant that at this early.date, the three aristocrats -· 
. - .- . ___ ......'.._ ._ .. _____ ··-------·--------::~~--------c-----·-·--~.,--·--.~·,---.,- ·-.--.: ... ,--- ········- - --·· ··- ,_-_ .. -------. - .. ·:. -·-·-----------·-···--· ...... _ ---• -·- ·----· __ .:._- .. . .. .. ·-···-·· ········----~-------···· -·· ·-' ~ ···---··: .• -- ·--. -----• .• ·.·._:;·c-. 
-··-------· .. ·· ..... - --··--···-.-:··-:·- "' ... ..,. 
included,no program .for a Putsch. Indeed, they did no~ 
conceive of themselves as revolutionaries. They worked from 
~the prece]?t that National· Socialism would crumble· from its _______ ---· 
• • • ••••• - •• __ .__ .. I 
internal weaknesses; either from a military revolt triggered 









br~ght on by an internati6nal si~~ion. ~ j 
.. · Whep. Hi:tler ordered· the iilvasion of Poland i:n .. th~ · · .. · ~ 
l,a ..te summer of 1939, Yorck vqn Wartenberg was obliged to 
'I 
~cc~pt his Wehrmacht commission as an "O\berlautnant 11 in an 
d d . . . 4 .a·rmore ···1v·1.s1on. 
' returned to Berlin, whe.re :h~- .·hag lived since 1935, to ! 
• • • - ,•; ·.-. •. 4 ....... ---1...- ... -,, __ ., .• -· ,'•' .• -··"· " '-• ••. 
a·ssume a post in the Offic.e of the Reich Price Conunissioner. 
It was here ·that: he met Helmuth von Moltke, a cousin by 
-
. - ·«-·--··-····-•--·--·-·· -· ·-- - --·-···-· - .~ ··--·- ..... ·----·--- --
marriage, in the· late Spring .. of. l.940 .... · ........ . ................... . 
. 
-·-----~--------- -----·--··· -----····- ----·-·----··- - -····----·· -----·-------------- --- ----- - ------- - -····-- - --- ··-. - . - - --- -- ---
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·····--------~ .. -i,~,-~.~,,~--:=::::==~opponerrt·~ of .. National ·socialisin. during·· their -fii·~:i't: . meeting when·······-· .................. . 
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----=~-~=-~----~~-~:_::-: .... :~.:--::· .. what ··he----had~~-se-ert-of:: ;the,-.inhµman -··treatment·. to'·t.ne·• Po1isl-r··~~/·~-"~~·~"-~--,--=---.- ~:c~:.~-~=·-~=?:'. ··· · 
·- 1- ,, . • • • ---·--··-- ·. •· 
,::, ' ,; 
-; - _·J --- -
' .. ' ... 
!' 
· ·shcl,red a spiritual bond wh-ich was to b~come. the stimulus 
--- ______ . --------- - -- '.-- _.,., ,- ' . ' .. ·, 
. + 
fo1t a resistance which transcended p~rsical force. 
•. 
--·,----_ • , ·,.: __ - -•;-c .. .,:.·,.---_-· ·-. ·-- - .- s~,- -~,,---~ ,-..~-<~--.. --.,------~"--.-,---~--- ·--- ' ·-·· - ., ... ····-··--·-·-···-···· ··--···-···--·-·· ···-·--·······------· -
' . \ · Recogrti tion of YOrck' s intense devotion to his 
purpose was also shared· ·by Horst ·von Einsiedel. Von Ein.siedel . .........._ ___ --
solutions. Both men realized that ec·onomic prosperity could 
' 
--- -
. - -'- . 
I 
. never be achieved under the domination· of a ·government·-:who·se - -- -
... •' ii 
···· ····· ···· ······ ·· ~~·~···praeti-ce~·-were·inconsistent with Germantrad±tions·~·······von ·· -~---·-'··.:.-~ ······"···! 
. 
- --- -·- -·· · ~ - 11
1 
Einsiedel was convinced that ·the bas·ic positive sociological 
' 
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The absence· of ·thes·e values not only lent false security·:. 
. to the economy:, but would also be the· major contribution to 
th.e itievitabl.e ab:r_"4pt :col.l.aps·e. His ideas supplemented thos:e. 
of von Mal tke .an·a Yorck von, Wartenberg, and were encouraged 
. - ; - -.. . ' " ~, ~--- . ---·- - . .... . .... •' - -- -.• - -·· ·- . ' . 
.. 
011 the other hand, Von.Einsiedel was ,eager to join 
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anarchy which ~_certain to ·accompa.D¥----the end---- Their -pl.ans 
-I . ~ 
• I 
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. basis of the German-national·economy. 
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. either von Moltke or Yorck von Wartenberg,. Von Einsiedel · 
I ,, 
----~-~---;' ~·-
- ·---~------ ~-~ • ~-,-•n• ····- __ ,,,~-~~..-...•••·-~-~-·w, ----~~ -- ··· • ·, 
--- ···--. ·····-··-----··---f 
_ thought that Natio_nal Socialism would be defeated by ·the . 
- -- - - - - - -. 
. ----- ---- - -- - . 
-------:--:---::-- -.- ~--- --;_::;.:. :- ----.. - -
' -. flimsy -·economic preparations for war' rathe~ than by an 
:~~ 
. internal Putsch or ____ an _intern_at_i,on,al crisis. =-=·-··=--·=·--· ---=-==-±~-. ~-~--•, ----- ·,~=c=c,·.=~~~,--,~~====------ --- · -- '· · · -----·-- - --·· -----·--·-··-···-· ---------------- ------ - --- - . . ---~-- ----·. ---· -- -· -- -- - - -- -- --- -- --- - - - -- - ---- - -"---. -7 ·- --=-· - - =.,.:;·:;: •• - - =..:.:..=-:... - . - --•- ----
-· ····---·---.- -·'. ) 
A cautious, steady and unassuming manner coupled 
. -
, .. ·with a nondescr~pt phys-iea-1:=-~ppear-anee.~arac-teri--zed Horst-
von Einsiedel as the German civil servant he was-. -His ----·-····------------ :.:: . .,...,-e,..'-~.~---·--· ·- -~-------- ..• , .... -. 
-
. 
painstaking deliberation and introspective qualities inspired 
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his benign manner denied even to·the Nazis who might question 
his independent political attitude, that he might harbor 
:re.servat.ions ·about the goverri.m~rit- o.-f Germany. The Regime 
r·e_garded the upim_aginative,, stolid person as:, t]J.~ safest 
_political risk. Horst von Ein-s.iedel 's beh.avior marked him 
as a political nonentity in the eyes of his Nazi superiors. 
• _,_.,,..._ .... ,,.--•4..,.V .. ,..,'U"',.....-•-----•-··--·""'"'"'""-''"' , . ..,.~u·~-•••""",""' -- "' - •- ••- -·- •• -• . 
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Von Einsiedel obtained his steadfastly unemotional 
·temperrnent f·rorn his provincial· parents who were members of· 
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-
------ - ~------~------·---------· ---. -----~-------~-----__.__.""" 
__ the Silesian aristocracy. H_~ ____ was born in 1905, and the only , ~---------
in the Arbeitslager program of the l920's. Here he learned 
. ·, . ~. . 
. ,.;.., 
. 
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. - --- . . 
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_the "techniques ',for. collec·tive del.iberation which became for • 7·-:.·· . - . 
I . 
him the key to effective group decision. Ironically enough,-·. -- ---. ·-··-- .. 
r· 
he~--s·a:pplanted· .:them in the procedures of the Ministry of-~ 
.. 
·------·--- -----------------
· Economics where they ·worked efficiently and well. It was· 
during his Arbeitslager experience that he met; besides-------~- ·· 
Helmuth von Moltke, many S.ocialis,ts, labor-leaders, and___ --- " 
intellectuals.· His ·scope of contacts proved helpful for his 
t . • • 
. ............ ...... ll---·:-.: 
- - - ----- ------------ :- ·-'--- ---· -----·-- . - ........ ---- ······-------,.. --- -- -··-···- ·-···-;_:"··--~-------c:: .. ,;.-: .... -,.:.....,. ... -,----=. .. ::--..;.-:-.~~----= .... -=""="= 
work in the Ministry, because ~e· was r~gularly· · suFplied ·with 
-
fresh- data on the social situations which make the field 
of economics so qompl~x. 
, Horst von Einsiedel was disturbed ·'by the willingness 
with which the German workers accepted National Socialism 
as a- cure for all their economic i'lls. · What had particularly 
•. 
. ' 
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,. 
. . 
tJ;pset pim were the viole}1t means by· which the Nazis, obtain·~g 
the. controls they needed within the worker·s I or:ganizations. 
lle mi·strusted any ~ge:pcy wh-icb used terror or fear to gain 
-----~~---·---~ 
--·- ---··----·-- ~~----- .-- .--------·-.. ----·----··- -----
its obj·ectives. After i9 ..33:,. von Einsiedel- decided to st~y 
·-
:, on in the Ministry because he·· felt that his influence 
- .,.- ....... .. 
--
might expiate the situation of t.he German ·WO'I~ker--, and so· 
safeguard the sta~ility __ of the G:.~rmc1r1:_ e~<:>11._orny. 
Like Peter Yorck. voIJ.· Wartenberg_, von Einsiedel was 
......... : - - . . . . - - ' ~ - .,,, 
. -- -- .-•. -,-·• -~·-·.···~·:······ ····-·· .... ~··'-·:•· ··-··'·-··--·· ,. ···-~---- .• ·•. -,,._ .,. ·r···--.·-··"· --· -.•... ,~. -·-·· -·.·--···- --
:es·se·ntially a nationalist who thought- of National Soc-i-a-l---i~m~ · 
•, :.• --
:·s:oul .of Germany by Germans who had the moral courage to stay 
I •. 





.. ·:f'..-c.+··. ~-----___J'~~~ 
•, . 
Einsiedel hoped that ·the infontla~ ta-lks with von··Moltke would · · · .
• I 
• 
· ·· pro'1ide · not _only the:· means for · saving Germany, but wou·ld -· · ------·-
... : 
. 1 . ' 
... I; • 
also del .. ineate those ·Germans who hq.d".:.the s·trength ta .. assume 
. ,- .. -·---~-----~--··-- .. ·----.~--------"-' 
- -- .- '-'------.- -- -- - ---- - .. -------· - .. - ~---··------- - - - ------------- -------
.,.,~, .. 
.9 Unlike his. two ~iends, Helmuth James, Count von 
" , " 
Mol·tke did ndt consider himself a nationalist. 
) 
·The great-. 
- - . -- -··-··-··- - = . - - -·-·---· --------- : -.-.-. ,-.,·c..:_::.:·;· . .:.c. , _______ ..,_._...,__~.-"· .• ..:..:..·._,______ :-... •. ·--- :...·------ -:.,.;~- -·· ···---·~- -- .•.. : • ..c......_ ___ ..:. ---- __ :-__::--_ --:-:==_---=-=-:-:-===.c-. : :r . . 
L . ..... . 
great ·nephew of Field1Marshal Von Moltke who had been~----··.--~ 
. ·- .. - -- -- .. - - . - . -------·-·----·- - - ----- -
J, ennobled in the Bismarckian era for his service_s to < the Prussian. 
state, Helmuth von Moltke w.as · also ~he .great-nephew of the 
German Chief of staff--iri 1914·:- · ··His ·· ·father~· tne son .. of-:~w11n:elm; _________ : ____ ---------------·-
.. . 
the se.c.ond count von Moltke,, had married a South African, 
who ·brought into the family an international outlook. The 
. 
- ·- ... --·-· -------------------------------· -·--·-· . 





·aa.ughter of James Rose-Innes, ·· -cnief:·'1usfice of the Transvaal, · 
~ 
she had maintained' her family connectio-ns both in England 
a:oo. in. So~th Africa during the Fir$t · Worl,d War, ·arranging 
I 
-·-th,rough the German General Staff to care for British prisoners 
~ 
on the von Moltke estate.. ·Krei:sau had bee:i.1 open to many 
. ! ... 
English speaking t_rave.ll·er-s ·throughout Helmuth James van .... 
. 
~. O : ! V -- • -- - - -----'--• - • -----•--·-•-••••-•••••----• ·••·--·-·-·-•·~---------- • -•' ., ____ , __ , _ __,__ O , .... ~------• -- ~- - _-- -.--~.--
0
0 • • •" •• -· • - ----...-- • 0 :~_::::.:.:.:...:_--:·:-__ -____:_ .. ____ ....:__n•moom•••-•••••:....: •. ~ ...... ,::.~:~.~~.: ... : .. """ .... -···· ···••···· -·-··-···-··- ,-. ·---·"'"·-····· ,,.·---""' ........... ,._ -· ~ ,, .. --··--···-··-~-·-· - ·-··· ···
···,·- _.,_ -~·-·-"····:····· __ , ___ ,._ .... . 
Moltke' s childhood, and -he :h·aa 1e·arned a great de.al from the 
·····-------~----- - . . - ·-·-------·,.. 
many guests. Born on March 11, 1907 , he was· .bilirigu~1."l. ·by . the· . - .. .. . >· 
- - . - -,:--.- ---·-·---.:r .-.. -,- -·-· -·· - ... _________ . __ 
·-·. -· 
• ··-•··-- .......... , ,., ..... .,...,.., ·-· ..._. ~-,v ...... ·. _.·.1_: ./.-," .' ~·;: ---- -, , .. ·-··- . -·- -··· ----·>. -·-· ~- '•_·· ___ .... .,... _• · __ . •····· ·····"··- ... ·-··· ."" _ ···-· .... · .•. ._,,..,.~-•.!1.-f· .. ",-~,, ...... ~ ........... _ .. ~ --··· ............ , • .,_.__---------· ·---····· ; ---~• ···-~·-· .--~·. __._ ·•· ,~,.;"·· _ ,,~, .,,-, -•· _ . 
age of· 20 when ·he began his university education-- to become · 







n.-.• - ... - .. ·- .. -. _ ... , .. _. __ .. -~ •• ....,; •. ·· - ·.· -·:·::· .~~a·::·Ge-rman- ~j-udge ~-- ; .. · ~·: ,-· .:: ·--·:----·:-'L:·:.:::.:.-:--~ :;:.-~·::·-: .-~~-:-:--· ·:-·:··-·:-~----.-:··:---------_----·--:---· ·· -.· .. · ......................... ---·- - --... · -......... --·---··-·--·--- ... ; .... _ .. _______________ .. ____ ... ·-·"-·· .. ·-··--··· .. --.. · ··· · ···· · •· 
> 
... ···-· -· ···- _____ .. ·-'·· '" ........ , .. "'· ....... ·•· ·-----·· ............... ., ............ _•••-·······-···· 
~ 






. ~ .~-·- ·.r. . ... 
... 




--- ,·_. - ' "···-· - --------· - --··. - : - - -- ---·----- -- -- --
--,., 
0 f•I' .,----;_:----;:.~ ---.- ---,·...:· --- _• ---- ... -
C, 
. . - - ----··::. ·::.··-=.- -····-::-
-·· - --:- _________ ,, _______ - -· -
·------- --··· -
a, ·leading role· in the organization·· of· work camps which were. 
" . ..I 
,r---- - -
·· ··· --- -· .. ,,. .. · ·c·a-l·l·ed· Arbei ts lager. 





~- --- - -- - - -·-· --- __ _,___ -
··------.-- .. ··-----··- - ... ~ ··..-··-··- .. 
,._. .I --
S QC ia.1 c las_s e·s .e_ouil~d __ meet , the_i:r~cori:temporariea, excllang-e--'"'"~-'--..,..,..___~---'--
--------------- --·---------------
. ' 
ideas '------~~q. -~C? ____ lea.r!?- __ t;o see life from the other• s pQ_!nt. of 
view. The Arbei ts lager -experience let van Meltke realize that· 
• 
a body of people with a common purpose could ·create concerted. 
-
------- -'- ·---.::. .:..·----=-- .. .. .:. :_·-:-.:,;:-'-::-:::-._-----:--:--.-;..:..:;=~-:::.:;-:-.---:-_-:.-· •. , .. .:......:. ~=:,.::::- .;.:.·-=- ...:. _:::..~~:_-_c..__ • ..:..._·~-=-.. --.,.. --·-'---~--.:--=c7,,~ 
:Jn 1931 .be married- Freya _____ Deichmanni whom he had met 
. j' ·, 
-- .,, ... _ ..... -· ·-~. . . 
-- - -- ---
as. a student. The couple lived at Kreisau un·til 1933, when 
, . 
-· ... 
Helmuth von·Moltke began to-practice as an international 
lawyer in Berlin. To gain relief from the taut atmosphere_. 
- - T~-·-· 
- ----- ----- ---- - -- .. -- - -· -- - ... ... .... ·-- -.----- -·---- - --
con·tact s to- become a member -of the English Bar, cf'. He 
frequently visited England unt·i1 the war began in the summer, 
of 1939, and tried to use his· influence to bring England 
. 
to· a state of readiness. 11You over here, "he once said, 
- . .. .... ,::-· •... _ . ' -----------·- ___ ... -
.. ··-··--
.. 
-I -····· -···-·--· ---- .. . .,'-; - ··- -- ·-- ... ...:,,_, __ . \ 
"discuss whether there ·will-be another war . 
. onl¥ discuss when war will break out. 116 
We in Germany 













' : ii 
a ~------- I t -----~-~----,-- · ~-- th -s -------···c---------:;-;::r----~------·---an a visor on· n erna l-1ona.i. .uaw . l-O . _e . upreme onunanu OL 
~ ----- ---··-·-·· -·--··:·:-··------·-·-.·· ~-·-·: ... ,_-•,·-"' ' .. 
- ,.,-· --· - . . .. 
him ... to .gathe-r.· .. in-for.mation ... about foreign .. coun-tr.ies .. and. to .. . .... --···--·,c· --··· 
·-------·· - ... · .. ·---··-·-···· ·-··· ,. ·-- - · ..• ,_ .... ·-· ......... ····· ... ·----· ...... ·····-···--·. , ............... , ·- ··-····"'- -···- __ _,. .. ,· ., . ., ........ _ .. _ .... , .........• __ .__,_. ...... ...,........ : ... -."'.·-"" .. _... ........ - --~, ... · ·-- .... , ...... ~---~·--· .. ~·- ·--··--.. - .. 
•• ••"•••••" •• '"'''"""·"'''"""'"• ~•.-~•••• ""' ""••-•-•-"-'" • '•'' "" ·-•· • ••• • '"'"''"'•-•'·"•"•-•·-N~"",.•• -•""••••••,n-,,..C,••-•••••••"""'"m ,.,.,•••,•••-•' •• -'"•O«,,,J'\ .. ,c •. o.,._ f\ ·• "''''""""'-"'-'""•_.'" __ .._, • .,.,., ...... _,••-•·•~••-•••·""••••<•••-e•-.,,••-••• .. .-.,.,,,. .. ,.,,,,,,", .. , •• ,..,., ••• ,.., .. .,,,_,, ___ ,,_,.,.,.,,,._..,-..,.-•••'--•••--•••"" ' '~ •. ••• "•'"'"'"' .~. "'•'•"•''·'•'•"•'-'"•·••'•• •. ~ .. •••••••·,•'-<,, .. ,,• •"•"'"' •• ...,..,.,.,,•,•o,o_.,,,_ __ ,,,___. __ , __ · ._ •• LhLo,......__~.- · •-•••••----·~--"<••••u-<.•••••• 
ma~e occasiona~ trips to neutral areas. The position he 





:_" _: ( 
----·--· ·-----
·---- . ·, -~·--. ~ ·- ··~ .. 
, 
-- -------- -· ·------ ---- -- -- -·------·-··· i~ - ---- -~-------- -~- ---- __ --_-···~;-~--------. -~---~--=--:-:_-~:-~-~-~z~-~:_::=-..·:=--~--....::=--=-=-~..::.-:-~=--=---~-- ~-~~-·. --~:--- -- _____ -: --- ·- . ~.. . -· - - -. --~---____ ..:.·----~-------"-- - ---:;----·-·-:---·--.-- --·-· . 
I 
---...-............... __ -1..:.: - -
-.··- ·.-•.---······-•>• 
'J. 
. . . 
- ·-~ --- -· .... ---··---·- _____ ·,_ .... ·'------- ·--~--'------.:----·- ·-------=-··----- --. --,----
- ----- --
. of officers in the O ~ W who were anxiou;s to execute a , .. 
putsch against the Nazi_ -Regime, but he kept aloof from 
-· .... , .. 
. . their -plans because · he was unconvin-ced that G~rmany coaltid . 
be saved by an internal-upheaval. His-Christian ethics 
limited any role he-might play in a coup d'etat based,on 
) 
sheer physical force, becae:se he believed the· human- spirit 
-;p 
""- -- ·; I 
.. , .. , ..... ~ .. , 
,k 
~ _-- r . . . bL:!!J,.,.. !:l 'ffl .0 . ,.. "r-.,.., , rrt- . ......,,. . .._ ,.;..e -. -_..__ ~ _.....,_.. s ~s ... e,,. . .&;c .• ··-. ~e-r- --- ·po-l- -i __ .a,,._.: -c· =e_ ----.--.-----~---==~--,c.~ . ...:,C" •..• ~••'=··-'·'·===·-=···=·-- -------~,_=c~-~=~-·~·~=--~---·------·= - == = ~~-.-.,~ -" -"•--•-~-=~·~=-' -- -•--=-~- - -~ ...... -~u~- - '-- '-' - .;a,,. U t' '- -- - kJ--.z, . '\,;;; 1-1 - ·"l-l'J.·J. u;- ~- - V J:: J::' - n · .,_ \- .L .;;> • 
· . · · 
When he met Peter Yorck von Wartenberg_in.the. late. 
~ ... 




. . shared his belie-f-- th-at -- the __ -~~~()-!~a~~--- --funeti9n o,f --_-a- resistanc~ _____ :-~---=~~---~~~:_:~·-__ :· __ -~--~ _ - -- ··- - -··----- ---- -- .... 
__ .. ___ "·------~------------·-------·- ·----~-
----- - ----------- - -.- -- - -- --------,---- ----------- -
" 
_ itself., __ s.o_ a.s to def in_e __ __a~-Ls.i_ng.le alternati.v-e--ag.ency-. read¥-, - --------
. . 
·to act :cohesively as a ·responsible· government when -the enq-
of" th_e ·N:ational SociLali.st domination came about. ''Both men 
were. qp11ce.rned about :·the Germany of the future, but it is 
:sig·nifica:nt.~ that. ·vqn Mol:tKe' s international. outlook was 
. . .. -
----------------- proad ~nough:· to: l.et h'im .s~e the futur:e as ·i_t was bound up 
W·ith the t·ot~1l .def.$at of I-Iit·.le:r,:as R·ei:cp:.... Ue was th·erefore 
able to :lo.bk beyo.nd those tradit_ion·s ·wh.-ich made the. G~rman 
state dEic:ade-nt, discard theijl~ and search for a realistic basis 
. • . _ . ,·. 
- -
- . ·•· -..'-1.· '' '1.'f ., rr:.,._a ~,, 
• on which to begin na..tional reconstruction. --
-·-- -- -···----···-.----- .. -·------·-""----------·-- - ··- -···-··-·----·-·----··-·· --· ·- -- .· . '. -- - . -· 
-
......... _, ... ···--···-~·······---······· .. ·-·-···-~---·-·-···-·····--·· ·-·- ... - '' .. . 
•• , .•. ··••·•·•·-"• ··••••'"'""" •• ,._, .. _.,,,,.,._•• •,",-•,e--,•,-,.r·· •- .- .-- •, • ·•""-'"·' -··'•''"• -·-•-• ••·-- h•-•··•• •,, ,,,•·•·'<•·' ••~•·•' "'""""•••--·••••.•,••· ,. •• , •• • ·• · .• ·• •• • 
. 
. . . . .. - . - 6- . 
\ 
· -.- ........ -... -... - -.. .,_ ---'---·--------·,·---~----- --------·-:~n the evening of June 21-~ -1-940, Helmuth~von Moltke 
~·- · . arrived at Reter Yorck von Wartneberg's apartmen~ on the . 
Hortep~ienstrasse promptly at eight. All. that da-y h·e_ had been 
-28-
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~~,-::CT,:~~,i-r-.,.;.;,·p~.,-.R~-:.~~~...;~ •. ;-.,.-~~--.,,;,._I'"_~:.~ .. ~-:., .... ~.~~ "•.7 ··."1'"·. ---.··-·~-~~-..:-~~,.,,.,.,..~,_.~~~-"':•''__.._, ..,. .. ~.--,.,.----:---,.__.,..,..., .. .._,.,.,_, ___ ~---·--..--·.-----•-:--• -.. : -•··· ,-.-~ -·- -- • 
j -- . 
. . ,' 
- - - ---· ----- -- -- - -- - -- - - - --
-· --· --· -- ------- -··· 
· •. --- .... '... ·•-.- L I ·• • .' 
f • • • ' ~ 
. ' . ·,,' 
. -
~---------,:-·------------------·---·--------'----- -·--·· ... -.~····.:::....::::::.-- .. ~---~~~cc,-·-'·- ---.~ - --~- _..,~_-,_·-~..:--.---
~ ··-·--· . ~ -<---~--- -- -- ------ ------ -------------------------------- --- --
? ' ', 
,·1 \• ·,·.. I,.,' 
,, · ··· ·- ····· ~ - :si£:t:.ing 'through";the ideas Which reo~curreCL re-gulal'.'ly ·· in his ····;,···· 
' 
-··-.....,;.- -- -- -- ------:-----~----· . ---·---. ---- -·-~·--·--- - -------
-- - - - ~ . 
thoughts._ -He was appa.lled 'at -the efforts of National-· . -
._. __ 4_· ___ . --- -
-~---~~~-·--~---~--· ., .. 
-.... ~ ,.-·~ --- __ . ,.. 
: Socialism t9_ -s_-µppJ.~11-t Christian theology. Since th~ -pre9ept 
' .J·- .. ··---.... ·---· 
. . . -
of his existenCe on earth was St. Paul-' s concept,_of charity, 7 
·he feared that the last vestiges of the 11 stuff 1_' which made 
L 
. ' 
man.human were being erased:from the consciences of the 
' 
. J --·-·-




---------4-n--- this .. world. He realized that his point of view had 
___ ------~- ..... : ___ ~,~--:-·ci:nderge:>!J.~ _ a~~~;-~~i~~a_l -~1,C>~~:-fa_~_e _ w~~~ _ll~ . could ~o longer · 
-. -- ---~-- -- - - - - --
.; - . . --- .. - . ---~.----- -·-·-··--
- ' . 
" 
conceive of -a resistance based upon anything o.ther than the · 
-------de-sire to restore the God--given rights- of human beings. He 
was determined to impress thi .. s . approach upon· both von Einsiedel 
and Yorck von Wartenberg. 
.. 
· Marion Yorck von Wartenberg o~e:n.ed. ·the door and led 
:him into a quiet, :cool room. The biino.s at the windows 
wer~ ·drawn a·s much agai_nst the· glare o·f the setting sun as 
. against th·e eyes of a.n i·nqu-is-itive passer-by. Helmuth vo-n 
~ 
Mo·l tke settled his lon·g frq.IDe into a comfortable chair to. 
. . . . ' 
.......................................................................................................................................... -·-· ................. - ...... --
-··-··-·" '"--" -· - .. 
.. 
·' -
~ 11 I ck th he-.(1 . b ll bl d. 
a .sma ....... padfroin.-·his_breast po .et, ....... ar.L.t.·. ·r°.~r~,~ -=c/~~-~~==-~~-.~ .......... -: 
- ................. ,. _____ . . . . -. . . - . . ( . - . . . - i 
Peter Yorck von Wartenberg u·shered Horst von Einsiedel·,, .. into -· -
.'.!~':'"-":~ .... ~·~····--··~··-"' ... -''•"•''~···-"'"-··-·- ••••• :--.·- •.• :~.,:. ... '...-~,--·-~·.--·---;-~·----···--,' ·-··-·· ·~-· .,~,--•- ····-·-·-"'" '-,-·•. •••·•••• 
the room. With subdu.ed greetings, the me:Q sat down on the 
·divan across from Helmu-th von Mal tke 1 ·s easy chair to get to 
the business at .hand~ 
-29-
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:_:-·-=---~ _-;:· -=--, -=~·-3n_ a qlliet ·. voic,~- -he :pegan:- - 110ur . choice for ·-the-1' d-i-.sc_uss ion----
., ' 
t:opic -- the c·hristian as" a member of the _National -Socialist 
_ _:_____:___~---=---.C...----- --~- -
community -- .indiczates that we consider Christianity_ the 
nec.essary base on which to build our ideas. We shou1?d 
. _ _:_ ____ _j__ ______ ---- -·-·-- - . 
-------------. ~-· -- .... ~-----·--·---···-
' ql·arify our concept~ons of Christian practice before we 
-
, -Peter Yorck von Wartenberg asked: 11 Do you mean that , ··· 
our attitude·s toward the function of Christian ethics .in 
society as a whole must be ·defined?" 
' . 11 ! mean more than that," -the Coµnt ·von Moltke said 
slewly. "We must understand that our· personal th~ologic _. ________ -" --~ .. ____ -
·--- . -·--.-- ··----- i· 
~ -· 
· outlook determin-es the ·absolute- threshold fg~r our- ··judg:[l\ents..1. 
actions, plans, and attituq.es. We must stu-dy the whole 
-cornp1¢x of our experience to find those precepts which we 
base our ideas. We must understand why we, and not others, 
r,-ae;e decisions on the common ground of ·christianity. 
"If we look fo.r reasons to explain why we are here 
at the moment, I am certain we must say that our decisions 
' ..... . 
1. 
. .. ' ...... ,•.... . ' ..... ,. ............... ~ ... ,., . " ' ............... ' .. ,. • ,,.,.,.,.-. .. , ••. ,,.~,-, "''"'""''""•••·••••"··"·-<u-.., . .,.-~·•··•--··••••""'•·~•·.-,-,,, .. - •. --,··· --··'"•••c.,-••-•<'; · .. ••'"''·.· .. •••••••·•< .. -'" • '. · ' · 
1 
! were shaped firstly by our Christ.ian .. a.tt_itudes ___ r.ifther_ .... thari :· · -- ·· · ';~-•,,,~,.,,,,,,,.,.>,,<, .. ~•'•''"~·•.-,,._,,,.,,,,"'""~'"'""''""' ,,•• ,..",..,·,.,,...,,-_, •;<J·,..~.,,, .. ~oN· •• ,. ...... ~ ·,,- ·,..,.,_,,,,.._,....,_, .. _,,~,n·C.TO> .. 'r>.""•' .. ""''• ''•••"'"N"• .... • • ,."' · -C ' • '. '' ',,, ,'•, • •••• .,t,;>' ... <,co " __; , .. , ... ,,,..,_., ..... ,. ... ,.,,, '"'•"" ••'>••''•''••·••'• 
-by · our politic al convictions. We would be just ~.~- concerne·a,,· ,_ ···"\.~ .. ,. ·· .;,_N1~ 
--•• -•••··•·• .. ,-"•·•••-- •""••••~>•"·••.-••••••• •• . •••• "•·•-~·''""•'•-•:,-,.A, .. ' .. ••-••••-:. .. -• .... ,, .. ---• .. ,'-••• .. •• - • • -"·--'·-·--·--·····--- - ···---,--- -·· - - - ...... -- - --· .... --· ····-··--·-·-··'"-· ·--···-··--
·. , .. .:. --=--· . __ -- -., ------· -·c..a..· -·· -·· -_- - - _,_.__ -
-_-- --- - ·_- ···------ ·c.·.-~: •• ·c:. ---·---'-'- _-_-=c..;.:.c.·c,_:.··:.·.-_:·_-:-"·--·-·"'··:· .. ~:~ 
•M • • ~ • -·•••• .- - . ' -·· ....... -.~ ........ , .. _._ ..... '-' ····: ·····- .. 
... - : if ·we ·wer-e privat·e. 6itizens. -li.ving ariy. where in the Reich, 
. . · .................. -·· .. -~~- ......... ".... . '• .... . -.. -..... -··· ... - ............ --· .... , . ... -·-·----······---•·•-••"~ ..• -,,: ... ,#.- .... ·• ,•• • ·• ...... 
,, •• • . -. ,• . -_-r,•,.- • • • -- ·- , •. 
. ~~-~-: .... -.... , ....-·------=-:=:~:~==~~cf:ii~f::~6~kiri~-I~~ia:e· tll~- ~~~iii{~·;··~add~a :" - · · · · · · ·. ----------·------------·----·· 
.. 
~ The other two looke·d- at him solemnly. Horst van 
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FV! . ~~". . , . . . to . the 'depth of Q}s, mOt.iyes for re~ance. . Peter Yorck . 
. /. 
- . - - -- '-~. ---- - - . 
von ·Moltke were far beyond any rationalization fo~ ·their 
.) 
' ' . 
.. ,_:...:,,-,-·'·-~ - .:.'...:- ... -··-;·...,,· ·-·:·.-'-·--: .-·,- -····-
-- -------··--
. . group.sem1nars. Helmuth Von· Moltke could·not consider 'himself ,, I 
. f' ' ~ . . : 
. - --- - --- ____________________ ;_, ___ . -~~~------. -- ·----------
- - . 
a_-member- of IIHumanitasl' ,--~no-----1-ess-· be- the,- devout ehrist-ian he 


































.Was von Moltke the St.· Paul of the twentieth century?" , Peter 
Yorck wondered. His earnest-~~ recalled the Biblical 
Epistle. 
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-
0 11 But when that which is perfect- is come, then· 
that which is in part shall be done away, 
0 
. "When I was a ch·ild, I spake as a child.; :r \ 
understdod as a··child, I thought as a childi 
but when I became a man, I put away childish 
things. 
nFor now·we-seethrough·a glass, darkl.y; but -
then face to face: now I know in part; but 
then shall I know even as also I am known. n8 
Both Y(:>:t~k von Wartenberg and Horst van Einsiedel 
-.a,gr.eed wordlessly t-hat the mental pr~parations they had -
. ~-,·· ~. 
.. , .. 
,- _J 
. ..,. ,_, ..... _ ····•·· -_ _. ........•. ~.,,~ ...... --· '"~·····''"·'-·"·"·~"-·' ·:··'-····"· ...... -·····- . -····-··· ...... ·~·-. __ ........ ~._ .... , ........ ,,-.. ,,-••• . . . .. ••• • <"•••- ...... ~··'" ,.,,. •• ,u,~,.,.,, .,,,~, ... ~:,.._..; .... ' '-"•"'".,... ;-,,,,.,~- "":---·--,,-,,·-,• -• ,.,,,.,.M,•,•••• -.-, .. ••··-~--•• •• •••'••···•••-_,..,,~:.·>~,.,,,,a,.,,;,.,,__.,..,.,., .• _', .. ' • :••--:·~•"'_.,.....,,..,,u,, ••:, "•'- •~•.c•,,,.,_,·~ .... ••·-·•• ,.,._,. - .. • • .~. • ••• •• ___ ,. • ., .. ·•• •·••·••··•·.••-•"• • .. ••>--•"·"' """•"""'" • •• ··-· •' ' I • •.; - -· - -'-''•· 
1..':.:__, 
made were_ i_naq.equate l,)ecause t.hey had neglected to look 
below th{= surface for· -a topic. 
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I. Christian virtue which forces me to recognize th·at I must do: 
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i ·------,;the chaos?~" 
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) 
"Exactly, 11: Helmuth von- Moltke returned. "But we 
are· here __ as- much for ourselves. We fee·l -we---would deserve 
no -etern-al salvation if we did less than we·-·could. 11 · ---
-· --·-·· - -- - - ---~-~--~------
.. - ··--- ····- - .. ·····--------,------·--- --





"By recognizing that·. these -'talks prepare -us _ to accept 
our own salvation, we create the very basis on which we __ would -
establish the ideal order, " Peter Yorck said thoughtfully. _ 
"What of the Chr-istian -in the National Socialist 
. --
·-- --·--·------------ --~ --------·. 
community?" asked Horst von Einsiedel .... 11 It is increasingly 
-embarrassing for the German religious· institutions that 
those who had been formerly regularly c'l1urcb-g0e~-s, ,,~1ld who 
-
. . 
' : . . "-
had bee·n -- ostensibly,, at any_ rate -- devout, have been 
discarding their Christianity in favor of the-- new-mytho1.ogi·cal 
..,,.#.-ff. • - --- - - -- • • • • ----· ·--•- ' ____...---·-·--•-- N•--H-·~--"----~·,-·--., .. -,..-~ . -.,~_,•••• • • --~· 0• -~---""'-···- ·-~-· - ~---,-~-- • • 
cul ts fostered by the Nazi Party." 
11 Can such an: individual be co·nside:ted :a Christian_? .. 11'. 
Peter Yorck mused. 
"Perhaps -we ·m-ight consider that he i~ one, of the l·e:s·s 
-· . 
- --··- ... -- --· -- - -· -- -- - . """ - - ~ ·- -
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,; 
fortunate because God had not seen fit to accomp·any-- him· 
~# 
.... --··-s ·-, ... ., •- -- •. -.- ::·· - ............... ~ . 
,_.. . -• .. - ·• ·- - . •'•. -- ····-·-- .'. ---·--·- - . ·- .:.~.' ·,• •···· ... ·- ··-·. -· ... 
Hsueh an individual will be part of the new---·orde~ 
·-- ~· .. , ... - .. 
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after National Socialism has perished, 11 Yorck declared. 
11We must realize t·hat. It is with such individuals that we 
·-
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· ' W:i.11 b.e working • with GQ_d' s. he1lp, perhaps we .can lea:r;nttlo . ... . .. .. .. -
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' ' - .-.. ' -- -··- . ' .. ~-:-:- _:_ _____ ~--- . 
-=----·········-··"·-·--- ·--·-··-·····'··-···-·,·.=l' • i" 
· ; ~unders·tan-d -him. ia 
.' 1. 
•• #', 
.. "The var_ious religiou~ sects · of the Protestant , 
-- ----------------------···---------- .-------~-
faith, and the Catholic' faith itself, view 'Der ·Massenmenscll':9 
,•-l· "' -- - ·-· ·-
separately arid--·aif£ere-ntly ,-,.- von Einsiedel. contributed. 
"If our formula for the future is to be effective, we must 
. . . ' J 1-::_;--A- ,, 
· . · · handle 'Die Massenmenschen' within the respective religious 
-- - •- ---·----""'--..----":-...-~-r---• 4•-- - :,_---,:._ •- - - - - • '- - -• ._ • - -- -- -'-- -- ~!...••-• ---• - -•-• _ • _ .. _ _ • _ --• ___ ----• • __ t . -··•••· 
.·;, 
,/ 
-.- --·>·- -_ -·- -,-.~~--~ --·---·~------ _· ...• - - --.·----. 
' . 
fram.eworks. 11 (' 
" 
. . . 
· "F0r the pr·oper background to .dis·cuss this,·" the 
- - -·- • • -- • -- -----•--• ----• , ... H,-•0•••,r---•o••~••·,•-,-----.-,-••••-·--•·-----:----,-4--.•,• •o-' . ..... ~--·~-=-~:..'-- 0 _.:..:_· --,--,·-•""-•------... ,· 
Count von Moltke said, _ "perhaps we need consultati0n with ) 
reli.able religious leaders." 
Peter Yorck interrupted: "An exc·ellent idea, and 
.~-, .means to augment-_ our 'population' of ideas! " 
' 
r .. t. 
Helmuth von Moltke smiled. "We must develop 
._.,__ • • - . .o• ,. -··. 
pr.eparatory material for the ·p·r.ogram y_ou project. How has - . 
·o.ur '-Mij.s,senmensch- 1 come to -accept National· So.cialism? We 
' 
mu·st .. know why to understan·d ·bi·s social relationships. What 
c:ou·l-d cause a man in -God I s camp to. desert· the princ:Lples 
on which he has been brQught up?" 
·-···-----~ .. ·· ... ,..,.,. .. ····-··- -·. ·" ' ... - ....... .,., .. , .......... ~" ······ .. . 
' . - . ~. . _,·--. ~-~- . --- .,. ........... ··-··-··"· .............. ,~-' -~ ~ .,,, ....... ..,,. .. , .. , .. -
' ····-····· ............. . 
·" 
"We have always considered th~t Germany was a highly 
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its terror and its faith in violence. 11 Thirdly, 11 he emphasized, 
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even . of their gauche:,;i~~i -~!:l:'l.c:e the beginning.,.- · · 
- 1--- ··-
·- ·------
9--'-----'---'""'-~----__ ·---_--_---_---·_· - -_-___ - --- --_=__ __ IIMay, -~ I _ add , 11 
1 
Pefter ¥er-ck interrupt-ed, ·~that the-
.·,,: 
~ ---------~--- ·-· ··-
l ,. .... 
-
German has ridiculed -the -lud;icrous shams which the National . 






-- ---- --~---~· Helmuth von Moltke .--aid no·t' -vcrrice his -reaction-to---







~-- been-- --foo-led---~- the shew of -uni-£--o-rn-~rm-forni ty-.- ----Most- be-li-ev.ed----------=-r---- _ ~--- I 
~:x - I 
. . 
' 
-. that National Socialism, even in the begiIJ.ning, was too 
un.iversally accepted_ to commit the heresy of opposition to it. 
Horst von Einsiedel moved his ha!'lds_ exp~~~~vely, 
----~---
·
11 I weuld add ·that the ·triumph of National Socialism came 
about no.t by its social or political achievements -- not 
. , . 
l\ 
·because of sheer force o.f nu1nbers or arms --
found the secret 9.f economic 'expansion. 11 
but because it · 
"When the res:.t'.· of· the wor.ld sought to cure the· 
.. __ in_ternat_ionq.l_~_depression by unilateral deflation, the e_conomic 
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had the foresight. and intelligence to-see-··that controlled--·- - ·--,--· ··· 
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his capabilities. 11 Horst von Einsiedel sat back on the divan 
i 
as if to regroup his intellectual 'divisions' for the final 
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. ·: . ... '., ~·-· . .,, -~ 
The Count von Moltke took advantage of.the.pause. 
. J ·0can you be .sure that- ec-onomics al-one brought .about the 
··- ,. ·----·. ":I-
acceptance of National Socialism? How 
. I for instance, did 
,----·---, 
-the N.azis -- under Schacht 1.s guidance, ef course -- go fl.bout 
programming the inflationary trend? ., What approaches did 
I . 
. ,: . .. they-~u-s·e? -Wl).-at were the forces of motivation -- propaganda_, 
~~-· 
-;_·-_·- _:_..:._ . .:.J,;: __ _ 
I ' 
--- -· -- -- -------- - -
-· __ .. - ..... _______ i; ____ y_~1.1 w.il._l --- that. were used to .. s.ell--the---.idea~ t.e t.he ~----- -
industrialists, laborites,· and to the people in general? 
Perhaps if we can see the continuity of .these, we might -find 
__ : __ ----- -~. --·· 
a· direct correla~ion to the will~ng acceptance -~f--~~e __ 
---~--------- -- - . --- - ----~----------~- ~ 
'Massenmenschen." .. It is here that we see the German as he-
' is, and was: ·and it is here that we can begin to understand 
him. II 
·-·-·-·-----···------------- --· --· ··-----
···- __ , ----- --·-· ··-····--··--······ .•. 
"The man with a full belly has gratitude for-his 
benefactor. This is the obvious explanation," Horst von 
Einsiedel returned quickly. 
Peter Yorck came· to li:fe. "I·: ·thi.nk· it is rather more 
than ·that. Gratitude works stra.n_ge ef.f.ects_,_ ___ es_pecialli. in _______ -:-------- ---c---
the German. If gratitude were motivation force behind mass " 
' .. .,., - •' '. - ........ -·-··· _: .. -·-- ,,. -~· ·-· ,...:-.,~. -· . ···-
... ··-····--···- ·-····· ................. ·--··-·-··· --··--·-··--·-··-····""'•""·'"'..··;:,··.-·.:·;·:·-··- .... -
I 
-acceptance, even the unthinking person.)wquJ.d at first r_egard 
I . . L.. • the 0 .giver skepti'ca.1··1y:'~ Ire would.wait. to ne'snown more-·---=--_.-
- . 
-··~·-··.-·-· -···. ~--·· --··· :·· ····- - -:· .. i.c\: ... ·.::.icie~h·i·everrierit, before ·he :wottltt wi·i~irtg:ly:~·acknowl·edge.··· a regime·.··- C •.• : .... ,.· ..... :::~:":· ... 
. ·-----------. -· . •- . 
.. : ...... -9.. ... .. ....... --- " .................... : •' .............. ' ... . •··. --·-·-~-----~·~·······-··· ,..~. .. . ··-····-·-··•")•• ...... ·-· ........ ,.. ........... __ 
whose syst~m is.based on a factually untraditional basis. 
.. . ...-•.... 
" 
No, 'die Massenrnenschen' s' rea.dy su.pport came from other, 
m-ore traditional, forces. 11 
- l" ~ •• 
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•Jihat -was built into the German social and politieal '< 
-•... - __ 'i __ -.. :_: ....... -·,.. '·.-·----- --- ·-- ..... ,_- -
- --------. ---·------· -·-·-- ----·--·-----·-·-
tradition that gave National Socialism the uni_f ied support-
. .• . 
- - - •-t-- -a ·a·?n von Molt-k-e nee-dle-a.- . __ · __ - ---"' i _-- -nee e . 
• 
-··--- -- ----·-··.~. ---·--- ·, - ... 
Von Einsiedel squirmed under the impact of the . -~-------··---
- l 
-----~. --~-- - counter-thrust. Ever sin_ce. his university day·s, he· had 
revered the scienti.fic and theoretical concepts of Economics. · ---~_ -
- -
.. -.......•.... ····-····---'- ··----·---·----~----·-- .. --···---- -
' 
He had worshipped the numerical relationships because- they 
. --- --~~ -- -------.....---. ------. -- ------ -- _-- ·-:- .. --- -
were concrete. expressions· of --phenomena that to. many, were 
abstract and unintelligible. There.was security in the 
consistent configurations. Of them, he could be sure·. Of 
··~-...... . 




___ ._!. .•. -· -
-- ·-- ·----·,··· 
the men who actually determined the finality of thsir measure, 
he was not. The little world he btiil t -upon the ins·ight and 
_______ c_1arity ·0£ his pseud_o-scien~-~-~ he realized, was vulnerable. 
. ·-
He garnered his prowess to defend it. 
11 Economics is a dialectic process· d_e_aling with the:: 
--· 
·materialisms of life. From it we can understand the forces 
' 
which control both history and the social process." Von 
Einsiedel sat -forward as he·continued. 11 Twentieth century 
man has come.to be dominated by these materialisms, and so 
. 
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he has come to be dominated by the dialectic of Economics 
-- ----~-~-~ - . --.... -------.--
- . ---~-.. -;.---:;;--_-
'< ! '•' 
. l'. t • l b h • l1 --·-------·---'------ ------nn~ ·1-1ea- · -e- av1or· --- -
___ -- ____ .-.. --·._----- .. - -_-----------_---;£'.".'..~. -- ____ ·' .. --... -- _______ :_ --. ·-- ------~~~,- ~~---- ---··-----··-···· 
~--=---'-'-- ........ ' ··- . -
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·- -- - - -- - -- - - . -- . ~- . ---- -
... ·'·-·---~····---·-·-·-·. ········--·- ------·--------"-· 
, ,, 
the dialectic materialism of Economics account for our meeting 
-) 
.. ..... i 
' . 
. j .. ' ·.• .... , ....... . 
' I,. "•i I---· . 
· _____ ·- ·--- :~ ....... - -- ~thi.s evening?- -.- What--mater.ial ·:prc,·fit--- ean_. .. any of us hope te~-
"' gain··by meeting here. We are here to discuss.our ideas 
.. -.-- ··- - ·~---·------- · .... - . -.--------------------·······-· ··-· - .. ·-·- -------·- -· -· -· -·----
mensche·n ' do not·, .. exc·hange the.ir ideas for reasons just as 
1··tP • 
. pure as ours? II .. 
. 
"Map. __ is. able to measure men only by what he .knows 
·---~:.,_:..,.. 
-···· · ··--· ···· ·-·-~ · ··of himself. · -Therefore, we cannot. ~rbitrarily isolate 
. ·- ~ 
. .. - .. ___ · '; .. 
ol:i~selves i·ntellectually, .economically, . soeially, or 
. politically from what we decide for others."· 
' 
who has been brought up in a different social framework from 
o:urs -- Adolf Reichwein for one -·- would give us an indication .. 
of whether our ideas about 'die Masserunenschen I a·r.e·· ·valid:. 11 '1 
) 
"It would serve as_ an· excellent preparat.ion for ou~ 
theological topiC,a 11 Von Einsiedel relented~ 11 As produc-ts· 
bf the aristocratic school of Christian idealism, we are: all 
·t:o.o. prone to limit our.s .. elves to viewpoints deye·loped in a. 




----- ---------- ·~--~···-----~-- -----···----·-·- ···---.. ·- -····· ··-····-·--------------- ------ ---------- - ·- ---------------,,~. --~-
"However we see 'der Massenmensch' , we ·will Still 
.,.. 
be constricted somewhat by certain· of ou.r ingrained arist.ocratic 
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<prejudgments,• Peter Yorck added. 
~I 
"We have reached the first ·step," the Count von __ _ 
., . ·"'· ,_,.;··"·: ·:: . ·..... . ·:· - . · .. : -··--·-·-·-· ...... -..... .,. . , ; 
,:_•.,: ..•••• --.• ·•,c_.. " •••• ".·-••.••. ._ ... _. __ ,_,~_-,_~,~~-·-,':' --~~·--.' - ·· ·Ld' __ .. , ·.>-.- • .;., 
··---'---~---·-· ....• · . .,.c• .. ,"_.~ -··•·- ........ · f --'--~-<----.----·-·-·,.:--··--,.' ---··-·, ·---·---------- -.-,-,-,e .. --- --'-·.~---'"--"-~•- . - ·~-~-. •.• ·--•-·"-'•• ..... •--••-- -· .,_,j:_,_ ·--· _• -, --'l• • • ..,-..,.,._,•_,_ .. __, -- .•·-- --•-.~+-·+ - "•• •"·-·• -• ·••• _ .• ,·.----• .', ... --, "-•-••c •• .. •••·~--. • • • -· --· --•-•-'-• 
Moltke said~ ''We have defined our primary limitation. .Now· 
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'r 
- - ----,-.. - -
, 
Professor Adolf Reichwein, a cur-a tor of· the. Berlin '. 
------------ - - . -- - - ---- -------., ------~---
------ ' --- .-------· ----- - --------r-:- . 
' 
--· 
-- Folklore Museum, was ·visited atnis off ice in the Prinzessinnen 
-·schiossc-hen, Unter den Linden, during the last week in 
June 1940 by his ·1ong time friend, the Count von Moltke.' · 
· He had come to invite Reichwein to participate in a discussion---------~ 
'' 
concerning the class-bound society and its role in· the rise 
· of National s·ocialism. Because -the. meeting on J-une 21 had ) 
raised many qu·estions which 'could not be accurately -or 
,,_ ................. ------«-• --
practically resolved by three men who had lived the first.· 
1 
-third of their- li-ves as aristocrats, von. Moltke an·d his 
. 
friends, Yor·ck von Wartenberg and von Einsiedel, decided: t'o . 
. include a fourth point of view from a man whose social 
rbackground was entirely dissimilar from theirs. 
Adolf Reichwein was indeed an unusual ·man.., •· H·ei had 
· been born in Oberosbach on 8 October 1898. 1\-f:te.r· a ~-elatively 
\ti 
·un·di-scipl·ined childhood, he: matriculated for a university 
----- -- ----·- ----~; 
education. in 1·916, only to have his schooling i'i1terrupted 
(·. 
. ,, 
. . :, ;, 
' ' ,. ~-·: ·, . 
. -- :_ . .:[~{?'-:, 
•·;,-
... ·--,---··- --- ·-· --·-····· -- , __ . - --~-- ····-··"···------- - - - --· - ~-- - ----- ---·--~-,-~·.-,.-, .... -- - ·- . ·----1 a ter·-- tha.'t ye·ar -by -the army .. ·coriscript:i..on program. In 1917 
'>" 
=====· --==h_e, ,o-~~~ ~ .• §,_e~bQl!§ __ L~ li-91l!l~-- -~--~-.-~~~~~-;~J;~~fli(l.-i.t~a4l=.=5e.Dl.i.ca~a S ... · ··~·---:-~,---,,,~- . ··-·-- · - --=-
.... cur.t.ailed .......... . • • a•• • -• -· •·• ';" • • •••• ';-;• • • '•'·•,• -·· - - -. '-· ···- ., ... - "' .... - ··-· ... _ -·······- ·····---·· -· .... _ ·-· ···-~· ... -· -·· 
.... --~···--··-······ -······- ............ ·-·····-··········-·-----··· .. ···--·---···- --·-·------ .......... ·-· - ·-·-----· -·--··-·······-···-·- ........... ----------··---·-·-·---------·---· ...... ; .... - . . ' ·'' .. ' .. - . -- .. 




~.-~---c-.. ·--,~~:---~---···. .. . ________ .......... : ... ____ : ... A ... f-te:r.--t.he·----War----en-ded-,-----~h-e···.,-:l=~Stlffled ··· h·i··s stu·d·i.·es·w~o·f··· .. ·-------~""--··--'-'<~-~ ..... , __ ~-c---~----··_----···· -· . 
j 
-i ph-ilosophy, history, and political economy, receiving his 
'f Doctor of Philosophy degree in 1920 at the ag'e of 21. i j 
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- ·.~:. ,\:i;. . b- ' 
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-- ,---
- - -- - - - -- -- - -- -
His_ thesis was published under .the,~titl.er., ·China and Europe: 
.. 
I -
Intellectual and-Artistic Ties. 
·-
---·--------------------·--'---~--~,, .-- ___________ it~;~~J:l~~i~ ___ ha~ _c_oq.pl_ed. _wi_"th__his · o~erwh.e_lming: _ _c~pacitc¥---_-______ -________ -______ _ 
- . -
--- - -·-----·- ·--·····-·--·-·------~---·---------· -- -----~----.. ------·--···- ... 
fer sober and di~ciplined work, aromatic love of adventure: 
~ 
----------------·-·-------- ------- ----He cel"ebrated hi'.~ -new· de·gree _ by visiting· Amer·ica. ··In -- -, 
Mexico du.ring the revolts of 192_0, he fought against the 
. . 




.. ... ·-··-------·-----. -- ~ ,,, ,_ ...... : - •- . 
,~. 
insurgents, and quite incidentally collected a wea·lth of- -----
material for many subsequent books and lectures. Later that 
,(> 
-~ 
--year he travelled to Japan as a common seaman. Th.ere he 
became involved -·in- __ J:>per_~~ions which .. smuggled weapons to the_ 
·-
:Kuomintang in ,China. Upon his return to Germany, he entered 
-',. ' ' 
the Prus.sian Ministry far --Re·li·gion, Education· and Cultural 
. . 
affairs~ · H_is position gave. ·him· opportun!f£1es to demonstrate 
.. _ : . ' 
the validity of his theory that intellectual and ethical 
b·onds coul-d break -down the t-r--aditional class-base-d society. - -------------
-~ 
S'o.o.n a-fter his appointment·, he became the director of the 
J 
·Col.l.ege of Thuringia. While h.e taught there, he published 
·-· 
·fo·ur l;:>ooks -- The Raw Materials of the Earth; a di.scus·sion 
·of the human reso.urces · Mexico Awakes 
. - -· -- . - ' ----- ·-----·-·- --··· -·. - , .... , ............. __ / ______ ..... , ........ --· ... ···-··· -- - -- - - . --- -- -.. ---- I a_:p __ c1naly~_j_s _ of tbe _______ ----------··--·--··- ., .... 
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.. -- --~~--Man and· Beast, and -authropological study~ and Creativ1e -~ ·_ - ; 
I 
- ·-·-. ·-·-- ··--····-.·--·--···--'·-·--~.: .. ·:: _,:., ..... :, ... -···--·. ··.····-····· J 
- • • - . . ·- -- •· ... - - -, • . .. r . •' ' .• , ....., - . ' - . , . . - . - -··-·- ,..,._ ___ ,............. '. - --·· ···--·····-··-··---·-·-·-··--------·--····--·-------··---·····--·--·-----···--··. ---------.--,.···- ----.--------.,···---·-----·----·-··········· .. ···----.. --·-··-·--·-···--·--····-·····--·--·····-·"·---~---··-·-···-·-------·---·-··•~;._,~----·-"'~---:...-.-.'-------·'"···--· - -, 
Work in_ School, a ph:ilosophy of _educational practices --
-
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besides assuming.an active role in the Arbeitslager programs. 
"1 
.. where he met He:lmuth. von Mo.ltke_ •. 
-39- .-
- 11 •, 
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- -,. ·I . 
I _ ... 
i • 
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His- worlt~~in the College -of Thuringia ·and in _the. 
--- -- - - -
.- Arn·eitslager programs brought him into contact with both 
students ·at the.college and,workers of the Zeiss fact0ry 
..,, 
at ·Jena with whem he remained in touch until the end of h-is 
life. Reichwein· sought ·to discover the means to en:d-the 
clas·sed-based social organization of Europe. Through -
. . -···--···· .... ~ - ........... _.,: 
. , 
..-"'(; -.. , ... -··· 
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-- ·- -·· ····- ------~------,-- ··-· ·--
he realized that although intellectual-and ethical bonds~ 
could break down the traditional castes, political activity 
would be the only method by which to accomplish . his enthusiast·ic: 
.=,,I --· --- ... 
... 
·--.,.- -- - . 
ideal. \ 




ef~--Religion~- .&-auca-tion and--eul-tttral- Affairs -played a decisive 
part in the establishemnt of the teae-her t.r--ain-i--ng-- col-leges~ 
-~,,,·during the years 1928 and 1929. · In 1930 Reichwein was-~ -_ 
appointed to the faculty of the tE9.achers' college in Halle' 
as Professor ·of History an4 Social Studies. • Here, in 
addition to his academic duties, he learned to fly a small 
sports airplane, b11t aft.er_ 1933 when every plane had to be 
' ·· ·· · ' ···· ····•· ·•--· '···• '···~
•--' " - -· ,.,; •• ,••" · • ..... .,_. • --• ··_ ...... , •. -,. ,----.---•· ............. ,._ ·••··•~- .d_ .. .._ __ J._ ---··-···• - ---·-·--···· ·--·-
-,- ., ... ,. ,.- ... -·- _, .. ··•··••·-w •.•.•. , ·•- ·• •-. ·-···· ·•-- •-••• 
--• ·•·•·-·· ---·• 
-- . -- . ' 
' ---··-------•-..... , ... ---···--··-------~-------------·-····-·--··-·~--···~---,,, ................... ,., . 
r 
- ... , .. -----·---------- ........ ---- -- ...... 
' -
marked· a·wi"t'h . a· i s;a st i ka ,- he gave -up-,--ehe s-poi:'E- heeau ..se,- ha.-.. -'' --- ' -- ---'=---.--,~,--- ~·~~---,---c 
"" 
. . - ---- ·------.. ·
····---- -·- ·······-,··------.. -<o-·••-;____ .. ., - ---- ··-- .... - •• - --·--··-·-- - -··· - .• -·- ··•·· ..• ···•·• -······ 
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former opinions because Hitler stood rnenacingry--~in the ~~ 
atrium of free,thought, Reichwein avowed his allegiance to 
-40-
., 
'· . l 
. " 
I . 
-· -~ --- ----·--
-·-····-··- - ,-····- ·---· ---·. ·-~-.----·' 
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• ;',, r· . the Social Democratic Party-.~· The Natienal Socialists removed· 
him from h;is professorship. · He- retired into the isolated 
' ,, •.• ..1. ......... ·• 'a-1_. 1-
' I 
existence of · a village~ schoolmaster .. U.nt .. j.1 he_ ~a~ __ ?_~_~er_~~----------------· __ _ 
"---------··--·· --
~ 
. . . ...:._·..,:. __ ·,-=:~.- - r. _·_-, ,,-·,---.:: ,-;-.-----=--:---. ---;,-,.=---=.--;A-----;,c·- --; .• _, __ ,.· -· -- • 
~ •• • I • I 
. . . --~ - - -- . 
I a .positien in the Berlin Fo'iklore Mliseum. 
·1 -




prominent, labor ieaders. he~ had known from the . new defunct 
.. ·---~----. --------·-··----·-·-··-·-··---~-------- -·· -·------,-- --·--·--·-----··--·-- -- . -·---------
--·-- -- --·----·---~------
' .· . - - Arbeitslage~t ___ a.~--~~-l_:t. ?\~ _taking an act.iv-a. re-le in- -tbe . ___ ., •.. _··.::~. ------~=·-- ---c-~·--- --·_ -· -- - -.-- ...... ••·-------·------·--·-- ·····-··-·-
• ' • '•. ,i_ 
:,,,. -·~t 
·-Kaiser Wilhelm Institut fur Vollerrecht. Here he made the 
acquaintance:of many ·aristocrats who shared idealistic and 
principled viewpoints abou.t s_ocial justiee and s<:>_ciety witll 
him. 
The Count von M0ltke's office in the· OK W was 0nly 
- - - ·.. --· sev-eral -bui-ldings away . from -the museum-en- the ;;Un-ter--den 
Linden, and it was only natural that one day,· ·quite 
'II 
__ acc~dentally ,_ g~,t~~Y'7'~-~n ~hg_1..1__!·g _ _1J1eet __ .his .old_ ~f:rien_d __ on_ tba 
street .11 The two saw each :other occasionally after that 
·' 
.. t.ime until this rneet·i,ng of .Jun·e, 3-:0:. 
Now in quiet. tones von Mo:1.tke· g:ave resume" of the 
' topics and problems encountered by the .participants in the 
• j J.. 
' 
' ·, 
'- - - --·--·--- ·- --- --
-~ - . - •' ... " -• ...... ~ .-: ....... ·------.- - -... - ..... , .. ,. . ., ·- .............. --------····· ···'""'" --- -- .. ----··. ...... .... - " , ..... ~ .. ~· ...... - - .... '-•• ~-··---- ... ---·~ .... -- ... --~--·--- .. ·-·.-. -,--~::· --•- ·-- - -- ·--· -·"'" . -
. ·-·· .• ",:-· ·- .. . 
meet·ing earlier. . "We are limited," he said, "by our own 
' 
• ,.-,~-.- .. ·•.,;,·--,o··:-· • r '-·•- ._..,. ... .,.., , .. ...==~=.._,,,..,,..-~-, 1 _ _,, • -• -~- .-.,,--, ,:,, ·-- '""·---·~-=-•·--· ,.,- ._ ,-•· . _, ~ ~ _ .. _ '•• ~+ _ _ .C.. r •• _ -- ~ •·•-·>•·,.' ·,·_--.. ,,·.-., •. •.ec_--:-;-:-_r .. -:-,,c,c;·'··'"--·::-. _., ... -,·,"-··'-"'"-C•--····--"'''""L,~.,.~·~,.-.•. ,,,c.-,-cL, -,,•--····-···"',--· ' 
- .. produced by soe-i .. al concepts and upbringing different from.-
,., ..... ~ .. ·-··~··'-·-·· .. , ... _., •...... ·-··--~-··-····-·-----·~-.. ·--__..._ ................... _ ..___ ' .. . 
. ' ' . " 
o ou·rs. _ 
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., . . ... . . . . .. ·. .. ;.. ... ., -·-·· ........ ---·· .. .J 
Smiling., 
. ' . . . . " .• , ... ··1 
Re·ichw~in sat back· iri his chair to:','·consider · · ·. . . • 1 
....... ------·--'-··---------"'···t'-~~ 
~ 
-~~' -~~-----------· -··-- ·-- ____ ,. __ -----
•1- -- . 
: . ' . ' ',. ' - - . '.,. ' • - ·1 
, _ ... ,."the nature of the invitation. It was most·unusua1· for a 
· ·-group of young aristocrats -t<? . ·evince interest . in. the problems -
• .. • f •. , •• ',.,. . • 
-- -· ~- . ~ - . - ~ -' -· 
--·---------· --------- ----------·--
-.------=~-
..... - .. -·.~· -. . ~r-- - .. · 
· .. of ·social --class striation, ·no less to spe~d time trying to 
' .,.•. 1'·• 
---~-~--·--,d~i_s_c_·o_v_er solutions for the phenomena~ It was even .more 
_____ °':.'!'.--._, __ .... -_- ______ -- __.! ___ --.-- - --· -·---
~oteworthy, .however,. that th~y deemed it necessary -'to-· include 
hierarchy. coi'retituted the most dangerous s.ocial ill to 
twentieth century progress. But then, as ~eichwein knew,· 
, 
the leading aristocrat of this ci·rcle was a most extraordinary .. 
' I 
individual who·accepted his aristocratic role only because 
~ 
the accident of his birth ha~ forced it upon him. 
Reichwein had known von Moltke during the ·p~riod 
"} ' 
when he endured severe economic deprivation-to save the 
family estate at Kreisau. Von Moltke was. able to maintain 
Kreisau to complete the program he had instituted to 
saf.eguard the·· e.conomic independence of tbe. -tenants·: who· ·l-.i·ved: 
on the land. 
Cer-tain that by his contribution__ of ideas to the 
., ' ' f : • _•. • OO. .• ·' " O --- 0-N~--w----·-. ------·----••-------------------------·-•·••··---•-•-••-•---·---·-·--•-•--•--•••-.. •-•-------·• 
I 
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circle, he could win ·aristocratic support· for the work of ~the 
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-----~--'. _-.--~---------------to· the history of Germany, ·he envisioned ··that no solutions 
· would be functional in the -st-ruggle with. National Socialism 
- ----- - ·------- - - _____ ,_ -·-··· . ----------- - - -- - -------------- - -
- ·- . -- - --- ----------- ---------·- -------------
·· -- .,that were not fr~e -from the taint of sectional or factional __ · ____ _ 
whim. The tradition of aristocratic leadership could be . __ 
~ 





maintained by that group, but the Socialist pol·ici~s -they 
-· 
___ ex.ecu.ted would once and for -all be· the-- instruments that woul,d-
__ ....... _ ·-· 
.. 
·sever the ·stringent class l.:Lne s .-- In this way foundations 
(> 
for the intellectual and ethic-al bonds, which would become 
the basis of a post-National Socialist Reich, could be 
' . . . . . . . . - 1 
-·-----· ,..- --·- .. --··--··--····-------·-= .. ---··-····--· ·-·-··----cementecl---bY---the- -first ... steps .. --take-:r:i- to -.. f ormu .. a t-e- --t.-hem • --· 
., 
' 
-Even the price q~: total military defeat was. no.t· ·t_ocr 
much to . afford for the establ·ishment of those value,s .integt;a.l 
(• 
to the perpetration of the German ita:t·io.:h once th~·'smoke o,f· 
"·-,-,,- i ,- I' 1, ! '' 
the battles-had been d-is-spelled . 
• •• . \ _1-~ 
~ As yet, Helmuth von Moltke had made no mention of 
·the rc>"rcef,til rnethod.s of opposition. ''How do you expect, 11 




I ''.\ _ flDoh''.-t -you consider, '' r~-~~:-~-~-~-~---y?n Moltke, 11 that f · .... . - ... , .............. -;,"'""''"'"""'"'"""""""""-""'"····· ...... ,,, .. -"•'"' .,. ................. ,.,_ .. ,_., __ ---- ........ "'"""····--··"····· ........ , ....... ,, ...................... , ................. ,. ···-- ·-·-··---·-·"·····---··, 




i . _ anyone'. who wishes to inti;-?duc.e solutions for Germany ' s 




.. rec-0nstructi0n is faced, __ as_ t.h,e. __ S_octi_al _Demgcrats were in __ 191·s,_ 
---
-- •••>----· - - -· .• • --- ....... - ·- ...... ·-··-- ,--., ........ -····-····-··-······~---·-··--·-·-·---------·.:. ..... . 
' ' u '•·.,••-•·•••••-••-••"·-••·-··-··"• ___ ,. __ ,.._ , -•.,·••-""••-•' • --•~ ·-··--.~ • -.--•-•-•---------··-~~----· - •-"":'__, __ ,.,,,,., ____ ,_,,,.,,., .,, ., •• ,_ ,••• ·-·-•• •· ~''"·'" •.• , ·~· ,-~~•-~•"""••••-•·••·"'"~"M•••••~---·-·---'!'--~--. ..._,_,,, _____ ,..,__,,_,,.•,•,~"C"""•~-·-u•--•••· ,-,~-••••-••u--•-----··-••·--·---•·-··. -,••··•·-····•,.••·-•••••••" -·----·-·--·-····-··-------········--·-----.. -· -·---------.. ---·------.. ·------· ...... ,., ____________ / -·· _ ......... ' - ~ -·-·--· .. ·····"··········-· , ..... ,-, .. 
with the "11:ost of myths which .. erupt -as.oppositional force~. 
. ' 
'-•---••••,•·•· . ••-- •·-•• .,,. "••••••• ... -.- .~-:' • ·-·"~--•#·"·~~-- - • ··----,•·--.•,,. .. ,.,,i'-•'•--'_.-, •• ,,..- .-·---• ~··-"-<··• ·:-~------~~---•---,-•., .,. -.,., ,,..:r•a'-'•'-""IC• ,...,_,.,·..-~• .• -.. • ..._-, .•. •~--,•·~ .,, .. ,.,. ·~-•-• •-•• ., ... ,. •, ,,_..,_, ••··•-.,••· _",.-, .. -.,,-~.,•·---;:-···•• .. ,•_._ __ .,.., __ .,-,.~,,...._,,....,~:..-•---". -• -.-• -~ ,. · .- . ' :-.J. . • . ' ' .. • I' '•' ' V. -, • . · .•:•• ·••·• • · "\' -"""'\-. •·•"•••:•~···-·••-••·•·•--•••••••"•·"··•-




f were ae·f·t-. at cancelling ·the positiv.e. achievements_ ·of the. Weima-r 
I 
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' .·:· .·;.' ·:,; ,·: .. -,~ :./ .. ,·.· .:_; .. ::·.'; ·. ·."_, ·.,. 
., 
. ~-iftj.i ' 
. ·,: ....... i ... rJ .. ..... \ ,.- · .
·--··- -··-- ~. -~--.----- ,-,- -.. --·---- --
~ 
·- -- .. ···--·-- ... 
. ..... , .. , '. ' 1 .. :.:,. 
---~----- ·- ----------·----··- --··---··--·· 
- - ·- - ... 
·.~----· . ~J----gevernme-nt-when they- r.eminded the pee~le that· tliose''"'wh_o_, -.~: - . -- , .. 
•• , I 
I . 
.. ,-. I- ~ _,, • 
---,,· .. _ ·-·----·--
'· 
' . ' ' . ' 
stabbed Germany .. -in the back, and thus caused her _to lo·se the 
' ' . 
') i 
war, were those who new led the· vanquisheq country.in the 
peace. In the thoughts of the individual citizen, the pric~ 
• I:,. 
of national reconstruct·ion was. los.s of honor on ·the battlefield. 
I am whole.heartedl¥----convinced that as <J-aod triumphs ever 
0 
t 
..... ___ ~yil, ~_atienal ~oqiali_~m will l;>e .'V'anq\J.ished by its- own_~ 
- ---· ,,, ___ . -··- - . --- -· ,- - ..... ------ - ····-··- --- --
.• J., 
impr_ecations.. We need -do nothing to help it· fall.· To tamper 
.. 
with its inexorable.fate, is only to contaminate ourselves, 
and hurt what the future promises for our reconstruction." 
Reichwein was struck by' the n.ovelty of von· Moltke Is . 
intellectual resistance. The idealistic side of him was 
intrigued .by· the narrow equation which latched singul.ar 
' . 
positive action· to the achievement of nearly perfect res:ults·_, 
or at least :awhite·slate on which to establish a beginning. 
Few 'men in· Germa·ny had recognized the complications· o·f the 
·i:mpu1s·e ·to re:s···i~t~ ·\Ton. Moltke· bad n.ot only identified it·: 
h.·e: had: attaJ.ned the s:t(:ti;us. :of·. th.e true idealist who can 
·p-er.:c:.e·ive _p.o indepe!l,dent rea::l.ity apart from his ideal. 
- -- - - ' .. ~ ... .-.. . " .. --·- . 





--····-·-· --·---·----·---·--·------.. ··---~·--···· -----int:e-llee-t:'llal---ana·-·-et:-h-iea-l-·----i-appe-~-,-----he-.,-·····-neve·;E-·th-el~s ... ,...----haQ----:-------~-------·-:--~----· .·---------......... _ .. ____ .... _ ...  
C'• 
wh.a:t · he valued. He thought· now that he had diluted some of 
,-




--~--- ·--- ----~~-------- __ · _· ·_ .. ~ .--- .. 
von the purity of his motive. 
, . . . .. . Participation • -in 
. ) ' . 
Moltke' s ·-
group was a means to re·capture his 
so he eagerly ag.reed to ' . 101n them 
.. 








you_thful · dediqa tion, 
I' 




.·.-· 1 • -~ ,. 
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- ·- . '. -
- .:._·_:: .. :-.~._:. .. - . .--·--.- ··-· .. ------ --· .- - - - --· -- -~-~------------~~--.-- - -- - .... --· ... - ••;· . -- - --
.J 
. ' 
11 The meeting at Horst von Einsiedel's office was 
- .,. . ' 
- .. 
______ §_Q_· ~t.imulating, 11 Helmuth von Mal tke_ told his cous-in Carl _ ·
.... - -----~ 
~--·--
----- -- ,_ --~------··-------------Dietrich --Von Trotha; "that the concensus of··op·iniqn· thti-s - -- ~-·------- -----~----
c---------· 
1·-·-:: far is to enlarge our cirt~-1-e· .. ·by~-. inviting other _acquaintances 
_ . ______ , ________ who may be in-ter-est-ed- i:n--eur program. nl3 -
--------------~- .. -······- - . . 
meeting called for a decentralization of the group __ into 
sections of two or three people so that each~unit would have 
r 
the opportunity td intensively concentrate upon the aspects 
of the problems. in which they were most interested. Reports 
.. 
·-
) of the tentative decisions reached by.the sections would 
- .. 
then be m~de at· inf-requent meetings of the parent. cir~le .. 
It was necessary to open membership to more - than t·he 
.: ••. ·_;,l"• ., 
.. : ... or:i ginal four beca..t:i-Se an ef fecti-rvTe intellectual 'war' against 
.. \' 
National Socialism req~_;l:~ed_ a volatile pool of ·ideas. Helmuth 
- . • :· J' . ·: '·, \.f " 
von Moltke had inc.l(u·ded- the nanie .. of_ ·hi:s cousin when they had 
I!! • 
/) ,, . 
discussed the list o:f poss-iJple members. All were aware that 
. ....... ········---~·-~---·--··-····--·-·· ._ ----------------h·-·· ' . ' , .. . 
.. ·-·- - . - - '"l . " . 
·a· m·;,s· 1··n·t·ernretat1· on of t"·n··e pur.p' ose by a nom;n° 0 whn. was ~---·-----...... ,.·-~--."---.·--··---·--·-··-~--------·---------:, ... ",·· ·_ -- - _....;.: __ ,.,_.'...-.. -~·--·-·.-~·:- - --~- - ·-- - . . -- - - .... . . - . :·· - . . .... · - - . - . - -· ... . --- -- - -- .. .L ~- - ... V ·- . .. .. - -·- ····--· 
. ·,. contacted for membership, or a. careless choice of a. man - --- . 
,,,;c,~>.·,····"-'"'""'"'"""""""""="'"""'""'~~,.,,.<;-----;;.,:;~,~;_,_.;,;, .• -,.~:.,.., .. ="'"•»-..-d~"""""'=·"-~•'-~~••="-•""-'-7=s, .. ·'"''~--·,-•-.. :=-'~'"'-'"==·'-'-"""-"~'-'"-"""=i~='"=~=~="~==,""·"~~=='"c'==--==~c--=..:: __ _:_~.---c.:.·~~·: '+_'.".,-··-·c·A=-····-1\--"""'"'"""''"--,=-·==c~"'="'·'"~""=""""-"-=~""-'ccE:'£'.,'iiZ,=~"'""'"'"'"c"""~~-=="'=-==·'"·'·c'·~~--:·"·~=~ccc.ccccc,,=,,c,,=-•··· 
sympathetic to the Regime, would jeopardize t .. he fre~dom _ 
-
.. - ---------.-----~---.-·· ·- - ·.- .. 
. .. ·-. ~--·---· ----. -----·-· ····----·---····----------.,·--~------. ·-·---------·-· '' ·-.-, -··-. ··------·-·'------~·-·----·-----------·-·· -----~-. ---
-~ - --~-·~·-,., ......... ----- ·-- -- ~.J·.,..-------·------... ~·-·-· - --. -- - - ~- ..... -· ,. ~~ ·--- ·- -· - _,_,., __ ...__. -- - . - -~ - - -----, .... --.. ·--····~·----..:--·-------~··--····-
~~-.---~~--,-,. ··::c.--'-· .. _c 
-·--·--·----------·----- - -- --- of-- al·l. - A miss·t.ep would- ·end forever any hope .. of atta.1n:l:-!):_g .. ·--·-·---··-····--··--"'···-----····--·---·-·-· "'•••••• j '"'••••-• ... •~'•""•'"" ~- .,.,' .-,c.• ---~-~,., ... _,h,:• 0 ...... -- ··-·~·· ·~·-··•,"<• ·~••• •••-••••"-"""·•' •• ,:, O" ~ , O • • • •• •< • - -~ • - - ' <- ~ • O 
-•• > • •• A -~ • & v • & •' ..... ~. - •• • 
- _. o•• - .,:.. -~ • ,_,.,_, •- •<• •. - O ' ' .... • ·- ~ & • • ' •,> ~· :_ --·- < O .. &• • 
. ___ ·_ • 
the avowed obj~ctives the group might-define~ 
I .. 
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.. ' .~ , .. · 
~· 
. ' 
,·---.._____ ..... , ·,, 1,11-
,• 
t 
~-............. -............ _____ .... . .... ' 
····-•--- -··-
:~ .. ' 
-- - -1···· ·• . -··.-:.;_.-__ ·;::-:-.;:··:·::··----
a-,'-,--'---~~c.=· ·~,'•'=.:_-:cc:~ .... = ..=· .. ~. ___:---_____ -_ ,-.-. ~---,---.---------.,-....,--'--- -~ 
-~ .. ,,,,' •\ ' - . ,·- :·· --- . - --- ·:- . .. - - . -- - ' 
:.~,~ : -- .cotirif Helmuth von ·Moltke :an·d Adolf Reichwein. be<Jan 
. ~ - - -·- - .:._._________,,_; - • -~:,!.- •• , •• , ... ----·-·.-_ .-------- -~--- ~-- ---,. - .. - .·-_ ; -• . ,. ,,·----~--. ::··· .'--;- -~---
- ---· --------------· -~ 
to des.ign the initial contacts between tne ci-rcle and its . 
--- --- ---
. .· ~ - - . 
- ... , ' 
slate of nominees. ·· They studied th~ lists- prepared· by the· 
- ·- . --· ~----· -----·- ------•-- _,,._. ·-
-- ' . 
---~ -.---·--·-----. 
-
. . .. -~- --- --- ·--- .-------------··--····--
th'3 most important qual.ification for a_ new member· was hj_s · 
---~~--. - __________ -.. ---- conviction p.at National Socialism must -pe"r:-ish-through ,its-
. . 
... ' -·-- ; .. --·- - -------- -
-
. own evil 
~-----_.... -------'--~ ... ··: .... . -'--·. : -. - . - ' - '~ ' -~- .. ' - ' . '· · .... 
- .• --1-· .... ----- .- ' -·-· --
anc:1,_;r:iQ,t, ___ ;_n · the holocaust of a putsch led by . 




' 1 t 
' I 
..., .··· 
those who-would guide the reconstruction after order was 
restored. 
· t·hat- planning fo'r the-future·--·i·s the only way to salvage 
today, 11 v~n Moltke had · said. 14 
- ~-~--
Now he set about.findfng· 
·men who f'it that definiti0I); ·who could make a unique contri-
\ 
bution to the community of mankind. 
I 
Reichwein contended that the additional members 
·s:b.ould be approached as the occasion· to meet them q.rose 
:natur:ally in the course of ·s-ac.ial or busi.ness c·ontact. 
Al though t;.he Count von Mol tk·e shared this idea.j he was 
,, \': .. .. .' 
anxious that. the discussions already underway . continue- at the 
) 
i 
- - ----· -~·-·-·--------..-- - ··-·· - -




:mks~~,~~-~·=~·-7~~~~---,:~:~~~·r-··-~~~~-~~~~-~~,~~~=,~~==~~~~~=•:~,i~~~~=~~~~~=~~•==~~~•~~,~~=~~w~~~-----··-~---7-.. --,--.. ··- ---,---.. .... . . . . .. . : t. /. ... ---· ·-·- neminees--with whom they could coritri_ve meetlng·s-·-·quicl<l'y"":"'···~--==-=~-=-"··--:==~·k·~.-.-,=.T==cc,: 
I . - ...... -------~~ .... _., 
·- "-··--··· ,. , . I :rrterv i ews with the .. rest hatl . to· -_wa i·t· ·~ unt·-1:1 .. :~-ehan.e-e::=:~l5r.ot1gh:t_~-.-~~~--:=:~:~~~:~-~~~ .. ::::~::.::~:: ... -.::.:~.~::·::.:.: .... -~-~: ...... ~-:: 
- ....... ~------.. -------------- ·--------. ---- - -
-----·------; · · ··· ·· · ---·---· ·- -··- ····· · ···-t:1;~; 1~· t·;~~h--With· the-·· c·Ii di ·e :15-··-·· -- -·- --··-- ___ ; : .... -- ---·=·:: :=--:===·===::=:=-·--· ·· ............ ·. . ·: ·• ·•·· · ·--·-·-·---·------·----·--
., 
Vo.n Moltke, . Yorck von Wartenberg, and Adolf Reichweih 
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v' 
··----,--·-· ·-··-... ··----·-··-I"'- " . . ' . ' . 




.. 1 I••·•'".. 
., 
to become intermediaries-between the circ·le- and its 
-c----------------'------------~-------'------·----------
'h-·-
. poten.tial members.16 
. .;;.;·~:.:.. . Discussions among the five principals, 
' ••• 1, i., 
·meanwhile, were- to·centinue with frequen9y. 
=~---------'-_..:'---"----'------------------------·-
1,, 
__ .___:_·::._______:_ ___ . -- ----·--------· ,_ ___________ _ 
- ------ ---------·---------- ----
----.---------. 
-------.-;r-----·----------· 
I~.,~,,._.__ - . .. . 
... --··-------~ ~ -- ___,.__ .. ,. 
,, 
--------·-· - ..::..c...c.-==-.·...:.....:-.:.- ··--:-~·-· .. - . 
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on· ~he seeond weekend in July, 1940, aelmuth von 
"· 
•----·---------------~--
Moltke did not make his customary"journey to Kreisau. 
---·-------·--·-----·· ····--------------·---·--
-.. - --------- -- -- --------·-~------·--. ·-----









l - • 
Instead, he remained in Berlin to complete the legal work 
'-• -- -- - - . --·-·-···, .. - - ··---------- ----
I -
- . 
. which hag accumu"lated i.n his. office· since the me~t.i..ng -~Il ___ _ 
,,. 
- . 
----. • ' I ! .I -,·,_ ' 
t· A , -
-- --~c--~~- . ~-=-~·:-~ -~ -,---~ -~--:zl __ . Ju·ne . ·with Hor s-t -von· · E-ins-i=ede l ~and Peter Yor·ck- ~von" -W-a~"tenb,e-rg-.-c -
-·· - ---·-- ·- --·- ··- ···-··. ·--·------
--
--- ··- - - . . -·---
. - ___ , ___ . ---------- --- -· --
,. :.. 
. 
On Sunday morning, he attended services at the Evangelical 
Church in Berlin-Charlottenburg. Arriving -several minutes· ,._ 
.,. 
before the eleven o'clock c.a.11 to worship1 __ _h~---~a'I:._ in an 
unoccupied p~w to marvel in the serenity found only in a 
house of God. 
,-.. · 
Almost immedi·ately he ~ught sight of Eugen Gerstenmaie_r, 
--
. whom he had met through their .mutual o. K W liason .work. 
Gerstenmaier, the Berlin representative of the Lutheran 
Bishop Wurm of WUrttemberg, was known to von Moltke and -
• jj ----·---
-0 . 
h1s friends because he occasionally attended-the--l--eettt-r--es~~----
I l .
 . 
·at the Kaiser-Wilhelm Insti tut. .He had be~n included on the 
list of·· nominees, and von Moltke' s decision -to observe the 
sabbath at t.he Evangelical Church had been. based upon the 
~-------· 
i' . . ... . .... ~ ... -·~, -,~,- ··i~~;i~dg ~-··th·~t-G·~ ~~-~iiinarer··,wa'U'i d · · b'e" rn · · attenaan~-~~-----+;.,.,_.,r-~~ 
--···---- ----
- ' 
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contrived than one might gu~ss. It was perfectly rtatural 
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·cfor goverhment at~a·ch~s - to meet at this service: for thet.~'.-- --1 
greater majority of Protestant·s who con·tinued to observe 
.. 
. their---£a-i-ths _.jo-ined this Evangelical congregation for 
- .. 
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· .......... · ___________ .. --... _-_--·-·--·------.--·-----------------Recognizing .... Helmu .. th ..... von ... Moltke-,-·····Ger.stenma~e-Z--······-~ame-·····-·--·---··-----·-----.---------------·-------l 
- . I 
to greet him. Von Moltke. invited him to share t~e pew. 1 i ~ 
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Both meri · surveyed the half-empty chu:I'ch and recalled -the 
al 
days when it was impossible to find a seat for the service 
~ 
unless one arrived at least a half-hour early. 
_ Gerstenmaier commented-on the poor attendance. 
"' 
· His words formed a pathetic prayer for the weak who were 
too insecure the$e days to follow the courage of their c.o:r:i~ 
·victions. 
.. 
"I should like to discuss that point with you,~' 
.I '· ". ' 
the Count von Moltke whispered in return. 11Will you be 
free for a few moments after the service?" 
Gerstenmaier replie_d that he would be delighted 
.. 
t:o t·alk, · and the two turned their attentions to the pasto·r. 
<· 
. ,·~tio h~l1 .. -~~lJ~~'?cJ.. j:h:r.Qµ_g-h _· 1;]}~_. -~~:G:r;.:t_§tY. clqQr t9.w~~¢l the pt1lp:i.t. 
J.> 
' 
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,j 
* ! ?~ 
~ 
Son, and of- ~he Holy Ghost, 11 Helmuth von Moltke prayed, 
., .. 
-11 
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_ ............... --.-·-·-·-~~-----------c~---Jl_Amep. H AS"Che li·stened to the words· 0 B-eloved is. the Lord·! 
~ -
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•., 
· Let us draw near wi.th a true heart and confess our sins unto 
-G.od. our Father, beseeching him, in the· Name of :our Lord 
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_Je·sus Christ, to, gran:t. u's ·_fbrgiveness, 112 he· felt the ebb o-£ 
--------·--· 
.divine .. peace steal through his loins. He was at home in 
. -,·· • . .:. t .-,· r-
-God·' s House; he "knew that the only place for God is -in_·the 
------------- ===-·-··-·-




reassured that · the Bishop's r_epresentative·-was as comfortable ,,,. -
. ~· 
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' 
· here as he was . . -
-
···---·----
..... -. ··- ......... . 
d 
vort Moltke followed·Eugen·Gerstenmaier to the st.udy of the 
· p~rsonage·--which was. his -to ·use while he was in Berlin. The 
Count quietly told him :qf the discussions. H_~ ____ explain~e=-:d=-=---___ ___:__::_: __ ~ 
. 
. the rationale of __ . 'religi.ous opposition' to a pol~ t~cal and 
ideological phenomenon too venomous to ·~;esist·· ori'. any other 
· grounds •. 
·At once the theologian Gersteruna·ier · appreciated 
. t:he ihhe-rent dedication to the Christian spirit as the only 
p~:tth to- man's ultimate salvation. 11God is with you,~1 he 
said to the. solemn, statue·sque figure: ·sitting before him·. 
'
1I deem it· a great_ honor,. indeed, to l:>e :irtvit-ed to join 
in your noble wor.-k-. 114 
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: His faith prevented him f~om joining in any opposition pla.Ils 
. ' ' - - ~--
. ··· w3rich coul~ potentially· undermine the .ethics of Christianity. 
!_ .. ~/! 
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·.··.to be adulterated l:>y their p~sit&ons of power ·could never 
' 
--· ·- .- -- -· -· 
' . i l 





be entrusted with the Renaiss-ance of God's teachings. ,Much. l • ·+··-·· ' 
. _/__ ... ------,----------·-··--·-·-·----·-·-----· - ... _l ___ _ 
f 
earlier Ger~'l:enlllctier recognized that the survival of religious ··I 
..... ·····-. ~. 
.. .... · .. -....... ---··-~--·- .......... ···· -.. :J.::-
··faith\ ±n ·· Germany -depended.c-upon the destruction of Nazism". 
. ... ~-:- t 
l 
l 
·----··· --- -. - t . 
.. ------·--··--------·--------·--·---- -
-- - - __________ ,. ___ ---------·------~-------~·- ·- - -- -~
------·- ·1-. 
A.t the outbreak of the 
respon_sibiiity for the 
. 
' "· ' ' 
war, he arranged ~o take ·official 
spiritual welfare C>f fOr'eign ~rkers 
in Ge:r.:~111any. ·······-·· TJ}_is work and his participation in the Protestant 
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.. __ Eelmu_th uon~ol tke I s office in the · o K W was concerned / 
'j) . .. . . --- ... . - . ·= ......... - ......................
 ~ ... =~ --- ........ =· .............. ~ ·--'·· .. _ ........ ~. . -
... -.·------
--·----- ·t 
with the international laws protecting the rights of neutral 
countrie~ and their citizenry. Naturally anxious that the 
Army should not flagrantly repudiate the conventions which 
;r. the Weimar government had sworn to uph·old in the nariie of· the 
German Reich, the C-oU:nt worked closely with the foreign 
laborers''"to guard against any· incidents which might violate 
0 . . • •." ·, _ ..... ~, ..... ., ......
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· the internat'onal codes. He, therefore, h·ad come-into touch 
~ _ ........ -.............. -................................. ------- J--·T-- .· ....... -....................................................................... ····-···-· ·- . .. .... . . ................. ..... ... ... . .. .. ·- ...... ' 
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~-----. 
.. . . _ _ _ _ .... _ . c.- ____ . . . .. ~- o _ _ e _ o.un ____ s_ .s .. r.ic ... mo.r.cL.L __________ _ 
-· and humanitarian principles frem mutual friends in 'the· 
·Kaiser-Wilhelm Institut.;, He was not only gratified by the 
/ 
invitation~ but he co·ncluded from von Mol·tke ··s co_nceri1 ____ that----.,-L-----~--,I 
, i ! 
! I 
- - the circle reco9ni. ..z.ec:l that. theological· assistance was the : · 
.... -- -- . ---- -- .. ·-···-· ,... . .. . . - ... -·-·-
·-- - ' .. . -- ' - - -- ----·-· -
- - -·------- .. .. - -· --·- ,. ··- -- ... -- ·-··- - -------· '.. . ... ;. ' 
l 
• I 
~?lY hope . for· a true Chr-istian Renaissance in post-Nazi l 1 
------•·•-·• 
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···· -~~-7-~-~~-'6-ermany.-
--;---- ------ =~ - --- . -'rrie Count 
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. . 1. I 
---- --- - . . . - ~ I 
' -0 i! 
von Moltke was pleased_with the outcome r 
/ 
.. -... -f ----- ----------- --- - . --·--- I . --
./ 
- ·--- ·~ ---- --- - -- - ---- -
-·-~ 
o·f ·hi·s interview. He arranged to meet his-·new recruit with 
./. 
.. 
· Horst von Ein-siedel) at __ ,.t_he o K W office fqr several briefing· 
• sessions. 
Meanwhile·Adolf Reichwein and Peter Yorck von Wartenberg 
-~--~~-,-·-~=.........i...-~-4---· ==a~~=~~~=-~-.... ~==~ ·. ..·· . . .) • 




nominees. On one of his frequent visi·ts to the Berlin 
_University campus, Adolf Reichwein stopped to chat in th,e 
office of Dr. Hans ·Peters, -Pro·fessor of Sta~e Law. As his 
··friend entered the room., the Professor leaned acros.s his 
desk to -switch on the radio. Soo.n ·the sounds q.f Wagnerian le 
horns blared forth ·to drown the tones of conversation~ 
: . . ·-.-. ... . -- -·-·----···---- _,,.,. - ... - ··- ··-··· - -- __ ,_ -·- -- ---- - -- ~--. ------- ----











11 They-don 1 t trust the profe~sors who have stayed 
' 
I 
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. ~'So they· observe you by wiring the ·office," Reichwein 
•· 
'I,' 




"beauffj:agten 11 have been_ ordered to· cultivate a burning 
··interest in.~.the··subject of·state Law." 
. "' 
Peters nodded. 110n-e finds the b~st way· he can to· 
exist in this nightmare. To leave now- would s~gnify that 
I have been-defeated-by:oorruptors. 11 - . ------ -----~-----·····-('--- ------ ----------.. ·- -- . ' - ' - -----
-------
"I have come. to ·speak about· the ways still .open -f.o ---·-----~·-- .· .. · · ···· ·~. 
I a a l) I• , I •d . those .. w.ho wi.sh- to~~s1-st--eo~r-u-pt1en-, ----Adel-£ Re1chwe1n--sa1r ~ -~----
11Several of my, close friends have come together to disc·uss 
· the practical philosophy of subjects related to state problems~, 
-lt ... 
,Our object is to identify the basic values and principles 
on which a new Germany can be founded. Perhaps our modest 
effort can help salvage what positive elements are left 
• 
after the inevitable collapse. 11 
" 
· 
11 It occu~$. to me that a new Germany may never. '.ri-se,· 
----'-·-------···-'-··--······--·-····. ~-. -~-···-- ' ..... ··--· ........ -.~·-··-··---·--··-~~----·~ -----·--~-... ·-- ·--····--·--·--·····-·· 
Reichwein answered: 11 I·f. a few have not t:be m9ral 
fiber or the spiritual dedication to safeguard themselves 
·- --·--·~----· ~. __ · _______ · --··---··---- - '----------~ ............ ~·-·""-' ... -·······'·· . .. . . - - ~ 
... -·------···-
. ...• ~· --·!· -,· . ,. ' : ,. r, ' .• 
~ 
-
against the ideological contamina·tion, ~ think Germany· 
\ 
-
- . . . -
c'·an never_ be rebuilt. This is the conviction which' convoked· · · 
-
....... ----· ···"··-'"· .. _. ·-·--·-··-·~---·- -- ······-····-·--·••r.••·, ............. ,.., -- .. , -- .. ~--.. -~ .•.. --- . 
- AT.----
• -••• , •• ---C-- .. , •• , •. , •.•• , f.,. __ .. :.'.. ,.,, ... ~.-_:, :. -......... ,:,,: .. •• :·.:,-··"~;... .. ·1--:· ., ....... ····-····-·.-···-··''•"•"''•• -~,.-_ .... ,_ ........ --....... - ... :=-"'":...,.. •• _._ -·· ...... ,,.~,.·--~..---·-····· ,. ""-· . ·--· ' , · . , . '' - : • : .. • .• . ·····-···· ·~·•4<. ·•·•·• ""': ........ : ..• ·.: .• :·_ ·_:::;: _______ ····-~·-····. --~ - --- -·- -- ·-- •• _,. .• , ......... -------·-·--·---·-------··--··---··-------··.~----·······---··.-- ·· ••••• ·,: •• • .• :: -_- .:~ .... ----·-··--... ·-~ .. ·---·· ~--...... -_ .. ._. 
Happy to_be invited to join a group of stimul~ting 
,. ' 
people who were attempting to uncover the means to withstand 
-54-
-~. ~,,, \ ...... .,.. ,, .. 
'., ,, 
.. 
.• ,. ,•I.. • 
. I 
. . . ( ·',. 
-·------·-~- - ----·-- '~----' ----~----------·-----------
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--+ --
. - ·------- - ---·._.~~--~:·-:- 1·the intellectual suffocation of the. Thir_d .Reich, . Pet---er.s--
' ' . - .... 
. asked Reichwein what . preparations he--sheuld~-ma-k&--~-fa~---t-he-"··-~·=~. ·- - .· · ---·--·---·-=r---~-'- ·0c> 
·.-. .. ' ·.}_. . 
. : .. ·{ 
......... ,. ,,,.;.,,,, ..... 
. 
. -- - -·~.;. ... 
~ ........ 
forthc-om·ing-mee-t·in·g. When his call-er le·ft, Peters tossed 
, · aside his tepid lecture. Ol1tline in order to make room for ........ / 
, .the -vol..u-mes of social phil-o~ophy he planned to st-udy for ... the -:- --- · 
---
meeting to be held in Helmuth von Moitkers officii- sever·a.1·. ~-· ---~---------
- l 
- - ···-·--··-·· ----·-··-·.------,<C··---- -·--·--- ··- ------
d'ays later. 
·····"' 
- ----- --- ---- --- ---- --·- ·- ... -·- ----·---···-· 
. . 
-- --- - -----~- --------sa-tisfi·ea · that he·-naa-·chosen a valuable partic~pant 





toward his personal preparation for the me.et.i~g. He 
walked through the pt·easant summer twilight to the ~-qhOE!tnberg, 
section of Berlin where an old friend, Julius ·Leber, had 
·- - · · .. ·. ·· ·· ·· · .· ·.- es·t:·aoli~snea··a·,·c-oal-·ousi-nes s. · As he ente_-··red--tne·---,fii1·g·-···y·····--···--·-··-·_-.-----··-··-----···:-·-:-:--,-·,~c:c.,...,:c~.,·-:c:-·---·-·-------·---· 
~ . . . 
office, Reichwein sensed the irony of the Socialist Labor 
-
.~Lead·er' s position. Necessity had forced the dedicated 
T:r-a.de Union organizer 1:-0 a_ssume the role of· the 'entrepenuer 
of an _industry in which the worker struggled to obtain 
.~ny benefits from the managerial echelon . 
• 
Before the Nazi Regime assumed power in Germany, 
-
••-··.- "·• I. - • • • -~ ., -··-·•. .. - , ·- . ·- ''•""" , .. •· ,- . , ... •- ·•·· . -· ···-·'· 
Juli-us- Leber edited the Socialist newspaper · in Luebeck. He-
. . -
_ .. • i •. 
. -
-. ,,_ - · .· __ _;:for whi·ch his moveme1it s·t·ood · and was resolve-a since· 1933 t·o · -- · · · 
- . . ...... ., ....... , ... ~ ..... .-,._ .. ,.. . ' ... . -· , ...... ···-- - ,·--··---·-·· ... ,., - ...... , ....... ,. - ·- ··••····· -· .............. , ······:--· ... ,. ···-·-·-··-- ....... _.,,. ··- ................ -, ., ............ -- •, ........ ·- ....... , . ., ..... ··-· ··- .. ------ .... ··--· ·····- .,,_ ......................... •·. - ····- - ····· ............. ,.,. -... ·-· ···-···· ........... ·- . - .......... : . ·.· .. ·- ................. -~.-·, ... ,, ... , . . ,·- - ............. ,. .•...... - .. ' 
lead the mass -of workers formerly organized in ~he Socialist 
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• ----···"'" ---·-- -•r-• ,_,,, ... ,,--- •· ------· ----- ------------ -·---·-- -------- --- .. -·-·---· ---- ----------·--··-----·-···-- .. -----·-·-··--------·--·· ···--· 
~--- ---------- ---- -- . - --- -- - -- ' . 
. ·I_, '······--· .. 
--· f·· ___ ·_ .,-,,,... 
. . 
' . . 
. <J, 
..I. •. , . 
.· 
-- - - ---- - - ----- - ---~--- ---.--
_: ~····· .. __ • v~olated the ncl.t\al · rights of man. 9 .... -
--- --
Since he had 
- ·····-·-··--_ .--~------------._:__---:: ·---- ' --,---:--·· --------------··:- -------- ---- - - --"<·-, ; .. - ---
come to _B~:i:-.1:i..n, JteiglJ.wein ___ of_ten ____ spen:e__~_ · ---·~~--- _-_ ... · __ -. __ -
_. lang hours talking with Leber about _the status and future 
'ti 
· of the German workers. · The two had known· each· other .since ________ . . . 
_...-·. the days of the Weimar Republic when both had smarted under 
. ... ' - --- - . 
tner frus-trations created by the s~rieSof tragic events and 
. I 10 circumstances of t!'te _ inflat.i.on and insecurity o.f the 19.20 s .• ,_.:c=~ -~~ ., .·. -------~-- - -~-----~--- ---·-- -. -·_ . - --· 
In 1933· at the age ·Of 41.Leber, then editor of the Luebecker 
-------- ------·----V.olksbote, was sentenced to a concentration camp because he 
criticized and fought the totalitarian parties of both the 
,-... 
.. ~- -·· . - -
' left and the right. Adolf Reichwein knew that Leber lived 
~1 in perpetual danger, for his dual existence as a released 
~'t -
I 
. ~ poli ti- al .. prison-er and unde~g,rou·nd organizer left- him vulner- · 
. tt, 
i Gestapo investigation at arty time. 
' 
Reichwein hoped to discuss with Leber. t·he Socia.list 
•. i,,. -- ~- --·- -· • ·- • 
.• 
c9p·ception of society and i:ts fun,otions t·o pe:rhaps gain 
·hesitated at this time, however, to invite_ Leber or any of 
€'''•, I • • his adjutants to become participants, for the group membership 
. C(?Uld be too unwieldly to maintain sensib~-~ pr.ecautiC?~ ____ 9-nd 
f-=~:~:,:::. .. ~-,:-:~~-:;::-.~-::=;::::::;.::;.,,~a4~e-~ttri,~~asureS";;_;.;;.:Re±chwein~ettett~·~"'gt'oUP=''""'~'''~··· l . ', . . , . . . ~ " . } the way the Count vo·n M.o __ ~tke did: the close friends· one - •• · · V ~ - ' . . ···-·-' ... ,;· ., - . 
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. -----·--··-···-·-· ··~ -·-··--· ,···- ·- -----------------·-· ..... --· -- . . . 
•• •• 6 
~ ---- -- q 
' Wh
1
~. ~erved as sources for ·the participants who brought :more 
.. 
-- _ _.::. -· ·- --~ .. ~. ------: 
·······--------~--------~-· -. ---'"·--------··-----·-·--· -.-----------.... ·-·--·---·---------------···--·····--····-· ········-···-. -----------------·--------···-- -·--------·· ---······- ·--·--·-···--------------·····---·--:··--·-··--·····--···· . ·-· - -- '. . . . ' . .- ---··-- .. ·----- -· . -- -. ~----·· . _::._ 
As Reichwein talked in Julius Leber I s~office, the, 
........ •, 
_____________ : __________ Q_Qgp.t: vo.:r1. Moltke, Horst von Einsiedel and Eugen Gerstenmaier _ 
-· ... .., - . . - . - - - - . ·- - - . --- . --· ----- -··-----
I - ' 
w~re meeting in von Moltke ' s sitting ro_om in the o K ····w 
. building .. o-n· th.e Unter den Linden. ·Gerstenmaier sensed the 
., 
r 
spiritual and ethical alliance of the· two energetic min·ds . -
which sought-,] to fill hi_m- in on the points covered in earlier ........ 
. - .... ,-.-.. - ---~- -~~- ..... ~ '' ····- ... 
1' ~ ~ •. • :.- ,._ 
:~ 
talks·. - It thrilled_ him to be~ong :t;o a circle which· considered, 
that their most import~nt co·ntribution to Germany was the . 
overthrow, not of the e'st~bli_shed government, but of an 
~ ~ 
anti-Christian ideology. Germany would then be fr_eed_ in ~~-e 
' . , 
spirit of Christianity and Social Justice, and so be incorp~rated -
· -11 
into a United Europe. 
The Count von Moltke listed rapidly the points covered 
.iri: the. briefing. He wanted to be sure that he would be able 
• to ·introduce Gerstenmaier 's · ideas to the·· group discussing 
.social 'philosophy. -The Christi-an precepts which underlay 
the humanitarian and socially conscious ideas must be discussed 
- . '-··-· - ., ~~--.. -- .. -· ~~ ··- - ··----·-
, · 
and clarified. What better way/ 'he thought, than to augment 
. "\" . . 
',.- ... 
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-··-.. -._, - I? 
. . Hor~t von Ei siedel wa~- -responsible for the presentation 
---- ---- -----
... --- .. ·-··------·--- - --- --~-·---""'·•··-·-
·· --··--~ ___ __:_ ______ · _ _,_ ___ et£ _tb_e. Economic con·cep~ts to Gerstenrnaier so_ th~Y- could .. be· 
·_ ·---------- -- __ ,_ . - . .-;. ~ - .. ·, .: .. - ____ ............ ----·-·"-·-··---- .. --- ..... --··------ ....................... . - -·····--•··-··-·--···• -··•·--··----·-·-
•---~- ...... T ,. . ,... . 
' -
- ... --- .. --·-·-·-··-·--·----···-------. --·--· •-
• I 
--- --- - --•- - -- . --- -
----- -----
- ------- -- - --
===-=· ··-=-.. -· ... ,-~- -----. ----_- -~--·~--
examined from the.religious standpoint for their_ val~dity-.., ., 
·------------
-,-----· ___ ___: ___ ~-------~:n_d __ veracity. ____ · The_·-j:wo t.alked .. animatedly togetheir.~ ·each 
__ ·· ·_. __ '_--:-·---resolving basic convictions for application to the real situation 
at halld. The O'Utcome was their decis(on to amalgamate a 
.,, modern standard of. Christian economic ethics with th~e .principles 
. . ' 
of sound economic practice. ·~-
-· --~····--- ~~-•-••~!-.-,-- -· .. .- ,·,=--~'-- ,----·r·,.-·.~-- -r- .. 2 -.,.. ----·· --.--·•··•.,~.-,~-·-.. - ..... --- .-----·-·· 
' ' ' 
..•..... , ....... ___ .. _,. ________ ···-·-·-··---·,----··~---~~--·-·- .' -·--· ·-- -··--~-· ----~-~--- .... ~.....,,~-~-·---'·-~~---·--,-, ·"""°"'''<°=·-· ·, .. ,_,," ___ ·- -_, .-- ~. . ,. -', . ·_ .-- . - --·_.~_:-::·; 
--···-·····'"·--·····------·---·---·----------~----·----·-----.------··--'"·-------··----· .. --·--···-
. . ' 
-, 
.:.~ 
- ----- ---- --------·-~-- .. -·. -·. ·- .,· - .... ·. - -
---- -- -- --- - -- - - ---· - -·- -_ - -- ------- --- ---
- --- --- - ·---~ .. 
. C\. . ::,:.-. 
;_' 
. . :: .. ....... · -~-.-·-< .. ··~·-·-.;··· .-· ... -- ··:·.--.~--- .... · ... . 
,. --- ·- . 
: .. ·. 
- -- - . - . ---- - - - - - -- -· - . . ; - . - --· - .. 
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... ' .. -.~----·· 'i. . .. . ·:"'· . .-- ' • 
· _, _____ By the last we·eks of the .summer ·of 1940, the--_nucleus . 
... 
--- ..... __ ,,_ - ... 
/J 
l 
. ·} - -·-- - ----- --
-.-·-· --~"-·· --·- .. ~of tlie inte·11ectual circle was able to assess the results ---------~--J.~ ... . .  
- ---- - -- --·•-- -·----~--· ...--~--~----.. ·---··-. ··--.' _,,,_, ______ ,, ____ .. -- .!' 
--- - ·- -- - -- . ·------. --·--- -~ .-
I 
I i . 
j 
: of their initial 'Ve31ture. Fr_equent discussions had stimulated-~: 
·· - --c·---. ------------ realistic and productive thinking .among~-all. -Each participant, 
challenged by the importance O'f h-is contribution, was con..:. 
. ____ ·,, ... :.:__,___ -·---··- -
\ 
vinced that Christianity could be ~aly~ged only by active 
thoughtful people who ·valued the-ir faith in an omnipotent 
r " . 
-
God above all else. Furthermore, each knew intu.itively that 
. ' l ' . ,~,,•I; ••• '.~ -
vation o-f Christianity.---.. 
'J;'h_e:. c·ount ,.von Moltke, known. to all the membe·rship 
because it was his practice to attend all the briefing.meetings, 
r.. 
__;J 
had indeed fulfilled with valor the- f:i:rst conunission God 
.... 
had given him on this earth. He had· sensed that he had be~ 
chos'en: to fincl s·ome means of saving the ravaged souls of 
·Hitler's Reic.h. The ige-a,; had taken seed in his mind as 
-~ 
\' ------
early ·as 1933, :and .now fi·ourished beca:use he fe._lt th.e 
rejuvenation· of his corrtpani·on·s ·,, enthusiasm .. His miss.ion. 
·· .. · ; - :. .. . .. . ... . 
' '". ··-----·-·-· .. ··:·· ... ,. .. · .. .,·.· ....... _ . ., __ ;,., ....... · ...... _ .. _. __ -_, .. -.................. · ...... ·~-_ . .,, ... ~·· ......... -. 
• ,. I 
. i 
~.~---~~~.C--~-·'---~-~~~,~~~====--9:.S~.e-~pin-t __ t~-~-~;-~ .. Q~-~~g~ ___ to live t}'l~- life_ of _dupl~cit:y. , .· _. _ .... " 
-~,~-· ~-- .• ··-·~· ~~-~~~-~·-4~-~~~-q··~H~··~~-~-·-~·.··-~'.-~·~··,··.······ ... ~·.···· .• ;1,~~ .... ,··.·.~~,.~~·!:!¥~····.··. '-~~-~~--~~.---····--~~··--···~··.-······ .. M·-·-······-~···-·····~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~=-=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~.,- .. -·-···-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~.~c~ 
. . 
. 
a.JI · . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . · 
· H·e was conspiring against the Nazis in tlie ''war 11 fo_r· . ......:..· __ -~---
-· ...... - -----~ ....... - -~ -- - -------· --- -------- - . ____ :::·..::..:..~ --·- _;:::;-_~~-""~'.:~ . ~--·~- . -- ~- - -- - --- - -- - . - . - .. ,.. --
... -~------_-:···--·-··-·-·····----·-··---·,·-··:-·--- .. . ,- .. ~--- --·---- ' ... . . -·-·- ··--
.. -
• • .... -_,•,-- •"-~""'". ···- --- ,- ' ••• _._.... <- • 
. ·-- ·.c - - .m~n-·:,·.s .... minds··.. This in itself was .. the most uripar-donable si-n-----------------~-.. ---7"--;-~-=~~-- ..... --.. --....... _ 
/ 
ag_~in·s·t .Nat:io·n.al -Soc:i:alistn •. _· lt violate·d the traditional. 
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.• 1 : . ~·-·------,---- . 
--- ..... -. -·-------··---- . -----i:: .. : . --- . --... -- ·_ - ·_ r· 
·- . -··· --- - ----·- -----· 
' __ - --· - - ·--- - - - - ------- -- . - ·- ___ : ---' ·' 
r . 
. .., ; : . 
. 
. 
rel.ationships betwe_en the g-ov·ernment and. the govern.ad •. - . To _________  
- ' - -~~--:~- .. , 
-the Count · von Ma,ltke, .. however, - -cthe question was_ mor .. e _ ___ ___ ------·----·'---~~-~~---···-~-~-"+~~---·"··-· 
.\ 
/-fundamental than th·e survival- of an already ·autonomous 
-,_'. 
,::::1, .. _· 
_, . 
- --· :":,:':i\ 
· ethical code. · The is.sue he. was determined to · resolve was _ ,,____ _ __ __ _ _ ________ ,,,j 
·how the Christian intellectual might.bring 'about the renaissan~-
' of basic religious _belief and p:t,:"actice without endangering the 
lives of too many compatriots. 
... 
0 
For.security reasons, at this time no member of the 
discussion circle knew more ·that two· or three other members. 
' . 
A·11 were acquainted with the Count ·von_Moltke, and -some knew 
Re_ichwein or Peter Yorck von Wartenberg. . The. work of the 
-small groups was so productive that the leaders wer.e. c_onsid~ring" 
·the addition of several more persons because they were beginning 
to envisage., that actual designs for a post-Nazi political 
_and ,social environment. co1.-.1ld be 111?-de by the membership. 
In the middle of September, Colon.el Hans Oster, 
v 
:chief assistant to Admiral Canaris of t.he ABWEHR (the German 
"'? j 
· .c:ounter ·intelligence unit) invited H:elmuth von Moltke to 
·-come to· his of·fic·e so· he might· ·introduce· him·to· Lt·~-- Colonel 
.-~ ·, 
. . .. -~ 
}.'(·: 
... -•,-------- ., 
. ' 
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•' . 
-
Mal tke' s circJ_e of intellectuals wh,o were anxious to· ·protect 
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---,---·-- ---~·--•~---~---·- -- --
- - -----once Hitler' s . regime had -·fallen. - - The ABWEHR • ·s liason -- . --" -- -- - - ----- ---------------------- -------
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--_--- The0dor Stelt-zer wa--s--concern:ed ·. about the -r-ol-e---o-f~ehr-"1---cc· -~~~~-~~~------,--j 
• 
- -!,....__, )_ 
-
-· -·.- .. ---- --- -:-- --- ···ethics :_ in· g·ov e rnment,; ----- -- --- -- , -- -~ .. --.. ~-·"·-·--·~-- --~····---~· ··:· .. ··:--··-· ... ------·----.-- --- -_ -_ :__________ _:_: __ -- -- ___ :~ -~- --- ------ ·-----· -· .. - --- ,... ____ .-- ---·-· - ... 
During .a conference he had -with Oster--earlier that 
' ~---------
. 
-week, Steltzer had. ·voiced his trepidations for the Norwegian 
- _,_!i 
Underground movement. He feared that the aftermath of Norwegian 
Nazidom would be ideblo,gic. chaos. This- i-dea was based upon . 
.. • . 11 




h-is conc-eption that an 
--------------~--
. of per~_onal __ p·oli ~ic~_! ____ ~~cision of its leaders. By -allowing 
, .... .,,,. . 
------
-.- --.-- - ------- - .. ---- - . . 
the opposition-to act as the shadow government, he had said, 
' ·t,-
the n·ationals of the occupied country accept i-tS-~-precepts -
' . 
-as· ·their own, regard·less of its political ideology. History 
-ha-s ··taught· ·that,cit±-zens· might hesitate-" to embrace· that £onn 
of government when the times were more normal. -
'-
--~----··-- --· - Steltzer' s ethics had always forbidden him to impose· 
-the·. burden of political -decision upon innocent men or upon 
.the -o-utsiders who:se --- intere-sts- were integrally beu-nd..; up with -
-- ·the_ future of. the Post-war society .12 -















----~-:~~~~-~:~-c,~---~~~:~_--··:~-:~~~~--:=~=![~~~~~~~Ef--~to- -- s-af eguard'"'h"i·s _--.-- inoral_~i_~:nciiiles··--·a~r.in·g ··"the·-'·15fo·rweg i-a11··-------__ ----~~-- -~~~--
• campaign. I:f the moral -crit{:ria on which Western-Christian 
"·-
. - - /_ ~-~ ·- - ~\ ' -- . 
-------------~- - - --- ----. -- -- - - - -- -- -
------ - ---- ~--- -·- ·--·-.-- __ : ____ - ·------·-·· 




---- -- -~ -
. ... _ ... -----/. 
I f-/--~ ___ _ · tr~~~~~-are_base~<_cli)~=y-a-s-a~olute~~tt)-ind~d~~~-s ··-.~ ____ --- -_. ________ J 











. the :-means--by~wlii:ch--it ___ was'. attained if. that me_ans' violated --------l-; 
,: 
. ______ -·----.------ ~- the moral_i_ty of a _:western Ch~i~tia.n socie1::y. The ·rule- .is _ 




-- - ~-- --= - - -----~---stringent whe-"bher 1:he individual · is dea.1-ing, -wi-th--"'~f-rJ.end -- ------------~:-~.~----------- · -· i: 
---- - ___ -
· · · ·· · - · ___ ··· - r __ - - - 1, 
! ' i I 
i I 
. or fo·e, or in private li-fe as in public. 
l . 
By following the '.i ! 
---·--~- - -- - -· ---- - --- j: 
precept; - Steltzer emphasized,_: the individual . is able to 
protect his re~nsibil-ity as a -~membe-r of a· nation, because 




or-revolutionary\violence as a political weapon. 13 
. I 
---- - --- ---- ---r - --- --- ----------- ~-------------i -------------- ------ ---·-·-
. I , . 
Recognizing the affinity of Steltzer's views with 
': • '?'-~-
~ 
introduce them, a·nd promised to arrange an inauspicious. 
! • 
meeting. 
Several days later the Count von Mbltke joined Hans 
-
Oster· and Theodor Steltzer at lunch.-._ Steltzer enthusiastically 
acc:epted von Moltke's invitation to join the circle. During 
_ this short stay in Berlin he· attended several me,etings of . 
the group d~$-c-us·si·ng the,. r-elationship of church and state. 
c; 
Before returning to Norway, he-suggested: to von Moltke 
------- ----·-·r 
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~· .. ,,· ... --....;.. ',_ 
.. -·--. -- - --- ---·-··-·-... ---=--- ---~---------·--·- --·. --- -- . -·------- .- .--------··"".- ··o-·. -· .. --·-·----_.,. _______ . -- .·· . ·-··--···_- ~--·----- .. --.· - .. 
___ _ V 6n Mo :J.. ~ke and his ---f-~-iend~ wer_f§! __ _a.pp_~_~hens~~ • -- _ Any-· _-~ · .. 1· •·. 
-~--'------· ------------------------
-- • • 1,-, 
-"-:c=:c-:-w·i=tteii -docum¢iit ___ ,-§pe-c·i-tical~ly ·conc-erriincj the f:?tatus of post- . i" - -------- - - --' . 
-~-- ~-~~--~~-~-==..,··~---··· __ ..... -.. ~· ___ '....:._ ____ . __ _:.:_:_..:___ ______ ------------=------·------~---~------. ·---- - ~- -----·------ -·······-
war Germany damned- ne-t- 0enly---t-he---pos-sessor 1: -but-- t-he----eo~l-e-agues-- ----_-~-~ ----·--· 
; - -----. ~-----· --- --·-,---whose names he ·might be forced tc> divulge during :the- t·orturous 
. interrQgation. 
··--- .. ···- --- '. -- _' ---(. ·--.--------- ··. ------ - --- Stel tzer·'s · i-dea:::-~di-d; · however, tak-e seed in Helmuth. -- I-
'. 
····; ·1 •... ., 
- :,:. - ~ .:..=...'!.. 
. -~ 
-· - - .. ·--· -·. --·- -
---~cquainta.nce ·with Adam von Trott Z.\1 Solz, a cousin of Peter· 
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Adam VO~ 'Trott . zu -Solz had beeif. absent . from' Berlin. . -
·-·-·····. ··-- - . -- ' :~·,:. ' . -· . -
_ .. _ - - '-··~: -·. --- {~ . 
·. ·for a good par~ __ of _the yea_r 1940. · His travels· had takeri him· 
' 
- __ ,_ -----~ 
, 
.·- around the world; ~he had v·i:sited .the United States, Hawaii_, 
'· 
- ' - - --..... -·-----------....... -.,-.---·- .. --··. 
•, ,_ 
I • 
Japan, China, -and Moscow- t9_¢ii_f?:9}:l~f:! ___ ~nqfficially tne-___ peJ;sib~e -· ---~~ 
fUture ,of a Germany without· Hitler •15 · - -~~tween the i::ime he 
··---·~ __,. __ .- ..• · ·--L- -·--- ··-·· _- --
. ' 
ha_d .returned -to Germany_ in s·eptember, 1940, and February 1941, l _ ,·I 
-.---- ···-·-·--··· - - --
---~ when he saw 'Helmuth von Moltke,· he·- ·had married the young .. ___________ _ 
.. -....>. 
-
i lady whom he had met just be-fore he began his trip to England 
. \ 
in June , --i-g~-;-16 .,,.,. 
The von Trotts had come to live in Berlin during 
the first month of 1941. Adam, anxious. to renewhis-
friendships, had-called upon his-9ousin von Wartenberg. 
----------- ·-- --------------- ·----------------·-------------
When Peter had taken-him to meet Helmuth.,von Moltke, he was 
": 
surprised to learn that the two had been,introduced three 
. 
years previously wh.en both had_ been guests at a dinner at 
All Soul.s College~. Oxford in Englana. 17 ;,-
-
-·-··-····---·-------
.. ",.,,,, ..... _ 
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l :office, Adam von Trott was involved deep_ly with many loose 
\ . 
i 
' ! . ! 
; .~.... .·. . ·. · strands of the conspiracy against:.. IIi tler. .As early as 1931 . .. . · 
;·---·;... ... _.;~.,;.,.• .. •"''}",__,..:.. ....... --,.•_,,;_;,,,..".,~-··· ,: · · · -~~~~ ·.,;. ·.,j,...,. · • ..... ·· ·- · ··---- · ·_ ··-.- -- • ·: ·.z~ .. ~"·- · ... -~·· :·- .- · ;.. . .,.o ,~•J"·•·•-• .,··,. ··.•-~• ·- '· , - . .-.· · · ·._ · ~ ...... ;,~' · .·J:~.'" ·' ~-:-·· .- · .. , ._, . · ~ --c..._;;.;r:·····. ····-·• ···0·· +·00; -;· ", ... , .... · ····· ·· ,, ·,·.· .... , .. • .·N.· ···-, ··· _. .. •• "·· .. · · ·-- ···•· · · ·· ·--~~ • ·-··-... ~ .. ~--.- • -··-·-··--··;:--·--·~'<J,;:--,;J:::::'(7,;:• --.~---:.-··- · .. ·-·;:,.·'"•· .\."'·,--··"· _ ...... . 
-,,,,, 
___ !i~~_recognized the menace of National Socialism. In 1935:. -, 
-~··=- .. --~--=-~ - .. 
.. 
• . ·--·-···- - ----·-----· .. --. ·-"". •- -·- ;J 
.,. . 
,he publish~d a· volume of the works -ef. -Hei-n--~ich · von-K-leist 
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·_______ ;, -------- ·'. ------·-·-- . - '--.- '----~-··. ----· .. :_..~---~------ - --------- ---------------- ' _., _____ ---------- - ·--·---------·----~----~-:--··--· 
- - . -------------,------·-- -------------- -- ' - ------ --·------ - ----.· 
. ·. ~-
~, .. _ ------- . ··-----··--- . 
I ... 
-------·------' -------------------------- -· --------·--·- - -
·. " 
.· :destiny_' of man trodd-en in the. dust·,. and that he_ set his I 
. '· .. 
~--~~·~..,.-.--· ..... 
·. ·hopes. On the. I sense Of Uprightness·- Of the· individual Citizen·,, 
. . ' •· __ .....,.._..,,,,...-_ --- ---- - --------~---------- --- ---·---·-···--·-. · _____ .. 
___ ·,, __ _ 
who would rise agcfinst an imm~ral and demoraliz.1ng .. de~potism.·0.18 
. . ' ;t ( ·- - -
~ • ·-· 
. . ' - . -- ___ c.. ~---~------~--------------- -:---------- -- -.--'· ---- - - -- - -- --. ------ - ----------···--




---.- · .. ' .... - ·.·--· ----- - .. 
------. ·- -· ------ ... ----· ---------·----- - - -------
Nazism.. E~rly. in 1939 mutual friends arranged that he become 
---·----~-··-·- ·- . . . . 
a~Foreign Off~ce Coun~ellor in the Cultural Affairs Division·_. 
; --. . 
·of von Weizsaeker' s government - organization. His close 
contacts in Bri.tain particularly made him a valuable liason· 
for the Civilian conspiracy to which von Weizsaeker belonged • 
. . 




I . . 
. . ., 
i · · · · ~ . · John Jay, was the son o·f a for;me~ .Pru_s_s.ia .. n ___ Mfni_s_t_er- of __ cultura .. _________________________ _ 
I ~-- ·--··-···---- --·· ·,-·· --- --~-·- e..· ··----·---------- ··--·-" .. - --··---··--··-····-···--···. - ... ,. . . ·-. ..... -· . -~·,·---- ·-· --·-·- ···--- - . -·-··--···--·-·"··-····------···· --
" 
On his mother's side he was desce·nded from the von Schweini tz 
-family, prominent since the time of Bismarck when one 
.±!lustrous member was the German ·Ambassador to Russia-. - -w1rile 
~ , , V he studied at Balliol he developed iritimate friendships with 
Francis David Astor~ ~econd son of th,e. own·er of the London 
Observer ne~spaper, and with the son of Sir_S~aiford Cripps. 
~ 'f ---- -
I -
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~erious student, and provide'cr··-riunier6u_s_-··cippo_r_tunities f<::>r pirn~:------, · ---=~~·:::·--~-
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resisting Hitler desired· ·to gain: the confidence of the 
o __ . --
-· ---- . 
---~-~ .. ~-- --·-·· . 
. 
. 
-'-------............ - --,-·------,-~-.. ·- ____ .......... _..... .... . -
. 
. . . 
.. British g-0-vernme-n-t--~-o-f-~~e-~als-,,--von Trott .was··able to talk - ·. __ _.:... ~- ,· 






. wi th1 them as he ·would wit~ old friends .. -·· .. 
When· vori Trott had returned to G·ermany -after he 
I - -, - --- -- - -- ------ -
_· __ c9mpleti,on of his Oxford_studies# ___ he_ was·. re,luctant enter. - --· .. - .-·--· - ' 






- -- ------ . . 
-the.legal. profession.-for-which- be· -had_- been schoo-1-ed-. · s±nce,- -···· ----.:~--~-:~~~~-~~--~ 
-
t~-----,,--·-- ----- - .. -------'~---·_- _-·--··--
he had _al_ways ent_ertained a lively interest in economics, 
--he drifted toward the group of intellectuals· who shared this . 
pursuit. His. friend Fri tzi von der Schulenberg, the Berl~n 
.. 
deputy police· chief vmo had worked on a _program -for a post- --
' Nazi Germany with.Peter Yorck von Wartenbe~g i~ 1938, had 
introduce-a him t·o the members of the Kaiser-Wilhelm Institut 
appreci.ably in a· ,,very short time, and soon h~_J,?9'.S offel'.'.'ed-
a place in the Foreign Office whiGh permitted him_ almost 
----·---·--·-··---·-------------~- .. -·-··--·------·----·--··------···"·- .... _ . ·- -----~ ----- . ---- -- -
• 
----------~-----c--,-..J.n ............... 1-...i-m .... ited travel to Britain. He ·-traveled,. to the Far ·East 
' 
. . 
in an official ·capa~ity for the German government 'in. 1937,, :· 
~isiting china and Japan. 
..- _______ ., ___ .. ., ___ ................. =--=· ... ~ ----.. ---· ___ .. __ ·-· .. .... ·······- ··--·~· -- . - . -·--- ··-·-·- ·-··· ·- ··-·--·· 
In the intervening ___ !_!~~---~inc~ __ !}'1eir 19.38 meeting, the. 
if) 
- - ----- -----------
-~-- - -
--- --·· -·-,·-
- - ·---·-· •· .... -.-:-: ·.'-:_-··. · ... '----:·-·------ .. ----·-----·~·-~:.~.·-------· ------·-·-:-
·------ ~=~=----- to_=_iiJfy ___ t~j_n[Elal.~p-:-iclon=he .ha~it_·-~~i~g~-~~~l~-~i~ ~t~---=~--- -·· -·· ---~--~-----...... ----·····~· .. ·-·-~·- ' - . 
-\ --- -·'-·· ----- ··- -·· .... · 
· _ meeting in the Commons Room at All Souls ·college . 19 NOW · ·-- -- - · 
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. ~--····---- -·- .... ::.~----'-•-,-~_::~_: ___ • __ :-__:-· ----~~_:,:;;.:;,_,_,cio~::,··----~·-_-:_-'"·"-.;:,_ -·- ::- ------ . -- . :·- . ----"-=•"=•""·- - . - - . • ~~~-=-=-~- ',, ,<-,_: 
-··Helmuth von·.Moltke~·warmiy wel.co~ecr an intellectual. patriot~ ·- ----
--_ -~:::- l ., ___ ·:--·c~-, -- . 
- . ----- ----- -. --------------------··--------------
--- -_·_ into ___ th_e __ bosom -of- his circle.-- - s-inee "Von Trott' s ide-a---s-'---·-- _ .. --.- . ___ , __ --~------- -- . 
- ----------------~ ---- ~ . ----
'-
_______ ~-----------------ij);>_out · the formulation of the __ economic order in -the new German . ., --,. 
---
--
-------- - - ----------
-. __ -
1 




----- - - -- - -
. -~,-- .. --·-·-- .... -· .. . 




- . ---· ·- ·-···- ------·-- -- --
---- --~--=---'---=--~ -. ---~----------------,... -_ - "Von·· Moltke·· however was p" tizz_led by',. Adam von Trott Is _ . _ I I 
-----------------·-----····------------·--·-- ·-
quali_ty_ of vaguenesf?. . While von Trott professed to support - ----· 
'· 
an economic order based on trade· union organizations, state· 
. . ' 
----'---....:...·--_;...· --~~owned-----u-t-i-1-i-t-ie&--an~~=~~Ql!mtttn-ieq.~-ion·s, -and equal ··- opportunity , ---h-is -.- : -- ___  ------------- - --------- --- --- ... -------- ----------·-----
. 
--- ----····-··· -- -----·--·------------·· ~-----------··----·--·_' 
.·"ir··-·:·: __ J ___ .. willi·ngness to compremise any sing·le aspect_ of his program 
------------------
______ 
.. -- ~ _______ -----1 ____ _ ---~-----~---------




- - - - -- - -- --- -------- -
-- ----- . ------ -
t 
I . the Count -who was used to the Arbei ts lager technique where 
! --- -- ____ , _____________ -
-. ---- _____ , __ ---·~--- ______ , ___ , i---------- --._-----------·rio- pii"rti:cipa.11t wou.ld sac":l:·ifice or revise the pr.ecepts in wh19'h''"" l 
:he. believed. 
-- ---- -·- ... 
,~ .. r-;..·- t.o·.~,... ':'9 
~ 
The Count knew that von Trott l)a.d been ·p·rofound-lcy-===-=== 




as a -student. It was perhaps this -background· that caus_ed 
·~=---·-----~- --- ------ ---·---· 
. -
---- - --------- --- --- -
: ::_::~,,~,.~~~=·· i;;~;~~;·~in;~:~~=;;:i~\;i~t~. ·~~·.~·· ~c,"='.''·:·c:·::~~;:~·~··-··" ='-~-=-~ :~;~;-=••- ;~=· =~:=:==~·~~~~:: .. ·· ;: 
. ------ - ------ ... ------· - - - - ·r··--•r .. '. .. =---~--~ =~:;.;:,~~ -~ --~::=-~-'-~ ----':· > ,;~~ .cc . - -· . .. ::..........;~=•w•: '.'. : - .:· ~:~_: . "_ - -- c--'-,~ - . --- . ' • ./~ -, -c . -- ~.:-------,------··",' -_ .,-. ~ ~-'=·-----,·~~;~.--=:~:: .... __ ,, __ _.:-.--- ~-.--::-;-·:···-------- _._ .. _. ____ ..... ___ ..,._:_-__...-.-..::~.c,-,,,.,~-"'---~--




.c.C~ -·_::~-=:~~- ~-~~--'.:-~.:=~~~:=~~:~~~~-:=~~:--~~~:~~~:~~-~-·-~:_: .. ~--~~~::~~o.n· ~.: .... 0~11er'"=:h,andr~~-Aa:am -·vori-~rott, ._· more· .mature -than- -- -- --- --- ----=·=---· 
- I• .: 
when he:hadwritten a student's thesis on the-philosophies I,.~ • . I ,,, 
('. of·Georg Fredrich Hegel, struggled to cope with the 
' 
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---·. __ - :·:inconsistenci~J~. i:riher·ent in. the re.latio:riship betwe~en~_hi$.· . . .... ··-·--··-----·--····•.---•- ... 
___;__~-~-------·--------·------------·- ··---·--·--- --------------------------------- ·--------- ------- -- - --- --- ---- -·----------------. ---------------·-··-----···----··-·------------··-------
' ,, .. :. 
·--- ~---·-- ----·----~----------------
·. German aris.tocr~tic background a_rid the realm o·f absolute 
• 
·-···-~·"-··- ... __ , . .,_ - - --
.. 
- --- -- . - __ ,_!,._· - ~~ ·-. -----···--
_( -_ ideas in H~gel _' s teachings_~ ------------. -----_ -, . -------------------'--------------- . --------··-------- ~------·--His problem wa~ to overqome 
--- ---------·- -----------~-----
- . 
. ,. ___ ·-------- ·'- ~- -_. --a -well-learned habitual attitude ·which he struggled __ -to forget ·, 
___ ·. ,~·-- -~-· ' --·--- ---- -·~--
' 
----------· -~--------------------- -------- -- - 'I 
=-·-·--·- · ~---.1:>,rt.-~ t.o ~wnicn ·ne -·-reverte·a· -wlfen·--li~e · fe-1·t:·-~Jiimse1·£- vu1·nerable -· - - -~ _ · · -
--
---
--~ . . 
. . ' 
- - - ~ --· ·----- -- - - ---- . -· -
---- _·-·---- - -. --~· 
I 
- I 




-----__ '-------~-------------------- -v~on--Trott-·,----··th~ -·-·second-'son-~o·f-·· a-··p·rominent--·pru ss-i an----,-
family who controlled lands in He:sse-Ca$,sel, was born in 
. -· ·----------------·--····----·-----, 
,_ 
,t 
, Pots·aam on 9 Augu~t 1909. He studied law in Mun·ich, Gottingen 
.,., 
I• I ' •• 
and Berlin, but his especial interest was· legal ·philo.sophy. _· 
An intense German patriot, he, nevertheless, understood that 
. ....._ . 
the international scene was the place where the future of 
__ ·a Germany withou_t .Hitler· would .be decided . 
. ,. Ego:itstic and 
,· 
Germany and the Allies f ight.ing against h-er. His. concept· 
of this role grew from his regard for t~e _van Trott ·and 
/ 
, ' 
von Schweinitz family tradition, and from his· faith- in -- ·----
- Germany._' .s .indisputable contribution to civilization once: 
the National Socialist menace was erased. Adam von Trott 
------·----------···--
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, · · he· was a-ffQrne~cl-~the use of. l!i§. __ , .. ,:E_~:j__J.__y_'?_name a~d trad.ltion, , ,· , A . ·:l_,j 
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. ,. ·') ., ;;,'·· . ,· .. ,,,:,-,', 
..... ----'-~--~-'--------'-·-'-'"· 
·:. ~-". . : '-·· .·_ : ___ , ______ _. ______ , __ -· - ' __ ·· _:: 
.. CL.-_:__ - • ' --Lo--, -· -
~----· - --· . 
. . 
···-------- ·-------~~ ··----------~~-~~---~~~-~
-----.--:- __ -_.: ___ --- -- ' ------ ---·------ ---···-- . ' 
,- - ---- -- . - --- ·---.--- ---
-----
. \. .. ~ -
~· . -. __ ,, _________________ -
. . ·, '. 
1 • 
.. ·-- - ·
·--- - - - . . ----.~-=-:·. . -- .. - ' . - . . ..... " - . - ---: - ~--- ----, . _____________ ..,:______ ... ,,, . 
. . He may_ J?e. ·described ·as a man who,. hav.ing.~ __ de_f_ine_d -~_hia~ :mi·ssion 
- ... ______________
______________ .. __
__ -- - --------
------,,----. --...,..,,...--"---. 
... 
·in life, d~dicated eve~y waking moment to,its fruition. .. -- .... -·-------- ···:-·-·: . 
. ... - . -----.----·--··· 
I 
~~ - ··-- ... --·-- - ·---=-.:--:::_· -~----~-~------his .. s-ense-----e-£ --se-1-f--import-anc~-:._ -----..!.rhe-- las-t--- :1et_ter .. he ... wr_ot_e -- ---- ----... ______ .. __ --·-·- .... _ .·. -..... _____ :_ ... ___  
- - ·--- . 
' 
to_ his wi_fe. from prison on the eve of his execution inti~t.,eS-·= .. =---------... --...... -_ -------
----- - ,-- ·------ -- --- --
- ·r; i · - · 
that it ·was· ;difficult for him to see a .f,ree Germany treate~d . 
. . . ) 
- . 
with understanding- i-f, h-e·-wEfr·e- not present. 
--~ 
,. -. 1 • , •• ·-,---- .. -




.What I- have learnt and· what I was· able ·to--
do for. Germany abro~d would certain.ly have . 








' • j , · 
' l 
.. t ' . 
- --- -- --- .. -------
--·-·---------------·------ -- -- ----- - . ------
op port~ nit i es· in the last few years. So I . ___ :-------------
I 
must ho~e .. that even without mer...understand..,.. . · 
_ing and assistance will be forthcoming ·from 
many of.these connections, if it should ever 
-- . ·- .. ~ ---·-··--' ------ - - ... 
- ------ again be wanted or ne·cessary. But a sower is 
relu.ctant to leave g~:r.:-minating se-ed- for others 
to look after, . for between sowing and harvest 
there are many storms •... 11 20 




Al though Adam vcf:h --Trott-·-re-spected and admire.d Count 
. -- ·- ·---~ --- - --~--- -- - ., - - - . , ·- -- ··--- -- -- - - -
- . 
. ... _, ----- --------- --,-
He:lrnu th von Moltke, a letter in which he describes a meeting 
... ,L 
shows thc1t he was not ,averse to str-engthening his own ego 
at the expense of the-Count. 
__ · ___ -----·----~------···- .... --.-
·- -------_--_-··::::--.,.---:-..-::.'..~--------·_:_·-··-~ ...... ~-
.. -------------···----------.. . ........ ------- -----·-- --·------------·-··· -
-·- I 
. i 
-•< - • ---·- -·- -------- ............... ·--
.......... _
__ , __ ••• ----·- - • --
- •· •· ---· ··- ,. - ......... 
-~--- ..... _ ---
-·--- - -
:-:':ii:;';::'.:.':::::;~'::::::::::::.::::·--s-~='-~=.c:.~--=~rf,;,,t:ne'.,,;'C'ff"a:rg·m~e,§"pl1'E~·~1'"'±c~~~~~~C:;~C;;;;;:c .. ~~~~e-~·-""''~ 
!··--·-- .. -· ·- --····- ·- . --.- - :~ ·-----:-··-··--,"~_ .. -----. --~MOitkeT-TSaibTtrary~a:iia ill teiligent. . . . . . . • 
~ --=~ has an inferior~ ty complex, and this complex 
·caused the aggressive positions in the 
talks ... : n 21 . . 
.. 
1 .... , 
----· ·-·.• ' 
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··'·"'~'i·,.·'~·····-~,a··--:--"=~~.,...,..._.,.-.....,..___._--.,...__..._~--~---................... __________________ ~b~hl~ . 
. ' ··;·,.--·.' ,... 
···--·--·--·-··- ____ . ___ : .:.· __ ,\_; __ ·.' ; - . . 
. ·,· 
. . .. . 
. ,.· .. ···.'-'.c- . 
. . . . - ~-- -
.··.- · ... -····. - - _:...;..._,.._ 
. -··-·· ---·~-~·--
·u,r, 
~ ' . 
---· --- -·- ---~-·-- ·------ ---------------··- -------- -·-·--· --~-------------·----- ----------- - ·--------- -- ----- .. --·----- ------------ - -- -··:---- --------· -----·· -- - --- - ----. -- -- ---
,• r· 
' ... 
--- ··-------· ·-·· .. . 
,, 
' 
Von. ~rott Is . perEionali ty. probl_em . seeme·d. at time·s 
. . . 
. . 
,......,_. ____ ! .--- ------- ... 
. .... :· ' •' 
------·"" ·····- ... 
·to blur his usual, uncanny· abilit--y._.to .... sense-~hat othe:r.s:- -------- ___ ___c ____ ..•. • 
. -~ 
.. , 
·· · ------·····-;·--------e--·---·---------------. ·catrsed s·o-- many ·o£··n·±s c·ontacts. in the Allied camp to mistrust ... 
' 
-----------·------------~--- him-. --·-----Nevertheless,---t-h-r-eugheut;----h-is----s-er-viee----in----th-e="Fo-reign·-------- · 
-,, 
·off-i-ce·-he--was-··~ab-1-e-··to,-"remain ·on"~~the most---···c·or·d±a-1-·----··te·rms--·"'wi-th·---------. · j 














· ·oe said that he worked toward the best poss_ible solution fer_- ____ ···--·-- ___________ 
1 
•'- - ----- ·-
... ~ 
. ' .. 
., 
-......:.. . 




,,: as the int.ensely . enlighte~ed patriot and nationalist he trie.d 
----.-:--........ ---c.-..•. ,_-_ ---,, ___ - __ . ,---,-,., ---~~~-----'---__:__--------------------:----------·----- -
. to be. 
---- ·--~-
.. . . . .· . . ., ... ___;.. 
. . . 
· -·--·--····--·------·-··-·-{ ____ . -··-------·---·-------------·-· ----------M----the-----he(j-i-nning---af 1941 Adam von Trott became associated 
·~ .•. 
. 
with the count von Moltke' s sub-groi consider.ing the socio-
fl 
poli.tical _probl~ms · of a state based upon Socialist economi.c 
principles. To the men working with Helmuth von Moltk.e, 
/' ,_,,_ .... : ... ,~-1-..., 
von· Trott"s vaiue ana· contribution to the -conspiracy against 
- ~----- ---~·_----,---, . . , . . -----. 
Hitl-er was- ti:e-t-er-mineG -by the a-s--si--s:.tance and---ideas he pf fered 
in the seminar.s, rather than by the open avenue he kept by 
. contactin'f' Germany I s -enemies. 
-
. --------- In. fact-, the Count-----a.nd- some of his friends were worried 



















-~ ---------·-----·----·"-·--"·-----·--. -···-----~----- ····.--.,· - ··- .,._., ··- - - ~ .. ,. ------ ··- .. 
. . . 
' 
, .. I 
:c~'"'~~;~~~~~~,~~~:~~~:~~':!E:~O~~~~~~~~;'filif'."'\q~-F[~-~~~i;ir{'T~B'~]3~"~J''~S~-·~~-;:-~~-::~= : 
..... -- ... -- -- ..... -------- ' 
·---- - -
most ineffective conspirator because his.breezy apd outgoing 
.. 
. , manner defied the established conception· of c~oak and dagger 
work. ·23 To van ---Trott, the fa~lacy of the circle I s concern 
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---·--r- - ··-·---· ,•,•' .• ··-,·- ... J. •.. ·• -···· ... ,, ____ ..... ··--· 
j'" - ,- .... -.. ! •.. · .. 
. -
---- ""'~----------------- ·-------- -
. ---- -· - ··- -- ·-·- --· --- .. ··-- ···- --·--
.. -' .. . --" f" "c ' ,_--- -_-- = : . . .. . ........... .. . ········ ····.-···· 
-·---- ···--· ·----·····--·-···-···-···---·-···-···- ------·· ·--(' .. 
• .. ----·---· _ .... ' --------: .. · ·- ------ __ · ____ ,_: __ .___ ____ ;,._:__, _____ --:·----- --- -----
··· ········----·---- .,. ........ _____ ---- --·-·-. --·- ·-·· . ----- ··-··--- .. 
. . 
. ---·- ·- --· '" -·-···-· ........... - ..... -- ...... -·· .. 
, .... --·. ,----- ... --------------·--------· -- . --.-- --
- 11-·----·-------------------------·- . 
,,. . 
----------- ·----------- ------··· ----------·----·-------- --------- - -------~-~-
. - -· ······-····-·· --· -............ -- ---Adam von Trott had l?_~gun his work by collecting a __ --------~------:,:=-,~--::·--·--·_: __ 
. ' 
- - -· .: .. . :.:. ·-- ·- -· ·-.--· ... ·.-- ·-·--' ---·--···--·-···;· -
. -----~ '----- .. ~. 
-·--·-· ... ~---··-·- . - . ---·~·.wxcfe· as.s_or_tmen:t_ .. J:ff~-1:r1terme_di_ar __ -=~---- ··~. ..1) nn--r th-----·-----u1a --·-·-LKe -. ·. . . . . 
.. _ 
1 
_ . _ __ ---·. . . . Y. Pe+" _o .e .. _._ltl o~ __ .wa ·- --~ma .. _e_; .. -~.-~"···~--·· .... , ,.,_ ... ..,.~----·---~., ... 
I . 
---- ...... '·--- - ----
·~ 
-·-- -- ···· - ·-- -- ._t-h~. direct contacts to the governments -of tho·se· countries . - ' . '' : ' ..... -····-··. ·····"• ··-· 
~- -----~-~---~---~. ---------- - - -----
" ---
about which he was·· concer·ned. Some of · these----peopl_e were 
·----·-·-----·--·---------------------
. · • - · · · · · -• .. · c_ _____ ~=tt~tman~·=nat-1.;~·~a-1~,=··who-~es·±·d-ed~-~inc-'-c·trre-c---for~r±g·n~---:-ar·l~~a:s:'.•~=fo·~·-:--= .. ---==----·------·-- ·. · · ··=-· -···-- · -=---
- -------- •' -- .- ----~--'----'---'-.- • • -- ' -- - - • . . • .·-_··--·=--·-------=-=~=---:-··;·.:=·:---:·-=-r··---
.. 
• . 
. . . business rea.sons, or becau~e' ·tb.ey had fled ·Nazidom. Others --·,. 
. . 
-· _;,~·:-- .. 
were prominent ··citizens of the countries in whic.h they . 
. . 
\ . 
i:esided,. or _diplomatic officials, correspondents,~ or intellig.e_nce · -~-- ___ _ 
-'<' 
officers.25 





·- --·. ··-·-·--7 - - -······-- ..... ·····-----
--··-·---·. cultivated friendships with people sympathetic to the anti-
· Nazi calilse. A fellow Legation Counsellor, Hans-Bernd von 
._ I'. 
·.,. 
_J . . . 
-
Haeften, who was acquainted witJ:'iAdolf Reichwein as well as 
'with von Trott, joined the deliberations of Count .von Moltke ' S-- · · 
' . - - _., ' - -
'Ii' 
. 





. ·, ..... . ' ' - --- . - - ~------ -· --------··---·---·- ---~- - --- -·--·- ···--- .. ~ __________________ =.:: ... =---:~~-::_-: ___ ·::_ - -- __ · - ·_: -----~=--------- -
which might bring about a revival of relig,ious interests 
I . ~-
cin post-war Germany_. 
----- ---- - ------------ ~ ... 
l___________ ·von l!aeften,-2-.born ___ in __ B_e_rlin- on 18 December .1905', 
---- ---~--------------~------·--- - ----- - .. ._ .. _. ------- - -· -- -·· - .... ·-·------ ' .. ···- ------ .~----·------ ··-·--:;-··-·--····------------- - -----·---······· -----------------·-·-
-· ...... : ..... -. ,. ···- : .. - ... ·.--;-· 
was the elder son 9f an army officer. He studied_ law·, first, 
• --_!,(•, - . -- •.•• ·.,··-·~-----~-~-----~-·--· ------- •• - - - -· .•••. ---·---·-------···· - - - -- . --,- .--··--"';: ............ --··. -- -------.-..-.--- . . . ...... '. --······>, ····--· .. -·· ............... --- . • 
-·- -·--·------····. ---~---··--·-···---
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group were ripe with practica-1 rationale- and sou-nd logic. 
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On May twenty-first he set out with Eugen· 
Gerstenmaier to make.a trip to Kreisau where he would. meet-
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estate since . the, weekend. before in order to. help the Cou .. nt.e:SS 
piepare fo~-her·guests. 
Paulus· van Husen and Hans Peter·s spent the previous 
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·~-·----··'•· . ··- ... ··-·--- ·- . __ .. __ ._ , .. ·--' _.,__ -
-- .,, .. -,-~------··-----)' .. ' 
~ planned that the group could meet. 
~--•··;· •_•-·-'••·•·e-•••·-;·••••••--•••,~•·--:---. ·-:-.. --·-:-·--·:--··---~-;-·---·--•••u_._ _____ ~·-••••••--••- ·-••n•• - • • • -+ - ., - -- - -- ••- ·--·-- - ------- H•• •• •• • --- - ·--- • .-,~- ·1--------,_, - r - •- • --- - • - • • ._ . ._. M•••••··--··-••• .. U•>•-'•••••••+nod,_U••••·----··-•••··-···--•H• .... ,-: •• ____ ,_,,_. ___________
______
__ ••''' • 






'aunt served breakfast -to twelve g.uests_ •. Her servant had --------
. ! 
b.een told, a.s had the Coun~' s two serving. maids. and the _ 
===;~;~;=~-~~-~~~~~:~~e~~~~-~~~=-=--, . . . '~ . . .. 
. . 
·, " Count in his Berlin office. While their sleeping qu~rters· 
, 
in the Schloss were being straightened, the men ambled 
' 
~hrough the lush grounds of the--e-Eitate~----f-~lk1ng-qu~~1y· ·····-·-·-··---······-·------· 
about ·the way they would o~ganize their ideas ... They split 
. ~ ..... 
... ,.,. - - . --~-·- ~ . - - ---·-"·· ..• . . 
------------





-------- - ...,_ -- -- - -- - -




up into two groups: . th9.~e wh~ ·£1.§l.<:1 worked on the Chr·i·stian 
t ~ . . · .. : •', . - ---- ·- .-~ . _ ........ ··--·~-- - ··--- ----
1~. 








,. , . ...,, .. ,c""'"-'"·''" ,,:,_; .... ;., .• ,,,;;,_,;.;;,,,,,,"',~~,,,.~;~;0,_;i,;i°"·"::;,c.',c·,:c'2"·.i; · ................... , .. ., · .. , ...... ,, .,, ,., . . ... , , · 
. -- ... , ...... . 
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-~----~~----~--~---~~-•~-~~-- ~"_~-~--~-~~~~~"~~-~ft;~-~~~~~-~~~;S:- :~--~~--~~l 
. 
• ' . 
' 
. -· -~-··-::-- ----·----;--- ; - . - -·. -· . . - · .. --~---·-··---::C.".'.:... __ -_ __
_;~---------··-----------·----·--··-···------·------------- ---
-----·-·-···---
----.:..- -·- -·· -
;..: .. 
·.··-- ------- -· . ---------· 




. .- •---·--··' ·- .. .:.: ....... : ... ::;::.; ____ _:..:._;,,.,_ ~-: .. ~ . . 
i.\ 












.. - ·-· .
.. _... .. , . 
· -· · · .:.·::· ~-_:: __ :~~~~--,----~--_:'_ "-1 .. iving. room where the meetin9s would b.e. held. The· women ···· - ---
- - - · 
- .- . - _
_________ ..__.___















··- - ·····-··-···- -- - '"""•·----·-··-····------~--~----·-·--·-····-
-·- ·- .. ·········-------·--····------·---·--··· 
·, .excused. themselves_ to prepare ·luncheon for the guests.· -- - - - - --- - - ... -· - .. --~ -· ---------·-.----------·-·- ---~-
- . ...,:_, ., . ---
,, 
i ' 
--- The Countess v_on Moltke had been conce·rned that her ii' - - - " --:-=-- -----~-- ~~ - - -·. --- . --~ ! 
, 




........... _________ ~ ~_ ~ -- ~;_~-~i_g~Q~h~9:9~g:.-~~~;:::~~~~S .. he_ had .bee;n.~~9ui:p.ulating ration tic~~~f.? --~:~·r 
, ' 
- ---· ---·--·-- .. ·----·-
---'.--------· .. -·..,.-:-·--------·-·--·-·----··-------.. --·-··-A-··· .. --.. --.......................... : ..... ~ ... - .... ~.: ....... _:..-.._·~~---· . 
- - --- -
- - ----
---
- --·,--·-···--·-·-····•··-·-·••...-+·--h~~-- _,,_ -... .. ~-.--- . ----~---~- - . -. ~--- -.---:..:.. 
·: .. \ 
--1., 
"" 
--··· ----, "'• .. ---,-;~---·,~~--:~::-__ ~-- ----· ··--·-·--·----
. several months now- in. anticipa--tion--both-- for the meeting and - ----- -- -- ' --- -- - - -----. .,. 
' 
· ___________ _: _______ ~~-----~-9~------~h~----~e~d:J.ng of the Coun_t' s sister which had· been held· 
' -· • ·-----·--·-·"
-""·-~----,:~-~-..,-•------··•··-r·--,-, .. -, ... .l~--~f---·,,•~-,~~-,-..-,•-.," -
• -···'··--••·•-•'·••..- '·•··----•··"-·"----••
 










- --· -- _,~,--~-, --,-, ----------two· ~eeks be.fore. ~- WhI-le' . ~he· h~d 'shopp-ed ·for the weddi~g 
' ; . . 
~-----·--""'-·-----··--------- --- - - --- ----~-----
··- - - -
"'\ 
·····-----
.. - ·---.----. -·-··,-··-····-·····-




. . - ··-···
···-· .. ···---·--···········- .. ·---
-------·- - -




- ------,------·------· ----·--·----.. -·····-··-·-
. 
. celebratio.n, 1 the Countess von Moltke took care to bu¥ more. 
-~-----· ----.. --.--,··-.· '··------,-
' 
than·her immediate needs because she expected to use ·the 
~· --_ -.ex..tra~ .suppl_y to feed her wb.i 1;$u_nday--guests. 
. 
·• .. ·-· . .






, - -- -
-C'" 0 -,-· --.----.•-• .. ••• -.::
















. The Cotint--and·l?-et.er Yorck, meanwhile;· joined the-·--- _____ _. __ ._:_:"·-·- ........ · ,1 
- others and cautioned them to'avoid any discussion topics 
. ·,; . 
!(' J·,·,·· ·, 
. ----·· - __, ------
-· - -
-
which might b~ construed as poli tica·1 unless they were 




reneearaged-t-o use .. the .morning.£or relaxation. 
---~--------------·-
'· .. _ .... ,, •.... ···:•·-··"'· .. : .......... ·, ... : ....... ~ .. : .. _· ··-···------------··---···--· --···· ······-· ~----········--· ,, ... -. ........... _ -···· ---- ... ----~-.:~-~---·----···-·····- ····-·······---------···-·-
- ····-···--
----
·- . ----· -·· ~-
-------------
- - -------------- -·--·-
· 
'·After lunch, the von Moltkes, the Yorck von Wartenbergs, 
l-------~':----~.:~_:: .. : ..... ~ .. : ... ~~-: · -,··an_d __ ~-~·th~ __ twel.y-~: __ g_µ~~--"!;-~----~~~~~!!:1-P_!~-~ . !!1.~:"!~~e.: l·arge l ving . room .. 
i 
• - - • - ----- ••~---••-••• - ••• ·-••-••---·---•••- • H- ·•••--- -• - ' • • -··--·-·----····-··•-n•-oH ••--•••---·------· --~ -----••-- •• •"•••~-• > _
•-• •••-•Oo•M••-·-··-·-·-•"' .-',M-0 '"'•• • •••-••• 
f. 
·1 
' - • - _____ ., ___ .. 
+=~~- .::~-=~-=-=·:'.:·:':=:·T11e~::t.QQlll~I£~iI'f:~ii~:.I4i_a_1· __ I§i= a meetingsucn· ··as ···thi-sr· a··Xarge · :: . ·· -- . __ __, -- - --- --- .,. ........ ,~ ..... , .. --· ····· ..,._ .... ,. ---· ~--·.,. - - - •· '• "" '""'' ·, · • ·· ' i • ..... -. •-~,-.,..,~..._._..,.~ .~u .... ~----••,--..o,,-_. •. ,_,.-•.,. .•. · ... ,._....._~•-•----•~ •·•·-••· ••-••·--· 
- · , , •. ,, ;~~:;.;;;;:,;:,;.;:.::l::.:::.::::;:::.:·:f ijif :~if f'~1:::::;wov~~:.1m:=:~~=:.1:~\is::·J!,~:f i:a~:Maa:;sna:1 :i:vcon:::.mo=:t:t:i:e::t:.:;;;.;,,",;;;;,~;;;;;;;;;,";;;~;;;;1;~.; ,:.; x. 
=_,:;,..._ ...;:..~,,.~~~~~~"-.t'~~~~~=:__;-~.""'.~::·~\:_:::_~·:.'->:.'..·,'~-~:..·_.'·.-;'.i_:_=-~~;;"i
· ... -·- ~ ,,__.,.""'-.·= 1·' "" • _.. 1~ ' . .I • • 




-··; ".... '."·;·~~--~_::~··~i:.-.;:.~.::.~: .. ~ .... :~:.;~.·:·:.:-·~· ··;-~--~------~-·~·"·~· .. ·~----~~··=--~ ~"'·;·····.:---~ ··:-· .... ,, .... ,. -..... .ff., .. ,, .
... -~-'--~---~·.•:•, ... ~. ~ --·-···-·~-·-···""·'-····-·~- .••• ,. ....... ~·"··-···· --·---· 
' ··--·· ·· · · · ·.. · .,· · ,._ · __ ;::.:'.: ·>.·,:\ :.: .. ':'.~: :'· '<·:" :.'.':'_-· ;·.: ·.·:'','. •·;;:.:: ::;:;:·:,-;-"·· ._. .. :'""""·':"c:···o"'""''"·''''''''~''"-'"•' 
covered the floor, -- reomy armchairs w_ere arr-arig-ed -iri ·-rnETriia ~e· 
groups about the reception size area, and thick sh·elves 
-98-
lj, -- . 
' . 
. ~ 
. - 6 .. .1 • \, '. ·:~ -· 
.'--1 
. . -- ... ______ --- ---
-- ------. ______________ ___:....:. , ......... _. --- - . . .. ·. -- .--·-----~----·---:--····------
- --- ·- -·-·. '-- --- :----·- .. ·=···----.-·-:::--· __ - . ~~--=-= -- -·------~-- -- --- ----------·· -- --
---------- ------- -------·-·- -·- ----, •-------- - --------- ----...--.....,- - . --- ----- - -




• - _well __ s_tocked--with books lined- --the walls. - :The von Moltkes ~- - · ---------·------ ·-----·-- ·-------- ----, 
Ui~ 
- , i --•· .- .-···-. :=: · ~ -- ;at. near -oJ:le _ elltJ:'allce: · the Y6rck von Wartenbergs, ·near -the I - . --. ---- -------- -- .. 
----= 
-
--- -li_ -~f;-_ }--2 --~-o:~~~~---•• --~T}j~~~~~ _~he-i~~ge l)~y-:_w~Il_<!c:,w overloo]cing _ th;-driVe,~ •"~""- __ 0- _"_""·-", _"_;;e0. 
·-
- - - -----·-- -
-·-- ~- -- - -- ----
-- ----the- __ g~oup -_c:ould see -- -a-ny-~-_s-trang_ers_wh~ig-ht ____ ap!}r--aaeli.-·-----~~----·---:-i 
. . 
-· ·_..:.._:__. ___ '··.·,_- -----~------ - -·---·.----~:·-·-:.:..= . .cc·---- - - - - -
Helmuth von Moltke opene.d the_ meeting_ by off.icially 
. -· --- . welc_oming his guests. He ignored the- fact:. that thr·ee of the . -. 
membership _of his .circle were ___ ~_!_f?-~_ing-1: .. b.e_e_ause::b~esi-de--P-eter------:~----·-~;...·:~---"-·::: __ ::i::= • • --·- ~~~~:...:~~=---::... ___ ---------~--~-- -• -·----- • - ---•-• ·--- - •••••-''--" ,, • ·--·-···-"""""'":__,.__,-_,,_,-.~.,...,.,..._~,,--·-----•••-e••"'""_-',,,-,••••·'"-·'"'""-••••••-·-·•-•""""'"' • 
·• 
• • • • ' 
--• • "·'";,;.•'.•••-- '---··----~-~-·-••· •- •-•• ••• •••-•~• ·~ 
. .. 
·- -·· - . ----- ·---:----- - - --
- - - j 
:,1,, .... ,.~ .. ,~,,.,.,,,.,,,.1,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,,.,,f••r••'l"t!,.1•r11l"•l 
··-···- . -· ·---···· ---------·-···--·----- ---- .. ·------·------'<--•• Yor'ck_--- ven Wartenberg-- a-nd himself, only Horst von Einsiedel· · 
~~, 
- - ___ _,. . --·- . -
-- - -
_ ~ ::-;=:•~~-.::---==~~==~~~=:~~:~~=~=~-~~~~~~~tgg::Y~ll-=-~~~~a,_':~Oll9f:!f.!c-!_~~~~~==:-;~~~: ... =~-= =-:;_~~=···~ 
. . . 
' 
- . . 
"'- ' 
'The membership of Adam .·von ·Trott zu Solz ''and Hans-~Bernd 
··· ... / 
vo:g Haeften was known ·only to von Moltke, Steltzer, Yorek· 
was responsible- -for ·the policy· -of - i_nter.nati-onal __ -re!a.C:Coris .• "·::·:- :~--"· __ ·._ .. ;-.::~ --~ __ _ ; " --. . - . . . . . 
.. -
·! ····•···· . -- .. ---- _______ .: -··-----~~---· ... -· -- --- .. -- - - -- ·- - -· -r-·· ' . . ,. 








----·-····:.:_::.· --- --- _______ :: .. _. -- .:: .. ~-- _- : .... . .. -
- ----- ---···'······ ·- ... ...•.. . The economic program wa-s not on the agenda. 
The Protestants and Catholics agreed on a· .unila.teri.al 
declaration of .the .role of Christianity in the lives _:_of the 
' 
people in post-Nazi Germany. They began the first document 
I. ' " ; 
-by declar-ing: 
"We see in Christi_anity the most valuable fq~c-~. ________________ - ____ .- " --
i... -~:··;·· . :··_:-~--~-'~_,-.----~>- ... ·_:-,<·~: __ :-::.~---· . -for :th~---.-.t~)-·1.-gioiis -.an.cf-_ "inor.ai .. re:ilewa-1--.-~o£--~ -t:he--pe~l~7--~---"--··~--'-·-··--~---~---''·"---.----~"-~"--'····-·-
- ~ 'for _ .. tJ1e_ .... ov"e.r c.om i ng ___ .. of:c .. -hatr,ed .. •an-d-· ··f:a·± s-ehood·,- · -·for:·,, ... :.~·~--~:~"~~~·-~·--···-·~-•: ... ,'"'"""'~--~~.:~. , ~--i-- ----·---- \-- ." • ·--·-'··--·-, ~ - - - - ------•- - •, ,_.,,--,•- - -·~~;:......:,~~,.., • -.--u---.',':,,,...... __,.._ ••••-"n.-- -... _._!. .•· 
·•····- •• 
· · , -- - · - - -_ --'~_-·- -the co-existence of---the nations. - We wel¢¢me_ .and ____ ~~: ____ :=:~_~L~---~=-~~~~:~~~-~~ -----~--: ........ •· --- ... ,: ... "' ... . . i r -
{ .... --- --· -•· <-~---,~->-·":·:· :·>-:-:·-- ~--·-' · "··_·:_ .,,,,,,-·--:-· ··the -two great Christian ·aenomina tions , to en sure 
a uniform-regulation of all matters concerning the_- · 
shaping of public life according to Christian tenets. 113 
.. 
·-:99-




-- . _____________ : ______ . ____________________ _ 
;.·· -:· ····- ··-. 
. . - .. ----·- ·---· ----·· ----·---·. ·-. ·-· : ... ·--- -______ . ·---··-- · ___ -~---·---·--·---------~---... -. --- ·---·-------·----.:--~-~----·-····---·---- ..: .. - ~------..._·--·---'-------~-- --·-------·-----·-
. ·---------··--------~--- l .• . -· --~----·.:....::~·---~ -·_-::·=--.....:~~-~-==-=:.:.~~ ... -~.=.-:-:=:-_:·----_--:·--'···--······- . . . . -----------~------------~------ ------' ---------· ----·· .• 
--
,--,.·.~·v·- .... -·-·-- .. -
-·--- - . --- ·--- -~ _'· __ . -- ,·,· .. __ _, _________ · -------·-·---·--------·-· ____ - ____ -
q - - .. -- .. - --·---,----- --~-.:.-. - ----- • ... _. ·--· .... 
, -
----·- ---·- ·-· ·-
---.-.--·-----· ---------- _.-···.-- .. ·:_---.·-·,··· 
. -------·----·----- - ------------------- . ~- .--·-···----·---·---,--·--····--




··· the churches in 'the· education system, censorship, and the 
- .. . ·------·-----------·-·-----··------------------- ---- ' ,,,_. -·-- ·-·-··- -· --- . . - -- . _- --·--- -·-·-· --- --·--- .-.·---- --.-....J~- .. _..._ ________ ~----·· . -----------
.,, . _-, ........ .,•.:.a..:..b.'.-.• ,.,._.···"-••:-· . __ ;c-•.. ,f"-,---.. -.-..!.·-· .. ·.,_._- -- •. - --~-~-•-,,.--·--·.r··-~ 
1-- -
- ' - - - - . . - -
-organization of th-e:_:ss-hoo-1-:::: __ s-ystems :o:f-'.~:the new Reich. - All ······-·····-····--· ... --- --------·-------- .. ,. ____ ·, L.,_ -- - ---- -- --- ------ -·--·------ --· --- - ' 
1 i- . - ., ! ___ --
f -_- - -- -. . ----- ------------------------------ -~----------------------------------------------------_-----------~---·~ -------· -~-~==~~-: ______ ------- -- -- -- -_:.=..:-----.----- ~--~--=-----==~~-:~~~-:~. ---------------------- ---- -------------------------
c·--- -- ------- ----~--~------:-_---: -worRed- tliat - f~:rst _· oay to embody their id.eas in clear, uneq ..uivocal 
. / \~ 
'/Y language._ In the eveing the Countess von-Moltke- -secre-te-a~---~-·-
ir-the document in a beehive on the estate ~h.~le t!l~- guest._s __ _ ____ _ 
. ------ ------ -- ___ ,_ .. ' -- . ·- ·:.,. --- ... - -- /•-- ·. -- . ,•·----- -- --. - - -- ------- - - . ---- ··- --~. --.- - ·-·-, .. - -~--·-------- -· . -·-------· ----- --------------- ,-··-. --···. ---------_ --- . --- ··-- --. --- --~-----.. - .. - - - --- - .. - -- - -----. ---
-------·---· ---J·-------~ --- --·--·------ - -· -· ----·- ····----·-··------- - - . - ·-··- - -. - . 
• -
._--_---·-=~--·_----_---- -- -err:royed -an' informal -_ s-6.cial. hour.;_--- . -- ··-· ··- .. ····· ------ --- -----······-------·---'-"' .. _, _ __.____,_ ______ -·-- --- ·--------- - -·------·-····-- ...... - __ J ___ _ 
-
.- ----- . ··---- - -- . -
' - -
.. ------ ·--------·-----·---·---- ----------------- -----.----- --------_---- -· .. ·- During- the meet_irigs--· ~n the second- day--·-- at--j<rEii:sau ;- --- - .. ---------"--------_---~--:--- ·--------
----------------------- - - - --
- . ,~-~ ·---~. !- -"·...:.c.. -"--
' 
_:~~=--===:~=:~---~~:~':----;~~--men=;~et ~or~..th~i--~W~:i&h~~d-~mp-i~~~*~i;5-, --:=~~~·~~~~-~---~ _-:~-~;~~ 
-- ,- - - -- - , -- I 
" / If! - ---,i-c·-·"·-------~--~"--·--------,---;'--- -.r· .. -1 
,I .J - .,.- . I \ . --- ···--···· __ .... ·...... ! 
- de~larat.ion .. of princip_l_e_._ The program ,stressed the 
.. 
totalitarian claim of God upon man as the only way by which 
- - -- .. ' 
! 
i 
• ~ ---- 1 
' ;
------·---------------------··--------------.. ·--------------
---------··----.. ·------------------------~-------------------------- -------------- ------·-- - --·- _ ... ----------------------····---.:._-I 
I 
the- totalitarian claim of any state could· be overcome. The 
- . . ···- ... -- ·- -- . . . ·--- --··-··· --- ··--···----~--······· ·-··· 
_. ~:-·------~~- -=:~:--· ----------~-~~·--· ... :~-~=~-=-gr-0Up-:~~stti:ciying··-ti1e ~-,~ro-1-e----ll-f-~=~e-a.u-cat·±on··--·±n:~:_ ... the-··--st·ate··--·±ns··1·s·t·ec1 .. :-~u:Pon~~--:~-~---_--·· _, ... _.. ·· -- ----· .: 









preserving the classical tradition of the ~-ermari Gymnasium, 
r 
-and--were-emphatic- opponents of behaviorism.or me:r;e_ ~ragmatism 
,, 
:in education ---en---any- -1-evel·. -Their c.:::.pa:a:::.ns- calle·a for a _separation 
' ~ 
of the professiorial schools from the universities; the latter 
were to be s-eats of resea·rch designed like the E'nglish -
-. ----_ Co_llege -system. 
•, • ··-• ... ~s •-' ··-. ' -
- . 
. ... --··-·-··-······· -
.. -···-·- ........ - ····· _____ .. __ . __ . ____ ----'--------- --
. •• ~.__ c·-· ····-•··•·• ····~----:-:--·.'.~~'~•··:·•· ••••·• •-•·•· ··. >•• ·•· •· • T_._ ... ---~- --. -- - , --- -- --
B'c'c-'-------'~-'-----',--- --"--'--~---··~--~~c--s .. ,-,,=,',."o"~,-'-,_,,c, -_,,-,---=,--~ .. ,.,.:. .. _ ......:..:.:.!:·'..:..,";.. •.•. .:.,:...:. .,_ .".-;,.;;,.:.·7.,__,:;_,:~·-'-··· __ ...... -=:-.. ···';·-·'-"",·~-··"''·-·c-...... • ..... ____ ... - ... ,A••• ... ~.,;.". ,-.. -.. ..... ;...,. ..... ,..,~·~-.... , .............. ~- - , -. - .. :"':::- ;·, ·.-.·_; •• -.-.. :~ ~-':":;·::·---::::-.-:-.: • \"_·:··"'".:: ::~ ..... • _:.:_.~--~~ .. _:: •• , • ·:-~~ :~::.,-·:.·,~-~-- __ ,:·:·'"·: , ,.-·,~:~=: .. -~·-.-,., ... -.. .;.....;. . ,.,.,.,, .... -.... ;..__.... .... :.- ____ ;.;.. _____ ~-·~ ... _---.. _-·~·-· -~--·«- --··--·· .. ,. ____ ; .. .: _______ ··-e:,,-----~ ·- ~-'-· ---:: -: -- ---~ ·-·-··-~----··-------- .. -- -~·-· -- .....•. · ..... ___ ,; 
t',"' .. - - . ---- - --- - -- -- --. 
·.:::-:. ... . . . ~---:·.,,· ... _ .............. ,_:, ___ ~---,--.... ·------ ····----~~---·····'-·. --· .. -.... ·- . . .- ··-·.·· .. 
J - ---------------~--.. -- ....... _~~- : -~- -~ --~~-,be' withdrawn -f rom-:-u-s-e- ---ev--en---~h-e-ugh- -t-h-e.r-~e;;---m-ig-h.-t- --·be:·-Il()Il(:- ----a~~-a-~-l al:)_ l-e· ··., -··--·~·- -----·-- --- - ---, 
---·- - • -- -- """--'"'"" -,m,- --- _,,,.,,,_,,.;,_;,-,. ;' -- • • " -:.- •• , ..... , ... ,-,, -,~ 
. :: 7•..;-;-·:--~-;:•::•.:."-' . :;·--.~~- ~" -:-"•.•·;•: .. ~·-· ," _··,• c ·.-:;·.-;-,,-:..,:----.~~; ;-;;;::.,··' ·,:-;7:·,,::_~-.·.';;;: .,•:• :· ... ;.·~··; •.. • •... •· • .. .• • .•... • . .' .• •-··· • • .· ... ~ . :·:·: .:·:·~~-.::~. --i,: .. :.. ~·:·: _ _-__ .. _ _. _ .;i•.:_ .. : __ ;_ --- ·• .::~------" .. .:~ ____ ,,,_..:. -•• ·• •. •.·• • ~ ._.,: .~c•, . ." "' ,.,_ - -; -------· ... ·, ·_·_· "_' ! ~::- '..~ 
. . . ' ... --. ~ 
- . -·- .. ~·- ·-· . .• .• • ··--··-···-··· -- .-.... ,.- •, .• -.-...:..:.:.J" .•.. ---·· •.. " .--~- ..•• ···:. ~-· .- - .. :·_' -- - ... 
' 
. 
acquired by students were de-vel.oped through. the str!ct 
discip_line o·t te~ts t_hat .oriented them toward the 
-100-
i i 
I ,- . 
. ) 
~~~~=;~2E~=~~;£~=~~=~~=~~-~ ~==-- -~=~=~=~==~·~~-~-~=~-z~~~=~?=~~~-~~~z:~ 
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In. Munich Father Delp began to dra~t plans f:or the_ -political __ · ·--_ .--:-_ ·-l 
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.. organization of the post Nazi Reich. - Meanwhile· during July, . 
······-··-· . . 
. . . 
- . Helmuth von Moltke _arranged for .a month's. tri-p to Istanbul, 
,e Turkey in order that he might ·assay ~the l_egalities of Slav 
~- -~ ·-· - -------- --
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· States Charge- d'Affairs in Berlin, -Alexander Kirk. 
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On the day he arrived in Istanbul, he posted two 
\ 
- I 
letters: one to his Engli;sh mentor and friend, Lionel 
the other to~the American Embassy to arrange a meeting with 
- --.-- .. -·-·---
'Kirk. The le-tter to Curtis e~pres.sed the -faith -von Moltke_ 
~ . . . . - - . ·- ... - - --- -- --· --- -,- --- -- ,- - ------- ' - - - - - - - -- -- -- ----- --- - -- -- --- - ----- --- ---- ----------- -- ~-
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had in the-- Chr-i-s.tian -Renaissanc~iri Germany. - He tells, his 
-- -.;,/,,-..· ... _,., .. -.... .-- .. ~. ... ------
friend: 
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-
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11 But things a:re_ also better -tha~- -y-6u can b-elieve, · 
------ - --• --- -------,:·- -- -- , _ _ _ --- ----trna--·tha:e··----in ·"tna.n:y~ways ~-- ---- -The most:·------1mportant:-_ is the- --
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not yet, but th,e movement is discernible._ We 
are trying to build on this foundation, and· I hope 
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- for ~ reapproachment between· the Allies fighting Hitler and . 
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-__ c·~~c,,.~-~,the G·erman -opp-osi,t-ion to his Regime.. In it he had -asked for. 
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Several days later he was informed that. Ki-rk ·was st~_tioned 
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.therefore, took especial _pains to arrange a return visit 
to ·Istanbul when he might be able to see Kirk. 8 
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ar-ranging to spend several days before going on to Berlin 
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__ ._'.~----~~~~-...J:.esuits arranged a meeting for him with the Bishtp of Fulda 
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- ···· · - branch·o,f t-h~-:~-g9yernment J1is circle planned to ~-~~-!~1:.ute. 
. -·--- - ··-- -· ..... --, . _,_, - ..... 
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_ The _Bishop put' him -in . touch with the Archbish-op of Salzburg, _ 
----- .. - ... --- --- ·--·-------·· -. . . . . Au-s-t~r-i--an·---b-order· .. ··· an_d ___ t .. og· -·e th·e·r. the --Arc1i15ishop------------ ---------.. ·--·------·----------------------------------- -
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..• _, ..... :· ; -·:;·· -~,--_-- -and V-011 Moltke""i-riformally" inte_r .. vI-ewe·a several men n~~-!_11_~:te¢i ------------ ·-
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One· of the men whom t·he Count had visited_ impressed 
him·as·a likely choice for corilrnissioner of the administrational 
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.... ,.~--·he had necome a :rrtem'ber of flie Austrian Federal Courici_I_:-_·-------- · - - j 
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r1e-naa·nera- merabersnrp-1:ncne Austrian Heimw~hr, ·a para--······-·····.··-······ .....•... ] 
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-Pclrty until he was arrested when Hitler completed his · ·· · · l 
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· t}:lat ·h~ was an ideal choice. lo _ The· Count ,vo·n ·Moltke did· 
not question Reh~l-' ~ p<::>li tic al reliability bee-a.use the,. man 
had been highly recommended by Catholic leaders· who· knew 
... 
. him well. -He was one of the fir-st executives to -b.e · 
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After· -the Count von Mpltke_ ,had.-expla.i.ned ·the circle' .s •... - ... ··-·-
.-=: 
conc.ei;>tion of the function and·· responsib·ili ties of the of £ice, 
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Ambassador to Italy: Johann Popi tz, Prussian Finance Minister; -~----·_ -_--- --- -~--; 
Carl Goerdeler, former Lord.Mayor 0£ Leipzig a~d ~ey figure-~ ·. 
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tbere, fearing the designs of Stalinist imperialism and 
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Von Tro.tt -continued. his . persistent. attempts to 
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-·- -· ·- ,_ Germans are an oppress·ea people ·who live· in·""·-----.. ~: < · 
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· -~---29-r~~PQP._f?ibili ty on--the--pa-x-t- -o-f---every--work~~--- --------~-· ... ~: ___ :~ 
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of economic self-government. They declared that monopolistic, 
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and employees ··with the ·participation of the latter in 
management and in "the products of· industry, particularl.y 
increment va.iue.,J~. -must be -arranged,· and ·that a single_ "Germc1!.} __ . _______ ... ,-·-·---- .. ---. 
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as well as the responsibility of the German·workers· should 
be increased to safeguard against mass support of·a dictator, 
or a totalitarian system. 
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The Count von Moltke had urged· ·that· the future 
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hoped to erase militarism as ,a force i·n Germany._. It would 
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- Germany·,· willing to, sacritice at any cost the 11 Grand Alliance" 
in order. to grab Germany for an ideological frontier. 
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from the fortress, aQd m-anaged to bri-.ng in communications and 
some food in addition to attending to his religious duties. 
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_ ---~1:hctt ·he was getting a bit rattled. 
. .. ,.:t'..- ... : • . 
--·· __ N.ow __ for. the GO'\.lrse af the trial. · Al-i---these' '· . .-·,, 
---~-~--"'·---~-:.,s ..... ,-... - ... -,--~~"--··'-··'•··----·'··--deta.ils are-,- -- naturally, official secrets-. ··-·-·---····· :--··-·. --.. ---~ .. _- --- .... : --· . --------·~---···--·-···~-- """" ·········-····-
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.. ·. _ __ ·_··: . · -· - the ·short text as in· .the warrant for: arrest.· .. Then·- · .... ~.:=--~~-:~~~~.::.·~:/·:·:.:::.'- -
career, one confirmed or supplemented what he 
said, and then he got down to the facts which 
interested him. Here he picked out just those 
that suited his book, an.d left out whole sections. 
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' -._- - ,:c-, _-·"·-~=~--------~::-~-~---:.matters of high policy with p' eop· le who are' in- no - ---~;···~---~---~---~~-·--:~-· 
~. . ' ' 
,, 
... way competent to deal -w:ith th.eJ}l, particulariy when 
1 
. 
--~-------· •· ---- --·---·-----.-··----: . ------~--_; ____ .. -----------·---- -- -------------··-···- -- --- . --- ' - . ·-·····- -· . . . -· • - ' 0 ------ --•. - . -----------.------------~- . ' . ---~--------.-----:--~; 
--.:.:----~--'-----~--: ___ _:_,_:.::_ .. -------~-- -· ---"-'-'- · ·. -'.--='...:----=:.::---: . .-=-·, · .. c.., __ =t:li_ey do no_t __ :eV':en .. -·. bel.ong ,- in. .any ---aCtI.V:e- -CapaC-J.. t-y 0,--t&0=-=-===-=~_:c.-=--~~ ~-=- . :-·-==-----~ 
. . - -- -------~:------------------ _ · -~~ ~-------~-----the· Par,ty •- _ .... _ As being, already-. tantamount to . . ------------ --~~-- -
·<- ___ ~- . . _preparation for high t:i;eason for anyone to presume --- - _ 
,1 •.. ~ ~c~, •.•. :- • -"::·::'':• ~ ·";'· -_· ="='=·,~to ... .form .. an opinion about .. a matte~ that. :;iA::v is -the•c: ·0~.-~~- : _.: •• 0 -4 
Fuhrer' s business to decide o c= ....... As being _ tantamoun.t · · ----- - l 
j 1 
- --- - - to preparation :for· high treason for any.one, eyen -- - ) . i 
---·-.... -----·-~---~--·-~- -while··- nimsel f holding ·aloof from .al 1 violent· c1:ctio~-, ··· . ------------ --~~-· ··_· ·. :::.':'~--f 
------_ - . _to' prepare--inea-sur_e_s _f_or :·the_-ev-ent .. when- a third-·_~._·_-.~-- ~~-----~--~:_-___ -~-~~~~~~-~~;-;: 
· ' · '. · -- -'--'-~---· · --=-··,-·a. c· C •• 
0
' •- • • O ·' • • C • -,;··.·_. 
- .....,,.. _____ ~ . . 
,,.--- . ··-----.---- ---·-- · · p~rty, name}-y the enemy, shall _have overthrown the ;'. 
--------~~------> - ··-~"--"--:_--~--. -·.--"-~_.ac~=G&v"epnment by for-c·e / t0r by so . doing he is counting - -==~~- - - '--'.i 
·-.. -.............. _____ .. __ __. _ _:_ __ .. _.__. __ .. __ ... ___ ~----·----·-------"--~----~~----~---otf--the f·or·ce- of .the enemy;- 'i\nd· so· on and. so- -fortn:-------~-=-=--------~1 
· T-he only conclusio:o .to be drawn from it all -being, _ _____ _ -l 
· that ·it is tantamount. to 11j_gh _i::r:_eg._son _if one does , -······· j 
.. ------=~~et- -~su~i-f~---ita°-r-----F:re-fs--i=-e-i.----;---. --.--- --· -------· - -----·-------------·--- ·---------------·----- -- ---- -·----- -- ·---··-· .. -~ 




___ _ ·------··--------------··--·----------.. ----------------------- ... Ho~~ver,. the_ name_,_pf_.Moltke keptcropping·-·up .all ________ -~--=~~-~~-=;--=-- --· --{ 
-.,, - i 
___________ . -·--------------.. --·--....... -·---::---·------tJ1:r_ough the __ o_ther · examinations--.-·· -It ~:ra.n-- ---t-h-rou'3li--------------- - : 
· everyth-ing-- like a scarlet thread, and, in view of _________ --- .. - ______ J 
the .aforementioned I legal principleis f- "a£ the ---- -~ . ··~ 
. --=_~~=-=-·: ,c_::.. __ ~:--:·---:--c--,,=~O_l)_!_(:!,'._:§_ __ <;!<::,~r!:_l_~_i!_=-.!?~~--~-1:~~~---th~t~.!~~W8,!?_:~~_:__:._Qq_fi?-::.:..:_~-.:..--===~-===J 
.. . ..... · away with. . . . / ---
., 
,. . 
-- - ----------·-··--·, . . • -~- -l- -•--- . - 1,J. -·--·-·-- ,r V •• 
--
_______ ----------- - - ------ .. -------- ·----~:- · The ··whole ··trial was microphonical;J..y reco:i-ge_g. ___ Qg __________ ~-- ______________ _ 
ste~l tapes for the archiv~s. - So, later~onL s~ould 
········- ~--------.·· ... -·~~~Ill~;1ty!~c!!:;d~;~u~il~n=es:!!;e:o:;t!:e t!~ have 




-._ .. ___________________ on· chairs._-one .on the right ana· the. other oMthe ... 
-left. A chair was at once provided ... for me, with~ ; 
-:::..~:~_::=-~~~~=:=.----- ----,-·-··- · · --- .• :.-.::.:.-=-:~:__-~-~~-~:~:__~=~the---..:-G~-e-r-k--..:e-£-- -the· G-eurt in red robes .. - One·· incident __ .----... -..... :.: .. ~ .. :.~---~ .. :-~~~-: ______ , --~ 
• ···-••• •·-.·-•-·•••••»•,-••••,w-·-•••• • ,,• • "-• ,.,,,•• ,.,_,., •"•""°''•"•·•••-•'-''"~'•·••-•' ••' • • • -• •• •• •. •· "'"•" ,S ••••- • W •'-••••' •• - '' •' • 
..... , -..... , -- ·-· - · .... ·,,::~-:·Code was needed, since Freisler wante_d to recid ... _· .~:.:_:,.~--~.~::-- .. ·· 
:,·::~~:-~ic, -- .---~--.---:···-"'-' 
- •w••••>O·•••'" 0 • -•• ••• - • ' ,-----·--••••••••-"<"•,•e·••••••-,•-·•P .. • .•o•»••·•••·'-- •• -· •••"•••-'--'- - • • •-•--•••••••• • --'•,••••••"••••-•••••••._..• -·-·-H·---~·•••••·---·-· ..... ·-·.·---·-·····.·-
':·,~occ ".=:C..:c...::.2_ ·' ·. ··: ':.::::.::~_:--,_=,~ C -.-.: ·---_,,c, .. cc,-=::~="l';c- ··:" cc:,-·,_ --·:::.~-:::.::., --:.::::~:.:~:::.:_:_:·-==:::..:~:::;_ ~_:_c::__:_:._, _:.:__:.:__::._ _~~ ---" ::::.:::.:..::::::..:::::..:::..:~----·:::··::.:. __ .__::::__:..:::__~=-.:::::.::.-:::::.'.:~-'.-.~-:.::.:;::_:::..:~~--:: .::::::.::::;:::;_ ---~~.::;:.'::'..__:::_':::·: ·'·'..2:,_:::::...:;.:~~·_:_~.:-.-.::::.:::.::..::::.:.::::.-'s---c:_.::,.:~=----:-~-:-' ,, :··4 , _: ':_:'.:·=-- -__ ,,_-_,~ .... ~ c=:c ,~c~c-.-.,,~ .• -.,s,:., ... -r 
- ._ l -·· - .' - ···_;;,.·····--:······-··_·:;:···-:::::··.---.··:_ .. _.~::'.:·:: ·-::::::-~--:.~-·.--··········· --· .. -·· -· --·- -·-·-
'• .... 
- - - . · --·· • . -· ---=- -·-------"'··--- ... ·-. ---· .. - - -- ·- . ~- . .. ·- ,-
- - ----- - - "'--··"-- -::-:..:....·._::._ ___ : __ ...,~-<--...:.. ;-'-·'-=-=·"--=--···-' .. -:-.~ ..... -.-..: .. "-''·- ~---·---......... ,..._, _____ ,._,_-r-·-~-· .... ,.--,-~- ._., . ....,. ... -···,-·.·· ·-- = . --········ __ _. ___ ... - ... --.:·· ____ -.--~ .. ·-···· _-_ - --.--- ·------·-- - - ______ _-- : - --··--·-·-- • -· __ - ___ --- -·"-'--··-·- -·-- -·· ------··----····'--····--·-- ,·, • _:: ••• ~ =.· __ ,_·=--=--- ,. ___ _. ____ ;..·, ......... · .. -:. .. ·-= '-- -, ___ - -. ., ... - ---- . ·,;-
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--~ --------- ~_.,_,---.~,--;r--- _ ... ,.~:~ ,_, ~ , . 
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- -- - . 
... - ~ __ .......... ~~---·------·'--·-···- .. -~ ~~ .. , _ .. .·-. .. . 
. And-now :€()~ the s ~~C> Ilc.:J. 2-cl.¥ ;; · Tha;!: was~ Wherec Jl\¥.c.:c cc '.::: -=~= ::'."~ :c- ~ ~ ' i -·~····-,~~~~-~~-=~---~::,ccc:::-:~i_~--:-_,~~~,cc~-=-~?~t:u.r!l-·-,,:ec:1;~e~~ -~·····<w-e ·--s1:ar-t.ea.-~··· off qu-i-te·· ~-~g_,!y__ __ bu_t ___ y__er_y--;--· - .. --- -- - -
-~'- ii 
_________ -~ ----:---~- --~~-:~ --: ~·--~~---:· ~:~-~:----. f-ast,----pr ac-t-ic:ra~~y-__ nt e~k;;,iiec·k-::·--_ =~-'!'hank_.., goodness -I ' m. ~~-~-~~~=" ---.- -~-·-·:.~ · - ·. -··--· ~: . -- ----:--_ ~----: c_~:---~~---:~-c:~,=~"~~,i.qk~'i:h_- the -tlptake -and ~sou-ld . take -_ Freisler ,- s pace ·~ ~---- .--==.c-~-~ -~::-~:: '. · •··.·· .·· - .. · _-:_:_ ·.·· ···.· . ,in __ ~¥ ~!;r_ic!~t~ ~hlc::h_L- -c-inc :ldentall y, ·· ' OEviou s lY p lecl.SE:)cl~ =_:_~=~ --c-~-~-~ \ . ----~=:=--~-::.~~--=~--=-=~,~--=~~-=-:-~~-us _botho But. if .he carried on like that with 








~ - ----:---,-:. someone not particularly qui.ck=witt·ed 1 the vic·tim .. 
··•· . -- . 
;; 
. - -- would have. ·be~n c.ong_emne_d,.-befer~e,,-he--~so mu-ch·-'cfS _________ c.CC-~-c.c---=_ ·.c=· ===-"-'-~·--·- .. ------i--------- _______ ~----- --=-~~--~--=-=='.~1=-~~---=:.·_=--:.no£-fi£~a.----tiiat _-F~:-~t~1er had passed beyond the - .. 11 ,, 
, 
- ----- I 
; preliminary account- of his· career o · Up to and ------~ --. ~·-------,-----.. ---·-" -.---- · 
- g 
. -~~ ........ .:., . ..c...---........----~:.;=~~~~-:-~--~=,~~~-:__~-~=--
---~ · ··· __ _ -····- _ ----==------,-----_--___ . ~tj.qlu~ing _ .the conversation wi-th-a-ordeier·~-::~incl~--my · - ~-~-:=··r----------·-- - ;· pas i~tion with- regard to it' everything went-
-----·----- - --· - '• 
.. ;::: 
_ _ 
_ q~ite smo·othly ·and without· _ much fuss-.:- - · . ____ -·-·-· · _: ::-.. _ ---~--~-- _ - -------:..--;·_- -- - .. 
·····-----·------
- ----- - -- --- -
-----




• • • 
.. M.~ 
._.'.·.-l~f. 
--·· ,-- ·-·-- -·· 
' 
. - . ~-··· 
. - -
. 
. . ' ~-· 
- ,., 
---~_:___ ____ ="----~--------- - At this poi:n t :I: 9"J:2j
0
_e,Qt.e~d,~tha.t. ,the~ pa-1"-iet?~ -an.d=~~-:-,~:-~ .- -- --- ·- -· - ~- ~ -c-----~--~-:-· I .J . . .. -~-- · ·~··"tne securcit:Y a.UthOI'ities had krlown a11-about it. .·.· ............... · · '~-1 . _ _ _ --~- _ -·----- - ·~This_ gave Freisler paroxysm No. l •· Every_thing '---------·-------·----,~~·--------·-:--·------,--. that Delp had previously' experienc.ed._._ was _IItet.e __ .· -~- --- ., - . 
.,;·--·-······-·--·-· -·--
• . child Is play by comparison O o A hu~ricane ·was let ------ --------- ---------- loose, h~ banged on the table, went the ·co.lour of lf=:=-11 --- ______________ .!__~- --
_, - - • · - - ·~ - .. ·: ... - hi_~_ .. x:obe_, - and -roar-ed -out,- --UI WOI1 • t ~ st a.rid that ;' -1c·--_--·---~~ ---- .. ---~!!!,\--------------- -- , ·---·· ~--------won't-listen to tha~ sort of thing·~ - And soi~ _ -------·- ---·---------------------
- -----,---
-went on the. whole time. --- As I · knew in any· cas~ · __________________ _ ------- - --··------ ----- -·------- how it_>·would turn out, it --all made no odds to . _. _ · ' --------·- -- I 
~ 
-··--------·---- )' me: I looked him icily, straight . in his . eye,s, . which, ___ ;.:-=_,~~; :"cc-~~-<--;~~:=~· · .. : -:_-- -_---. :.~ . . he~"' obviously 'didri"' t care. about' 'and all. of a ' . ' '------·-· .... ·-____________ :-----------~---- ~------------------- '~-.- sudden -c-ould· -~c,-~ ... t~~p_-~ .... my~s-e.l·f .... -·rr.om ,.sm.i.l.ing.-.~---.... e-·JPh-is_:.---~-~·- _ _ __ _ ::1=--- , -- . _- -spr~ad tO - the officials si ttin~ to the right Of . ... ,: - -_ 
•, ' 
.,__,_. ___ ,_-.. ~--~~. -
:~--1· 
. Fre1sler' and to Scllul:ze. -I wish you coula havec--··F·- '"'- C: ... ~_ 1 . ,J __ .,- "· _,_- --.·~ ·----C-.--- ' seen Schulze' s expre§§i(?n. If a man. were to jump _______ ----------------------------------- ·-·-~---
·"-- o£f the bridge ~ver the crocodiles' pond at tll~ 
- - ····· ~---




~ i Well, anyhow that exhausted the subJect. Next,· I however, came Kreisau. And the~e he did not waste t 
-- -- --- much time over the preliminaries, but made .a :~1... . be-eline for two things: ( a) . def ea tis~.! .t:1Qg .. , ....... (!?J ... ~,~.~c_-··.~c::_.c;•::.-: .. ,'~, .. -~-.-,:~{ -.·.::~'::"':''''":,~·~-~,.",c,-n,_;cC~-= 
~ 
. . . . , . -,· :· · .. :' :cc::••·-'. c,· --•-··.:.• •: ·.::c.·. '-··· .•. : ..... -- ·-- • -
LJ - ..... ·:··-'"'" ·:··-~: __ -.:~ __ :::/__.~'~_:_7~:'::·'::_<:. ·'_::::•-~Ebe~- :Selection 'o·f-::.:1tegiona-1 -Commissioners~ Both 
-· 








,,.1 . .:.:0 .... , ,.,: • • .- • • •••~ ' __ ,..,......., . .,-,.. .. ,....-..._....,,__, .. t-- ._..., '" --T~"-"' •• --- ~·- .,. - --- - ,__ 
~'""-''" .~-'-'''-' <I .,..r-" "' .. ~...__._, __ a~~• .. , -·•~•nu<,,,.,, u.~ '"_,.,., _ _..., -- - Jo 
• ~ 
.. - . __ ,, .. -~· ... -- ·-- ... . . ··"· .. --~ ·- . 
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······- -····--·-·"' .. -·· 
····-·--· .. ·· ..... 
.. ... ..... ~. .. . . .. - . 
.l 
• i :.;.,. 
.. 
----------- ·.::. ... ·::··.··: .. -:··..:~----- ; ___ .-:_.- ::_· ___ --; __ .;:: - --- -· - . :--· __ : .. _. .. _. _______ . -: _: .. - -- ... _ 
f 1 . - •' !' '..'' ,, .l. I 
- ----- - ·~--· --· ... · ·-· ,---------------······ -· 1-. I 
,, 
- . 
. . .. . •' ... ·- ---"- - - ' .. · , . . --.--·-:- . .· ..... - - - --- -__ .. --~~-- ·--- __ . __ . ____ : ___ ______ _:_ ___ :.._ ___ :·_ -~' . 
. . ~ I 
. . 
- --- - - --- -)- ----~--~---==-~-------------· ----------· -· -- ------------- ----
. -~ · 
- - ~ . - . . -
' -
- ---- -- -· ··-· ----~----·-· . 
.- .. 
.- ___ . - ,.----·---.- - - -_- . .- : '' .. -- - ·:. - ----------·---· - - ' - . ·... . ' -- .::__ -_ - - ' . . . ., 
~; C~-~~;~ccc ··-=:·-~==-~~"'··-{~t~!i\liJ.e~Y~.c~T!-' "t,= ii~en · ·_t,o~~t-· 
1 
~~lld•-• 01:' t1f in~=~~ -_ ana ·- ~=c ~-=·~-:~·-··--·-~·~-= ______ ,;_ -
\--:-~----- · - j .- . ~----- __ eJ1:en---were---a.-t~c41.0t=---the--c-ase-,-~-~-t.-~-s-e~ear~~--Giu"E-y=-,---~--· -. -- - - - - -- ,., - " ! 
---~:..:.:~--- --~~:----- - ---ef---every single man-for--hisown-part-t-o promote------
"--~" .. --:~.~.-:.-.:~----~ --- - - - - . ~-- corif idence in· victory~ I And so. on . in' long tirades- •. c·~. ---- _-_ --
'I 
·-···-·-·--~ -. -~,,·~ .. --,.-o,,.s.,.--···--:-······c····--····_ ........ -- --
- I 
· .. ' .. _." -- ·- . . 
I " . J'i -
But now came the crux of the whole thing. _ ·•And - -;' . , 
1 
-_ - -_::~~--:-~-~~-=~:~--~~----:_--~----·wn.o was present?··_-· a---Je·s-ifit father! of·_-all .pe'ople, ·:-~~-----:-.. -~ -_-- - :·--~~~----- ---; 
:-- --~-----=~= ~~-:·=-:~==- ----~---~--~-=-~~~-~------~-~=--a:~=~rr-e'stftt::-~fa.ther ! -Arid =a--protest=-ant.--: m=in=i:ster=~-===ana~==·-·=•~:=· -:---:._~ ·=~~~~ .. =~~---~=----~=--:=--~:~-::.~~,-~~~ ~~- ·-: 
three others who were -later condemned to death for __ -_ ------~---------------- ·· _-! 
. ' . - .... :~--~--=···' - _________ :· _____ · __ __.,: ___ -:-~-------~--_:_ _____ · __ _:___ ~----- -- ----- .. ·· -----·-·· -_. :i 
~------,------:-------~----:----~~=~~--~~~~=-~--~~--~:~;~--=--~~:-~:---~Qmplici ty in. the July 20 plot! And not a single · ---- -- -· · --- ---- · - . -
_ -~---~~:--.. ~----~-- --_-- -"---:~-:""---·-::--·--. --.~-- -:~:-Na.ti on.al Socialist.! no ; riot -ofi:e-·! -·we1-r-~-- a.1·1---:-I citfi--~~-~~~~~-~~:-- ~-~~--~ ::·,---~::--::"·-_~_:=~-~,·-~~--:< __ -_ : 
-- _!.-- say is,_, now the cat if? out of the bag! A Jesuit - ---- ,· 
&~;:-'-~--c- -·c . : ~ = ~-: . /" ~~c--- -~ -~the r ' . ai;id w~ th ~~ ' 0 r al 1 .. ~eop l 7 '. y 01,t~.di scus s ~ : ,~ -_' : . . ;-'";-,-' --.:i ~;: . 
-- .... ----- - -_ :~-----::··---:·----------~----------_ -the-- que-s-t-J.on of- c1.v-1l d1.sobed1enc-e..--- - And----the:"--c:_______ _ _ 
-.. ~-=-==---=- --- _ __;_ ___ .. ______ ~--------· --;----------------provincia·1 · Head "of· ·the -Jesuits · y· ou k.n:ow him toe>"'==------"~ ~ -; .. ~.~ · --~·----~:----_ · 
- ' - I • . '- I 
··-·. -- --·-----.. -~-----~~-,,J.t....,.., ... ~ .... ff;-~li--:.z;,,,I"~----·~·-"··,._ __ _ 
- He even came to Kreisau o~c~ ! A P_rovincial of --_ -~-----_ ~~-~-- : ___ - __ -~_·:·-·} 
' - \ 
_____ -,--"· . __ ----~- _________ - the Jesuits, _one o-f the hig_h_~s.-1::_· _of fic~als of _-- _ -------~-- -------------~------:_·_~ _____________ ··IL 
_ __ · G·erm~ny~s most dangerous enemies, he visits :,· 
~ Graf Moltke in Kreisau ! And yoµ Ir~ not ashamed -- --- I / 
=~:-----------==- __ .-~- --:~--- --_-_ ·-~-~~-::~-~--- of.- it·, even though no -decent Gerrqan ·. would t:o~gJJ,_,~==-~--:~:-_·_ _ __---;cc~~ ---~er! 
- . . ~----------a-- Jesui.t with a -barge=-pole ! People ,'who '.-have been -· i 
_______ _ ___ -----------------------------~=---~~------- ___ excluded from all military serv_ice1 b~ca.1..1._se of_ j::.h_ei_~-------------------: __________________ ,! 
---------------------------~------------------------------------ - - - ---- ------- - - ----- -- - •, - ---· ------ -- --·- ---- - -------- ----------- ----------- ---- . ----------_, 
- - attitude! If I know there'-s a Provincial of. the -r 
,--- . . -- - "Jesuits in ~ town, it I s almost enough tO -keep Ille .• ... ' i 
·'I ~ 
~--------------------------------- - -eut · of that town -al together!: And the other rever,end---- -~-:-=7~=:::=- --; 
- _ ----------~---~- _____________ gentleman!· What was he after .. there?. ..Such people.. - -- --- hV\-r, --------------------




_. _____ _and __ lea11_e_ us··' here in pe~ce ! ·_And you· went visiting. - .. _, 
: ---_---- -------------c;----------------------_ -~---~-- ~~~~--'-- --- -Bishops! Looking for som·ething you'd lost~--- 1--- - ~- · -.-~-~- _ .-~---:~-~- - - --~- ---·: 
-------,.-,,,---·--.~·_-···--·~----,----·:·---,----~----··---·..:·s---u_--p-p·-_-o--s--e----.'- . Wh--e.re-- ---d-- o-- y-ou· g, -e-t-·· -y--o--u--r· o---r-d--er- s-- · .f---·~·o--m? ___ ~-- -----_-• ~~:-=-·::::.::=::--=-=-=~=~-..:..:.•.:.:.:.::::. __ - - - -----------------
..__ ... ···_:.-.· __ . ·---·- ... ·. ·~· --··· - - ·--·····-··--- - --·- --:_. 
----···- ---·-- ·-···· ·-····- ·- -·-·· ____ ., ··--· -· .. -··· ·--- - ---- • ; .... ----~-. --~·. ·-.. ·. . •.• ·.-··.·-· ...• ·--.· ... _ . • :·· ~:._: ·:··~ _-::_· .,·.,.-:-: ·. ·'.- ·7.". ·_::.:- ;·_·:: . . :·:·: .. ,· .:J 
You get· your order_s from the Fuhrer, and the 
N~t.;L,.onal Socialist Party! That goes £or you as 
,,··l~' •. ' . 
much as for any othe~ German, and anyone who 
_________________________ "· _ .. ·_-·--··--- .. -------- ______ .... takes his orders, no .. matter_ undej:' wh_at. ____ G~ffiQYfl.~g-~~~-,---------··-·-----:_ _________ ~--------------------'----- 11 
------------------------------------------------- from the guardian-- o-¥- the- other world, -is -taking _----~;,:·-----------:~_---------,-------------.----~--~:-~'. 
. ~ ' : . -· -- - . 
- - ---~:_· - ----- --- ---- -.. -- ,_J;.hem ·:.:_frcQIIlc~ the:,,·_,en.emy._.,----~aand. will_ be-·-dealt wi:th --- -------- -- --- -. -- .. - -- ___ _:: __ :::=::.::::"::-:c::/•__;_;:_c/c;:·. _.__ :;.; __ ,:_ -----
'i -----.---- -----·--·-----·--·-·- - -·- ... , __ , __ .. ________ ---!,·: .. -- - -·--" -----· --- --- --- - accordingly._ -:!--r------ An_a ___ s_o~~-f-went ____ on., -but--).:n a -key-
~~ . 
t.,: _____________ -__ : __ ~~~-~---:_~:~=~---------·-------------: __ ..... •--------·which made-~the ear-1:ire·r••-•-par6xysms··:appear:·:·:·as---t.-he~~~~=--~-~=--~----~-:_ ... _____________________ · __ ; ___________ ,,,_~----·-···· : __ 
- ---~-- . 
-· 
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sovereignty on · the part of .individual states. Peace requires 
the ·creation of an order embracing the individual :s·tates. 
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sh:~l.l con:tain troJ:n three to five million inha~ .. ~$'tants each. 
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which now· threaten the very existence of the· German peop·le, 
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unjustly_ or on trumped.:.up charges, are to be re.leased and. 
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E_ducation, which the schoo·i has to perfo:t-;r11, :in co-operation 
j . 
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~ith ~h_e family and the ·cl}11·rcri-;--·aetermin-es- ·:£he future attitude 
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.i.n ·the. living, natural commu-n:ities. ;o:f--~tne family-,-- pr-ofession 
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a reli·g-ious· b~s.is, . is capa};)le of making his -ru-les of conduct; . .... i. 
consist of honesty and justice,- truth and uprightness, love 
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Document D -~ Punishment-of Law-Defilers 
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A law-defiler, automat.ically liable for punishment, 
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.. the eighteenth century the prin~iple of nulla poena has 
b.een inherent in European criminal law. In historic origin. 
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.guilty of defilement of th·e law even though --~·cn:-·prounc-ement -
.refers to events which took place before the promulga~ion 
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published which. will .facilitate the taking of legal action 
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5. The question· of the ef feet that a. pronouncement of law 
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To Deal with.- Defilers of the Law through the 
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.--~- of 1914-18 was of an_ entirely different nature from that-
_ Which exists today. Nevertheless, in view ·of·-·cu:trent demands 
for a supra-national punishment of 'war criminals' guilty 
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- ____________ _,_ - -. 
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-.. ·-----_-- -~-~=-~-~---· --------- -------------------------- -~-_. _--____ ---------=----=-~---- ---~ : __ )(/: 
---·---- --- --~ ---------- -
--------- - -
. ----- - ~-
-;_,_-,, 
~---_ ---=-~--~-;~~~ -~-:~----· ~=--iu-~--~lie~reconstruction of ·the' meeting. on_-~± -~~~-~ _ !_~4Q _at _____________ ~-----=-~- ~-== 
l. ---- _··-:-·-~--·-~-~--=- -- .--~- =---Pete:r: Yorck· v~on-warterib-e~rg~T s--f~at.-: ~:is b·asefd on . information------------~----------=~: 
--·------------------------ --gathered by-the-author ~n··an. inter-view-withthe Counte-s·s----~--------... _____ _ 
Freya von Moltke G_ Found in the coll.ection of the von 
Moltke p·apers are scraps 9f notes taken by t~ Count 
,. at this seminar, a;nd at certain others. For a discussion 
------==:----.:-=:._-_ .. -~~=- .. ~-~:"=;~-"---" _____ --c Of the organization -of semina~, top-i-cs by'' Count VOI1 . --- --------- -------- ·--- .... ____  
Moltke·' s group, see Theodor_ Steitzer, Von Deutsche·r , 
Politik., pp. 71-75: F·itzgibbon, .Qe.. Cit •. , pp. 93-94, · 




Reports, rolls 19, 20, _and 21, QE.. Cit., .. under the -
-inve-stiga tion i'ep~:r;_t_~: qf ~y9n Mol tJs.~; ancfl. ,Yor.ck_ van ... - : -~- "'= --~=:-~~--=-. ---~=--"~ ~.· - --\~ 
_. 00 • j ---- ·0 ~- T'~- -~~.-: .. ,~, -~-"~-=~ - - w a~ t.-e.nb erg e .- ,- . , . --- , - -- . - - - . 
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11 . See· Bovari, ·Q.E.. c-it., pp. 63, 77 and 151; and Annedore 
Leber, .Qe.. ·cit ... , pp. 62-6,4 for biographical material 
on Reichwein. 
12 See. KB Repo·r·ts, QE. Cit·., ro11- 2.0, especially the investi-
'\ 
+:------~~~-----:---· .-. --·--- gati-onI3- and- summary reports of the hearings on 19 August 
194·4 whe.re the interrogator comments that von Mol .. tke 
feared a revival of the 1Dolchstoss'myth, and worked to 
circumvent .. its- possible reoccurance. The 11 Stab _ in . the 
.· ---c,,----:~·~ .. ::_,~~---~----~-'-'-b~ck Legend-'L had--its -origin.- ii;i "German· Jii-story·· ~s eat"-ly ·_ --~----~--:··--:~--------~_::~--~: 
-·:· ~-. .. . --~~:14:l{) at ~t-li-e >Battle of Taririenberg ~when- the ·slav. _ _ ,:~~:-- ==-=:-:~ =-~ ~~--=-_:c_- ~--~-~ 
-------------~-----e----------~---;,_: ______ c _______ ~----mi-n'oy--~-ties 'living -ori--the -domains of '-the ·_Pru.ssiaii. · Junkers 
ma.p.~ged to _overcome their lords by. refusing to support--
them against a common foe, and so won their freedom-when 
.. ·· ____ ..... ----- the Junkers were defeated. In subsequentwars, includi~<;! ___ , _____ .. ____ --o--
t;he--Fi-rs-t Wo-r-ld'-War, the German people .·na.15:[tually·. 
resurrected the legend of the "Stab in the Back" to . . 
. 
rationalize their predicaments. 
Confirmed in an inter.view wit.h Count.ess Freya van. -Molt~-~-·, 
- l January 1962 ,- in Heidelberg, W,est Ge-r-many • 
---···-··- . -· .... " -
. · ·_ - ·:. __ · .. 
.... -··· .. - - .:. - - - _. ·; ~- -_ -,·.-.. 
... , .... ~ -
......... ·- -- ........ . .. ·- --· ··- - --
-.,.._' 
.... ·.: ......... .-.· ____ , -
• ·· .... _ .I.,;,,-· .... · •. ;.:..~.:..·,,~·•• ,,-,»o~o•,-~••••••••'' .,,--•~--""''" ,' 
-·--·----·-···· -·· ··-·· .. --·····---··-·-·---·-· -----------···-··---------·--·------·-··- ·········---~-----··--·-··-·-···-···· ' ,--·- ... . .,. . 
-• . ···-
' - .. ··- -- ·-·-----· . _.... . ... _,.-.•...... ,__ ' - .. , .... . 
--~---------·····-··-"··-··----·--········ .. --,-----·-•·-------~ -~. . - ' -
... 
16 \, KB Re_ports, QE. Cit., rolls 19 and 20. 
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- -- --- -1 ~ Reports, Q.E.. Cit. , roll 21. 
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- ------ ~----2 
--, .. - - .. ·-·-·····------·--~-~---·· .. --------\·•·.. . . . ~---
.±fl~ se·rvice __ Hymnal of the Luther_an _ Church. of---Chr-is-t--.---' ___ ·-··~· ~::~--:·---_.__~-~- -------: 
-· ! 
Eitzgibbon,-----Op._ Cit., p •. 94. -i 
- - • -- ••• --· -···-···- ···- -· I 
. --;··· ~ 
. ·--'<··--·-.. ·-·-·· ······-· -· . 
··------ t ~---'---'----~:........:.=-,-----'--~--~--- ·--- ·- - . -
\ . ' l 
4 i Helmuth James., · Count von Moltke to Countess Freya von I 
- .: ... , _____ '.c. ·-···-···'-···- - .. -Ill_•· .. -.- -~-~-i - __ .,_, ...• -
MQ_l.tke .. , .. lc5 July 1~40,." van. Moltke" .Pa-J:E!-rS, -Op.- -C·i·t-~---- ~~- --------~··· ··. --~-·-·· _·· -·-- · .. ·--~---··----,---~~'] 
- • • . • • . • • . __ ._ r 
~-{ .. ~--' . 
.I· 
sEie ,Eugen ckrstenmai~r I~·· article e in Christ urtd Welt, 
20 July. 1950. < 
- -·· . - --~--· ~ 
·G Hans Rothfels, The German O-ppo.sition to Hitler, 19~0 
· (2·n4 ed.) pp. 110-111. (Hereafter cited . as RothfelS, 
English, 2.nd ed.) . 
7 KB Repor-ts, .QE.. Cit. , roll 20. ,-/' . 
.,., ....... _~-- . 
8 . Ibid., roll 19 in section containin9 the summaries of _____ _ 
. ·-Reichw~in-. ts-prelimina~y .- 1.he-ari:n9-• ··~ at t.he_ Prinz Albrechtstrasse. · +•' • 
'-•- "•·· ••••··-·•••••••••••-••••••-
-
- a.•••-•·••"·-----••••••--•- • • 
--t· 
_ .. _., -- - ., . 
. ·----· 
--,-------
- --" -- . ____ , __ ., _____ ,. __ . . - ,..,,,, 
y ~ Annedore Leber, _ Op. Cit·· , pp. 255-256. 
-· -·- .-·-· .. ,.,... .._. ~--· .. 
10 Ibid., p. 256. . .. 
· 11· ··Se_e Gerstenmaiers ··art-i:cI·e-·;--(){>. C~i t·~ ;--~--,aria:e-_F_i_t.zgibbon, --·--·-· _--- ---~~---~-~:::_ ···--- ··---
Q.2. Cit., p. 97. 
·t 
··-· . 
12 ___ J?_i t:~g_ibbon.~_;=1bid... '" P--- . :aS • 
. ----···-----.c.:..---·::...;....._-__;!-. ~---. -·- - --
. '"'"." •... ,: ••..•.. ,--»···-······ ... 13 Ibid., p. 95. 
~-------·· 
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. . - . ,. ··"" I• ' ···"Hereafte'r -cited as v:on ID:rr<:>t·t: · wit;fr app:1::rop1:-rate"'''fii''e-'''','fttlmb"er-'"~~""':-;••=~cc•·••ce;•c,•-'~-'"""""-'~-----~: .. : : 
=--=.~_-_\.~. ··- - ..... 
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---16·-· Frau.,~-IJr. c,lari·ta ··von ·Trott~~to the ·author auririg an inte-rview· 
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-- --- ····-- -· ----
- -
·-- ____ ___. --- - -- -- ---· 
- ---- --- -- -~'-
c---- __ ----· -l;1---·----~~L-.-- -Rews-e-, All Souls--·- and Appea,sen1ent, p. 95·--,- and elaborated · 
'-~-' , ... ,b-~_-Prafesser-Rew-se ~i-n-------an interv-iew···wi th c~ne·· author~-··on· -_~c=c~_cc~~----~~-.- ------··::--~~:~ 
\ 
_____ ~l March 1962 _in New York, N.Y •. 
. ' 
~-- ----- -- -~-- --





- - . . . 
- - -----------
_______ ________ l_~ Rowse, Qe.. Cit., and elaborated upon in the -~~-~~~-~-·-~-~ ------·--·-··---- __________________ _ 
··-······-····-·--·-··----- ----.~. ~=--~~-·:tnt·er,iiew-·witrr-·-p:rcffessqr Rowse iri -New York on 31 Ma:r;eh- l,9e-2.- . ---·-· .... . ... 
~ 
-
·.; ,.~~o · Anneaore Leber, Op. cit., p. 254. •-'~--~ - .- .. 
/ 
' i 
·21 Adam von Trott zu Solz, to Clarita von _Trott. zu Solz, 
·- ····-··-------------- ·----···--·-- _____ .. _ -------- -·- .. -~-- -·- ·- . 





German reads·= · .... -, , ,i , : · · ... ____ _ ______ _ 
/ 
__ : __ ---·--·····---~- -~~--· ~- ~ • :t;:E __ ist .. ~r~tct"Unlich, .... .i-P,te.llig.ent~--a.b-er-~-~ _·- ---·· ···---· ---·. _________ ·. _----~-:- .. _,,_· 
dadurch sehr belastet. Er ist irnmer wieder 
. ' komisch. ·Au·sserdem hat er ganz unerJ<,larlich-
erweise mir gegenuber einen Minderwertigkeit-
. ~ 
skomplex, der ihn imme-I"---wierder· zu sehr 
' 
aggressiven Haltungen und Ausserungen veranlasst •. 
/ 
I , 
D_a$ ist alles sehr komish hatte aber gestern. 
Schwierigkeiten gegben wenn Gerstenrnaier 
nicht dabei gewes·en ware ..•. " 
' ~ -- . . .. ---~-_,______ 
• , 
. . . 
--------···-··· • .. -_-._-\.,J.~J . .a~r''-"!··••[,, • '·"-. -·-·• -·--··_;..":':" __ - •.. _ .. c -'"- • ... --
----· -··-_,____,__ •• ___ _ 
:-~:-~·-=----~-----··- --~~~:=:~~ .:::==~~---=·-~2"~2-~-~=-·:Adaftt-~~v-on-·-1frott·L~~mrcanny:~-at>i1:.try:~~~~~(};-- _11 ·s-e11Se· what~·--=c,thers~~-==-~~=~--· · ~~.-:-=-==-~---· -----~ 
i · were- thinking" ·was impressed upon the author by bot~ n 
. \.-·,,.,, Frau Dr. von·-~Trett during the interview in Haniburg, 
· · ___ QE.. ! Cit~--' and by Professor Rowse who knew him intimately 
·- · ·· - · · · .. , · -. -- · ·- since his c!ays at Oxford. 
. ~ . . 
·.< -··· -
. . --·•·" 
...4 ... -------·-···:-
........ --.. _, .... ,--·-·•>'••·-~...... . -·----... ··· .. ·-.. -· -- .. ·-·- . ----
,. ,. 
--
23 A. L· •. Rowse, QE.. cit., p. 97. 
24 Frau Dr .. Clarita von Trott zu Solz to the author during 
-an i_n~-e_ervi-ew ~- 29 · Becemb·er · 1961 ·-~- in····Hambu-rg·;··· ·w·e·st--·-·G-erm-a-i1y··~ 




···and Allen W-.· Dul.l0es., ... ,-i.n .... sw,i-tze;rland, · fer- exampl:e·, ··commuted 
-----
. 
. betwe·en Berlin and Berne-'· f·o-xt · Business reasons~, Paul·-··· 
to contact the government. Swedish and .international 
newspapermen stationed in Stockholm were von Trott's 
connections to the Allies there. In Lisbori British and 
American lower echelon intelligence personnel were · 
used as intermediaries. 
··- --------------·----------- ------
-~ -· 
- . ' • 
-- --- --- ---.-- - : - ----.. ;....:.:.:·;-· -·-·-------
' . 
- - - ---- - ;- . -- -- - - , ----c------·---· ---· 
. -- - - - -
-I - \_ •• 
- - ----~-----·- ------ -----
- ------------- ·--
,--------------
- ....,.. . . . . . ----------r:-.~ 1-:--. l~ I'" ., ----. ----- --- --- . ----------.---------~-------. --· --------------~--..--·--
26 See Annedore Leber·,· QE.. Cit., p. 227 for an excerp_t __ of · _ _ ._· ·, .. 
_______ ......:. __ _- ________ --·---:------------------ ______ a __ c_des_crip.t,ion ___ of. ____ y_on __ Haef_t_en ___ by ___ CoJln tess M_a_r_ion __ Y_o1;e_k__· _: ______ _:_ ____ - __ -~ 
.· ----------~~--- •__:: ___ . ___________ ---: - -- -von Wartenberg-: - --c---"-o,.=o, ..•• .,,=- -----------~---·----- ... ---------------- --- - ---,----·- - ·· - ···-
- ·--·-- ----·-·-·--------· ·--· 27 
--~_..;,...;,;;_- '-, 
A. E _Rows-e-,-----ep--:;--e±t. --,~-. -·p .•- :99:-;-
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.,:51 - . '·-
__ ._ - - -- --_-- -:..-=- - • ==2-a·---~Beeuments on German Foreign Pol·icy·, 1918.-1945. 
· _-------- _ ---·-· --. - - -~- --_ - -····- ----- -· --···-----,-- vol .- :vI ,- #497-. ~- -- -- --- --- ---- --... ------ - - - . -~- .,_ .. · __ ----__ .. -=-----------~---r---------·--- -- - - ··--------~----------·····------------. - . . . 
- ,_ -- .. ---- -· - - . -r -
29. See Hans· Rothfels I article,·· i1Ad.q.rn von. ,Tr'ott und das 
-~--state Depar-tm~nt: 11 in -the; ·vierteljahr;sbe-fte -rur- -Zei_~g~sc_li.icnt:e ,·----.---__ _ 
.. aus dem Juli-Heft 1959, which clarifies the record 
• C 1 ... C '---•·-- - : :"·:··v:as to who- was the actual author of .the memorandum. Frau . 
_____ pr. ~()~ _rrott agrees tnat her husb.and was' not the writer . ' - - - - --·- ---·----~--
of' the ·a.ocument, aiid----~ays that for' purposes of convenience, -
_ he permitted the assumption to go on uncorrected •. Von 
1 
. ...:._~---------------- _______ ._ ------· ______ T_rQt_t_~_§ ___ t_~l:)s. ____ ~i tl"! ___ ~~_f?_§_~_r smi t_h __ i~-~!~-~ ~-~ ~--- th~ t.__:_~~ -~_id not 
·1__ _ ;_;_ . __________ ---,-~----~--- .. _______ ,_ . wr it.e. __ -tb_a do~cument. · · . 
- ----------------- --- --- ---- -· -----·- -- ·-·-·- -·- - - - -
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
· ... ,. : 
ABWEHR - Wehrmacht Intelligence S~rvice. 
Arbei·tsla:ger - German youth work· .. camps organized by evolutionary 
.:: .. 0. I 
. ·I 
__ . Socialists during the 1920' s ·to over.come the----S-OGia-1-- - --~~~-==--=-~--·-------·-"·--class boundaries, -and to-_·ericourage individual :freedbm~ by placing a high value on the slmple, uncomplicated · 
. · activities of life. Lq.ter these camps were takep over .. ,
1 by the National Socialists who exploited the idea of 
material simplicity for -their "Strength through Joyn 
Program·. ' 1, ' . • . 
Beauftragen . - un·derc.over investigators · in the counter-
intelligence wing df the Nazi Secret State Police. 
' 
Deutsche Freiheit Bund (DFB) .--- - German Free.dam ~roup, an 
i~ternati9nal wing of Germans oppo_sing Hitler. 
. D6lchstoss myt~ - the legend ·of the 1·1 stab. in ,~the back 11 . 
.. pe.rmeating the ·German hi~torical experiences from 1410 _ , 
_. ______ · .. -=- ._--_____ · .. ::-~--~-==--===·=-:·=-~=:'.1:~-:-t-l?~-··.··_:pr~~~:l;:.--_--::4~Yi,.. -=-=-~~man::a ... -.. ha-ve_ .11s:ed ·.i t--to--:-:-rational.i--Z=e~~---~=-,=-~:~:.-::~----==--.·==---~-~ 
-., . 
their defeats since·the -fifteenth cen.tury when the junkers were ove~helmed by the Slav serfs who. formed·· ,. 
a temporary, all.i.ance with a foreign invaaer. 
.. 
Gestapo - Geheime .. S:tatt~polizei~ , ..:.;, the N~zi S·ecret St.ate,, 
Police, . cfha·tg~.d especially with investigating polit:i:.q.a,I. c r .ime s . · · 
· · ,. · f 
Kaiser Wilhelm·Institut fur Vollerrecht - a priv~teiy organized 
study-eenter ir:i, Germany formed to discover"the means to ·-attain an idea~ legal and democratiq society.··------ ....................... ----.----~ 
During H~ tler' s regime-, its members used it as a resista·n¢e: · 
clearing house. 
. Lander - the lands. or the federal district organization of ·. 
the Reich. The· system ·.i~ in i..lse now in West Germany·.·· 
J--········ ··-····---.. ·--·"··-~,--~-~~---·~----.-·-L-aiidrat--=-·--·Tlie-gov ernor-~ or· ad.minis tr a tor .. ,of, a · fed.era t ed 
district. 
,, 
.... ,_._.................. ·-·· ..... - ·-··----.;F- - . ---.. ·----· ·- . - -
. 
' L.-egionstrat .. ~ . ,the ... t.itle··· gi-ven: t:o· ·a' -l-eg-a-tien----e-ottn-cil-l·E>F-~~-.l,:n·_:_t.~CC.c .... ~----··-~--·_ 
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Massenmensch - The "mass-man" whose objectives, ideas, 
behavior and attitudes conform tightly to the nebulous 
group which compose~ the bulk of any citizenry, and wh._o __ ~--~-., 
lacks the mental equipment to express effectively the 
·few original thoughts he may have. . This human being 
_has very little equipment -- mental or material -- to 
overcome th~ problems of his drab existence. 
----~-~----------··-·- ... -~ 
___ . ,':' 
.. I .. -f 
.· ' 
----------- -- ~-NSDAP --Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei -
National Socialist Germa_n Workers' Pa;rty - the Nazi 
Party1 • 
QKW - Obe·rkqmmando aer Wehrmacht: S~pr,eme -Command· of the 
· -German Arme·d Forces. · ,4\ . " 
oss - Office· of strategic Services: Ame!ic'an Milita~y ~ Il)telligence organization in World War II. . .. 
1 
. ; .. 
" 
·· putsch - an overthrow of the recognized government authority. 
< ' 
"· ·. SS - Sc~utzstaffeln - Protectiv~ads~ original!~ ~itler' s 
elite body guard. Later expanded into full military ··ii~··. ' ,· • 
--"----···----
··, •· i • • t 
--- -·-·· ... -.: ~-~~: __ :.:.:~---~··: ::~-:::~·~: ~-r-t;i:,.~,< ,~ - .:.:=~~-:~_:_~_:_~~: ____ _:_~~_::_ - -·-- ·- - ... ··-··----· ..... -- - . ---·- -- - _ -····· -·-· _ • • • C •" -• • ._ ~- _,._ •-r•,- ,,••--!...._ __ ,,:, .. - ' - - -- ------ -- - - -- - - --------- - --~ - --
~t. 
11Valkyr1e" - a· legendary German Godess who· lived in mortal 
_· · J~:. form and was r_eputed to be an. ·earthly. messenger of 
' 
Wotan. The conspirators employment of the name in 
their signal s·ystem recal~ed the lightning· dispatch. 
~ -~' I \ ' 
of the ·valkyries of __ _yo_~---,- ______ -·-- . 
·~ 
;' . ; j I 
-• • • ~• __ • .,.,. • 
. Wehrmacht - the G·erman Armed Forces: combined army, navy.,__ --------------1·· t 
· air force. 
Wirtschaft - specifically.refers to the state of any economy 
or economiG pystem, but one of its many less used (?:t: 
archaic meanings· is "upheaval'\. In modern German 
· denote "upheaval ''i. It still etains 1 ts status in the - - ·--- --------~- --- -· 
\ 
' 
·· German language as a · __ .nc:,un ~~ "n_s 1la t~d. to __ me_§Jl , ".economy 11 • 
4 •• 
·······-·- ----
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Vita 
1938, · and received her elementary and tJ'econdary schooling. 
.'.( 
'. _Ir, ______ l 
' 
\ 












.. in the Easton s·chools. · _____ She __ matricul~t~9 __ ~t Cornell Vn~ye1;~tty ___ : _· ____________ _ 
----··········--··--------------~-------,.·--.. --~------···--·---·-- -
' -·--------·--------- . ---~- --· 
in September, 1956, trans.ferred to th_e University of~:_ 
Pennsylvania School of oral Hygiene the following September, 
· and received a certificate for the practice of Dental Hygiene . · 
---- -------·---------·----------·· ---- ---·-·------ -·- ·---------·- -·---- --·-. '"-----· ---·--------·---------
upon the-completion of the course in June; 1959. In January~ 
1960 she matricul~ted at East s.troudsbu;_g State Col!e·ge. 
to ·complet.e the requ~rements for the degree of Bachelor 
of_ Sc_ience in Secong.ary Education. Upon graduation in 
a-t Easton Area High School. While at East s_troudsb.erg, 
the, author managed to complete a major requirement in 
' 
the social Studies ,in order that she might begin graduate 
. completing requirements for a Master of Arts degree in 
three semesters and a regula-r and a post-summer session. 
Her dissertatio,n was }?egun·:,originally as· a term paper for 
' ' '· ---'--~-- _- ... that a term--pa.per scra.tched only-·the surfac'e of ~a s-ubject. ·---···-··--··--·-,·---------- --
. •: 
.J., ·--~----- -- - ·----- -
-·------------- ·------·--------------·- ·---
' '" ... that was n6't yet ---·fully understood I . she ··elec-t-ecr·'tl5 ·a-evelop--"·~~~~~-~-~~--~===·~~-------,--··,-·-: 
her work into a thesis under the direction of Dr~ Haight. 
·.,. ·- \ 
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